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Q 1 E E D. C. E E D. 1 H. 9. E

2 (9405 a.m.)

3 JUDGE BRENNER: Good morning. We have three

4 proposed sattlements pending before us, and we would

5 like to take those three up first.

6 We are prepared to approve, and hereby do

7 approve, the resolution of Suffolk County Contention 5

8 on loose parts monitoring. And if a copy is available

9 now or shortly, we can bind it in at this point.-

10 (The information referred to follovss)
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
*

NUCLEAR REGULNIDRY CGNWISSION
_

BEFORE THE A'IT)MIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )O ) -

|
IDNG ISLAND LIGHTING CGWPANY )

) Docket No. 50-322 0.L.
(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, )
Unit 1) )

)

RESOLUTION OF SUFFOLK COUNTY
CONTENTION 5 -- IDOSE PARTS RONI'IDRING

THIS AGREEMENT among Long Island Lighting Company ("LILCO"),

the Nuclear Regulatory Conmission Staf f ("Staf f") and Suf folk

County ("SC") (hereinafter collectively, the " Parties"), resolves

SC Contention 5 in accordance with the terms stated below, subject

to the approval of the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board ("ASLB"

or " Board").

A. RECITALS

1. SC Contention 5 concerns the Loose Parts Monitoring

System ("LPMS") and program at the Shoreham Nuclear Power Plant.

In SC Contention 5, as amplified by its written and oral testi-

mony, SC alleged that LILOO has failed to install an adequate LPMS

and implement an adequate Loose Parts Monitoring Program at
- *

Shoreham. SC contends that early detection of a loose part in the

primary system could prevent serious economic damage to the facil-

ity and could avert an accident with potentially adverse conse-

quences to public health and safety.

.
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! 2. On April 13, 1982, the Parties prefiled direct testinony

| on SC Contention 5, providing information relative to the LPMS and
|

-~

! program at Shoreham. From June 1st through June 4th 1982 (Tr. pp.

2691-3540), the prefiled testinony of the parties was introduced

| and cross-examination was conducted.
|
'

3. In oral testinony submitted on SC Contention 5, SC

alleged that the Shoreham LPMS is deficient, particularly in that

|
It utilizes only four senscrs (acceleroneters) to detect loose

parts. These four sensors are located on the reactor feedwater

| inlet nozzles (at 45 degr'ees and 225 degrees azimuth) and on the

control rod drive housings (at 160 and 340 degrees azimuth). SC
i
'

alleged that at least six sensors should be utilized, with the two

(} r4dditional sensors to be located on the reactor recirculation pump

suction nozzles. SC believes that these additional locations con-

stitute natural collection points that need to be monitored and

that the additional sensors will significantly upgrade the detec-j

tion potential of the LPMS. In its testimony on SC Contention 5,

SC also discussed its concerns that LILOO had failed to demon-

strate: (a) that the Shoreham LPNS will minimize spurious alarms;
'

and (b) the precise procedures 'to be followed upon receipt of an

LPMS alarm. SC therefore alleged that such inadequacies in the

| Shoreham LPMS and program could result in violation of 10 CFR 50,
i

Appendix A, GDC 1 and 13, as well as 10 CFR 20.1(c), and 10 CFR'

()'

50.36(c)(2), (3) and (5).

.

.,
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4. LILCO does not, by the fact of joining in this Agreement,

endorse the characterizations of SC Contention 5 or of SC's testi-

() many ihereon in paragraphs A 1 and A.3 of this Agreement, nor con-

eede the validity of the concerns there expressed.

5. Subsequent to the trial of the LPMS issue, the parties

have discussed means to resolve this issue. LILOO has nede an

additional LPMS submittal to the NRC Staff (SNRC-721, June 28,

1982), and has furnished SC with copies of it. This submittal

provides further information on the LPMS program's consistency

with Regulatory Guide 1.133. LILOO has also provided, for review

by SC technical consultants, additional information and proposed

Technical Specifications for the Shoreham LPMS. Based on review

of these materials, discussions with LILOO's personnel concerning
,

| the LPMS and program, and LILOO's agreement,' stated in paragraph
|

B.1 below, to undertake certain actions requested by SC, SC agrees
.

to consider SC Contention 5 resolved.

6. During litigation of the LPMS issue, the Staff witness
indicated that the Staff had generally upgraded its LPMS review

since completing the Shoreham SER, that it therefore considered

the adequacy of the Shorehen LPNS to be an open SER item, and that *
.

It would nmet with LILOO to consider further natters prior to

closing its SER review of the matter entirely. LILOO's submittal

in SNRC-721, referred to in paragraph 5 above, was the first step

() in resolving the Staff's further inquiries. Subsequent emununica-

tions with the Staff identified five areas of further Staff
.

|

,

F
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I interest which need to be addressed in order for the Staff to
close out its SER reviews (1) a cost / benefit justification of the

O existing degree of separation of electric cables in the LPMS sys-

tem, relative to full observance of the cable separation guidance

in Regulatory Guide 1.133; (2) development of a test program, to

be completed before the end of plant startup, to implement the
Deliberate Plant Nkneuver Feature; (3) number and location of sen-

sors; (4) evaluation of the four-contacts-in-five-seconds LPMS

alarm threshold; and (5) provision of intended operating proce--

dures or descriptions thereof. LILOO's emuni tment s to SC s t a ted

in paragraph B.1 below 'have entirely resolved Staf f item (3) and

,

largely resolved Staff item (5). In addition, LILOO has commit-

(]) ted, as set forth in paragraph B.2 below, to resolve the remaining

Staff review items. Based on LILOO's commitments to SC and to the
|

Staff stated in Part B, below, the Staff agrees tu consider SC
i

Contention 5 resolved.

B. AGREEMENT

1. In order to resolve the concerns of Suffolk County reci-

ted in paragraphs A.1 and A.3 of this Agreenwnt, LILOO agrees to
*

implenwnt the following actions prior to completion of fuel load,
except as otherwise permitted by paragraph B.I.G. below:

A. LILOO will install two additional LPMS sensors, to

be located on the reactor recirculation pump suction

nozzles at the reactor vessel exit. fromptly.upon exe-

cution of this Agreement, LILOO will undertake all

. - _ - - - - - - . _ _ - _ _ _ _ . . - - _ .-- . - - . -- _- - - - -
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necessary design and procurement activities to permit

installation and calibration of the two sensors prior to

the completion of fuel loading. -

B. LILOO will provide for the LPMS alarm output,to be

included in alarm printouts of the process computer sys-

tem.

C. LILOO will provide a second LPNS tape recorder,
f

either permanently installed or portable, to facilitate
,

comparison of loose part event recordings with

previously-recorded " baseline" recordings. Promptly

upon execution of this Agreement, LILOO will undertake

all necessary design and procurement activities to per-

mit installation of the tape recorder prior to the com-
[}

pletion of fuel loading.

D. LILOO will perform additional " baseline mapping" of

I the LPMS, to include recording of sensor responses to

calibrated impacts at various locations distributed
,

around the exterior surface of the RFv*.

E. LILOO will provide for review by SC consultants

coplec of LPMS calibration and operation procedures for *

the LPMS as installed pursuant to this Agreenent. Based

upon a review of these procedures, SC nmy provide to

LILOO recommendations for modification of these proce-

dures. LILOO will review any such recommendations and

will advise S.C of its disposition of any SC

.

- y . . .--- . , - . - ,-. .- - -, . -, , . - , , _ , . - . - - - , - - _ - , ,,,,.n ,- _- -,
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reconnendations and, upon request by SC, its reasons for 1

|
such disposition.

() F. LILOO will establish and implement training |

requirements and, as necessary, programs for personnel

using the LPMS, including operators, instrument techni- !

elans, shift technical advisors, and technical support

engineers.

G. Promptly upon becoming aware of the occurrence of

- any event or situation which, in LILOO's view, is beyond
the control of LILOO and will unavoidably delay com-

!
pletion of one or nere of the tasks set forth in para- ;

graphs B.1.A., B.1.B. and B.1.C. beyond the end of fuel

() load, LILOO shall notify the Board and the Parties. Such

notification shall include statenents of (1) the nature
and date of occurrence of the event or situation, (2)

the date on which LILOO became aware of it, (3) the rea-

; sons why its occurrence was beyond the control of LILOO,

(4) the length of the estimated delay in completing

tasks B.1.A., B.1.2. and B.1.C. or any of them, (5) the

steps taken or to be taken by LILOO to minimize its
- length, (6) why further steps would'be unreasonable or

ineffective, (7) why initial criticality should not be

delayed to permit completion of the tasks which are
,

incomplete, and (8) how training in the use of the
enhanced LPMS will be achieved if the LPNS is not fully

4

l
1
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functional during the period of initial criticality.

All docunentation relating to the delay and items 1-8

(} - above shall be made available for SC review if SC so
,

requests. If SC believes that LILOO has not justified

the basis for any delay in completing tasks under

!

B.1.A., B.1.B. and B.1.C. or any of them, SC may seek a
I

Board order delaying initial criticality or providingI

! other appropriate relief. With respect to vendor-

related delays (delays in delivery of components or
j

delivery of defective components), LILOO and SC are

agreed that such events are presumptively beyond the,

control of LILOO and that resultant delays, if docu-
|

mented in accordance with the second sentence of this
O paragraph and shown to be kept to the minimum length

necessary, shall not preclude initial criticality. With

respect to any other source of delay, LILOO and SC are

agreed that the events are presmnptively not beyond the
;

i control of LILOO and the burden shall be on LILOO to
i show, in addition, that the occurrence of the event or

f situation as a result of which LILOO seeks a delay was

beyond the control of LILOO.

2. A. LILOO has agreed to take the following actions, on

() or before October 1, 1982 except as otherwise provided

in this paragraph, to resolve the Staff's concerns

recited in paragraph A.6 of this Agreements

,

e
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(1) To conduct and submit to the Staff a cost / benefit
evaluation comparing the operation of the Shoreham LPMS

O
~

with the currently designed cable separation 3,riteria

against its operation assuming backfitting to' achieve

epplete consistency with the separation guidelines of

Ref Guide 1.133.

( 2 ). To prepare and submit to the Staff a description of

a test program, which program will be conducted and com-

pleted prior to completion of plant startup, in order to
implement the Deliberate Plant Maneuver Feature. The

results of the program will be reported in the Full
Power LPMS Report to be submitted to the Staff within 90

days af ter conmercie l operation.

(3) To conduct, and provide to the Staff in the Full

Power LPMS Report, an evaluation of the LPMS alarm

threshold.

(4) To provide to the Staff copies or descriptions of

the preoperational test procedure, startup test proce-

dure, channel calibration procedure, system functional

check procedure, LPMS operating procedure, and LPMS

alarm response procedure, in accordance with SNRC-721,

dated June 28, 1982.

B. LILOO has provided to the Staff all of the informa-

tion required in paragraph 2A to have been submitted by

October 1, in s,erial letter SNRC-769 (September 14,

i

, . s
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1982), a copy of which was also provided simultaneously

to'SC. Copies of all further submissions to the Staff

O 9 r it * 9 r r ea =^ a >> a proviaea i- it >F
~

to SC. The Staff shall promptly review any such LILOO

submissions and any timely consnents SC may have thereon.

If the Staff concerns are not resolved by the LILOO sub-

mittals, the Staff shall advise LILOO, with copies to

SC, of areas of continued concern and LILOO shall make

further submissions (with copies to SC) until all con-

cerns are resolved. Upon satisfactory completion of all

submissions necessary thereto, the Staff will issue an

SER Supplement or portion thereof closing SER Open Item

64.
O 3. Suffolk County agrees to withdraw Contention 5.

, .. of
5EL F5R LONG IEEIRD COUNEEE P5R EUFFOEK OOUNtt'

LIGHTING 00MPANY

o. -
k eNCA -

COUNSEL FOR NUCEEIR
REGULATORY 00hMISSION( STAFF

DATED: hw 3D,19s2

O
.

O
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1 JUDGE BRENNERa We are also prepared to

2 approve the resolution of Contention 18, human factors
t

| 3 equipment. The proposed agreement notes the f act that

O'

| 4 one aspect was to be handled within the context of the
!
'

5 security proceeding, and, of course, subsequent to the

6 execution of this agreement, or perhaps at about the

7 same timeframe, as we understand it, although handled in
,

1

8 the context of the security proceeding, tha t matter,

g too, has been resolved in that proceeding. Is that

10 right?

11 HR. IRWINs That is correct, Judge Brenner.

12 JUDGE BRENNER: Well, I just wanted to get

13 that clarification on the record and we are prepared to

14 approve that agreement, and we do so at this time. And

15 although it is a little thick, I guess we will bind it

16 in for consistency.at this point.

17 (The resolution of Contention 18 followss) '

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

'

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
i

:|

In the Matter of )
'

)
LONG ISLAND LIGHTING COMPANY, ) Docket No. 50-322 (OL)

>

)
(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station,)

Unit 1) )

O RESOLUTION OF SUFFOLK COUNTY /SHOREHAM
OPPONENTS COALITION CCNTENTION 18 --

HUMAN FACTORS, EQUIPMENT

.

This Agreement among Long Island Lighting Company

(LILCO), the Nuclear Regulatory Commission Staff (Staff);
i

Shoreham Opponents Coalition (SOC) and Suffolk County (SC)

(hereinafter collectively, the Parties), resolves SC/ SOC

Contention 18 in accordance with the terms stated below,
. .

sub-
|

ject to the approval of the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
(Board).

i

; o
.

, . . . _ . - .-. - . . - _ _ . , __.. -. ,-.--...____
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A. RECITALS

1. SC/ SOC Contention 18 concerns the human factors

aspects involved in the design and implementation of equipment

in the Shoreham control room. SC and SOC have alleged that

LILCO has failed to eliminate certain design deficiencies and

other deficiencies identified during the NRC's control room

audit conducted in March and April, 1981, and therefore has

failed to satisfy 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A. SC and SOC

believe that the existence of such deficiencies in the Shoreham

control room makes it more difficult for an operator to recog-

nize off-normal conditions and take required mitigating

actions, and also results in an increased probability of opera-

() tor error. Accordingly, SC and SOC have contended that elim-

ination of the deficiencies identified in SC/ SOC Contention 18
is necessary in order to protect the health and safety of the

public.

2. On May 25, 1982, the Parties prefiled direct tes-

timony on SC/ SOC Contention 18. By this Resolution, LILCO

documents that it either has taken or will take the steps
.

described below, which respond to the SC and SOC concerns

expressed in SC/ SOC Contention 18. SC and SOC have determined

that LILCO's actions respond to the matters set forth in SC/ SOC

Contention 18 and in SC's direct testimony on that contention,

and thus satisfy the County's and SOC's concerns. In SC's and

SOC's view, these actions result in a material improvement to

|

|

b-
_ _

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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the equipment in the Shoreham control room and to the ability

of operators to use such equipment properly, and thus will
(~)\- contribute to the safe operation of Shoreham. Accordingly,

based upon LILCO's agreement to carry out these actions, SC and

SOC find that SC/ SOC Contention 18 is resolved with the excep-

tion of part 18(e)(iv) involving the location of the secondary
alarm station (SAS) -- the security console -- in the control

room. As a result, SC, LILCO, SOC and the Staff jointly urge

the Board to accept this Resolution to terminate litigation of

SC/ SOC Contention 18, except for that portion dealing with the

location of the SAS. The details of this Resolution and

LILCO's agreement to implement the actions specified herein are

{} described below.

B. AGREEMENTS

1. SC/ SOC Contention 18(e)(iv) --
Location of Security Console (SAS)

The Parties agree to litigate SC's and SOC's concern

about the location of the SAS security console in the control

room in the context of the pertinent contention in the ongoing
'

Shoreham security proceeding. LILCO will have an opportunity

to supplement its witness panel on the SAS issue in the secu-

rity proceeding in order to address human factor aspects in the

context of that security contention. SC and SOC will similarly

( have an opportunity to supplement their security testimony to

address human factors , considerations.

-
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2. SC/ SOC Contention 18(a) -- Lack of
First-Out. Capability -- and
18(d) -- Availability and| . ...

| Reliability of Process Computer

SC and SOC have alleged that the combination of the

lack of first-out annunciator capability at Shoreham and the

slow process computer could delay operator response to multiple
plant alarms. SC and SOC have urged in SC/ SOC Contention 18(a)

the importance of first-out capability in providing diagnostic

information to plant operators. In SC/ SOC Contention 18(d), SC

and SOC have alleged that the Shoreham process computer and

printer is slow and unreliable and not adequately integrated

with alarm response procedures.

Subsequent to the filing of testimony on SC/ SOC

O
Contention 18, LILCO provided SC and SOC consultants with docu-

mentation of its intended use of the process computer to

provide first-out and sequence of events data. Additional

! information, subsequently provided by LILCO, concerning the

capabilities of the process computer, indicates that the

computer can produce annunciator alarm data, and relate those

data to the time sequence of alarm sequences. Based upon a - -

1 ,

review of this 11.f ormation, SC consultants agree that the

process computer has the capability of providing a substantial

equivalent to a first-out annunciator system.

() However, in light of LILCO's reliance on the process

computer as the only means of providing operators with data on

the sequence of annunciator trips and events leading to reactor

_ . . - - - _ . . . _ . _ ._ .- _ . _ _ _ _ _- --_ - - - - - - - - - - - - -.
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and turbine trip conditions, SC and SOC have urged that certain

improvements in the process computer are necesssary.

Specifically, SC and SOC believe that: (i) the computer printer

is too slow and that it could become overloaded; (ii) the

computer output is not adequately integrated with alarm

response procedures used by the operators, and (iii) the

computer system is unreliable. In response to these SC and SOC

concerns LILCO has taken or will take the following actions:

(i) To upgrade the process computer printer, the

printer has been replaced with one having a 300 line per minute ,
capability with a one line buffer. SC and SOC consultants have

reviewed information provided by LILCO which documents this

() improvement. As a result of such review, SC and SOC are satis-

fied that LILCO has now addressed SC's and SOC's concerns

relating to the speed and capacity of the process computer

,
printer.

l

( (ii) At the request of SC consultants, LILCO has

agreed to provide prior to initial criticality a hard copy

index correlating process computer data points for the NSSS and
. .

BOP first-out sequence of events computer points to the appro-

priate Alarm Response Procedures (ARPs). This index and cross

reference will also correlate the NSSS and BOP sequence of

events (first-out) computer points with those corrocponding-

\#
data points in the Emergency Response Facilities' (Phase II)

pre-event log. In the view of SC and SOC consultants, the
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availability of this information will eliminate extra steps
"

previously necessary for operators to identify the appropriate

ARP from a computer generated sequence of events. SC and SOC

consultants find that the above-described action by LILCO

addresses the SC and S0C concern relating to the need for inte-

gration of the process computer outputs and alarm response pro-

cedures.

(iii) To address SC and SOC concerns about the

reliability of the process computer, LILCO has:

(a) Obtained from GE/Honeywell a

generic analysis of the reliability of

the Model 4010 main frame computer.

(f That analysis indicates a 98 to 99;

percent monthly reliability for the

main frame computer (letter dated July

16, 1982; from D. Dorer, Honeywell, to

R. Mola, Stone & Webster).
|

| (b) Agreed to provide a cross

reference between NSSG and BOP sequence
|

. .

I of events computer points and those

- corresponding data points in the

emergency response facilities (Phase

II) pre-event log, thus providing anj O
alternate source of post-event

diagnostic information in the event the
,

'

process computer is unavailable.

|

!
, _ . _ _ _ _ . _ , _ _ . - _ - - - - -
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(c) Agreed to implement a procedure

governing the use and availability of

the process computer, which will
*

include the provisions set forth in

Attachment 1 hereto. A copy of the

procedure will be provided to SC and

SOC prirr to fuel load. SC and SOC-

consultants may recommend modifications

in the procedure and such recom-

mendations will be considered, in good

faith, by LILCO and will be implemented
1

if appropriate. The final procedure

n will be implemented prior to initial
us

criticality.

Based upon a review of documentation provided by LILCO

concerning the actions described above, SC and SOC consultants

have determined that with the implementation of the foregoing

actions, LILCO will have addressed the SC and SOC concerns

relating to the reliability of the process computer. For the

foregoing reasons, SC and SOC consider SC/ SOC, Contentions 18(a) '

and (d) to be resolved.
3. SC/ SOC Contention 18(b) -- Lack of

Ring-Back Feature on Annunciators
i

SC and SOC have alleged that the annunciator system in

the Shoreham control room fails to indicate to the operator

that an alarmed condition has cleared. SC and SOC have urged

!

_- .. -- .~ .- - - - . - - . - -
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the need for such an indication to provide the operator with

S necessary information concerning what actions should be taken.

)
Subsequent to the filing of testimony on SC/ SOC

Contention 18, SC and SOC consultants met with LILCO Operations

Staff and discussed the need for providing a ringback feature

on the annunciators. It is LILCO's position that information

equivalent to that provided the operator by a ringback system

will be available to Shoreham operators through their imple-

mentation of ARPs. At the request of SC and SOC consultants,

LILCO has provided SC and SOC with information describing how

the operators use ARPs and how, in LILCO's view, completion of

the steps set out in ARPs will achieve the same result -- i.e.,

() verification that the alarmed condition has been cleared -- as

|
is achieved by a ringback feature on the annunciators.

In addition, LILCO agrees to have the Independent

Safety Engineering Group perform a three-phase review of all

the Main Control Room ARPS to verify that if the instructions

in each ARP are followed to completion, it will result in
|

| assurance to the operator that the alarmed condition has
-. .

I cleared or that the system status is appropriately logged.

- Phase I will consist of a review of all ARPs relating

to the core spray and high pressure coolant injection systems

(a total of 61 procedures). Phase I will be completed, and

' documentation of the results will be provided to SC, as soon as

possible but in any event by March 1, 1983, or fuel load,

i

I
__ . .._ _ ._ _
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whichever is earlier. Such documentation will include a

description of the review process and required revisions or

J. modifications to the ARPs. SC and SOC consultants may submit

comments on the review and its results, and LILCO will, in good

faith, consider such comments and implement them, if appropri-
ate. The ARPs, including any necessary revisions, will be

implemented two months after completion of the review.

Phase II of the review will consist of a review of the

remaining safety related systems ARPs, and will be completed,

with documentation provided to SC and SOC, as soon as possible

but in any event, prior to the first refueling outage. Phase

III will consist of a review of the remaining ARPs. It will be

completed with documentation provided to SC and SOC, as soon as

possible but in any event prior to the second refueling outage.
i

Finally, LILCO agrees that the addition of a ringback

feature will be evaluated as part of the Shoreham lona-term

control room design review, and that LILCO will implement the

! changes relative to ringback resulting from the review that are
!

required by the NRC staff.!

(
,

'Based on a review of the materials described above, SC

and SOC consultants have determined that with the imple-

( mentation of the additional actions committed to by LILCO
i

above, LILCO will have addressed SC's and SOC's concerns stated

() in SC/ SOC Contention 18(b). Accordingly, SC and SOC consider

SC/ SOC Contention 18(b) to be resolved.

|

!. __. _ _ _ _ _ .- - - - - - - - --
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4. SC/ SOC Contention 18(c) -- Lack of Bypass or
Inoperative Status Indications on Systems

() SC and SOC have alleged that because annunciators
''

showing systems are inoperable do not indicate whether the

inoperability is due to an actual malfunction or a deliberate

bypass (e.g., because of maintenance activities),'the operator

is deprived of important information. It is SC's and SOC's

view that an operator should know whether a system is in fact

capable of functioning, even if it has been bypassed, and,

accordingly, SC and SOC have recommended that the operator be

provided with an indication of this fact.

In response to this concern, LILCO provided SC and SOC

with a copy of SP 21.002.01 (Rev. 3), " Operations Logs and

O Records," which demonstrates that at the beginning of each
|

shift, Shoreham operators are provided with information con-

cerning the status of plant systems. SC and SOC consultants
!

have reviewed this procedure and have discussed its imple-

mentation with LILCO Operations Staff. Based on this review

and these discussions, SC and SOC consultants have determined

that the shift turnover sheet, watch engineer's log, and opera-

tions logs, which the Watch Engineer must review prior to his

accepting responsibility for a watch, contain specific and

necessary information concerning the operability of those

, /~T systems not in service, including whether they are in a
! (_/

bypassed or degraded condition. This information is
'

supplemented by an oral report received from the Watch Engineer

responsible for the prior watch.

. ._. _ ._._ - _ . . . - _ _ __ _ - ._. - _- - -
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Furthermore, the above procedure reviewed by SC and SOC

consultants indicates that prior to coming on duty, each

nuclear station operator will review the shift turnover sheet

and operations legs and will also receive, from his counterpart

who is going off-duty, an oral summary of the information

contained in the operations logs (including that pertaining to

the operability of systems). LILCO hereby agrees to maintain

this type of control in effect to assure that operators will

receive the necessary information on system status and

operability, but reserves the right to amend or replace the

procedure as changes of circumstances dictate.

Based upon a review of the information and commitments

(~T described above, SC and SOC consultants have determined that
U

LILCO has addressed the concerns stated in SC/ SOC Contention

18(c). Accordingly, SC and SOC consider those concerns to be

resolved.

5. SC/ SOC Contention 18(e) --
Lack of Response to Items
Identified in Control Room Audit

In SC/ SOC Contention 18(e), SC and SOC alleged that 10

unresolved control room envir$nment and control board problems,' '

identified in the NRC control room audit conducted in March and
! April 1981, collectively could result in serious operational
|
j difficulties over time. The 10 items, and LILCO's actions or

undertakings to resolve them are set forth below.

.

!

, _

. . _ .-_. .
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(i) Control Room Ventilation

Control room vent'ilation was untestable during the NRC

control room audit due to the stage of construction at that

time. Accordingly, during the audit no judgment could be made

of its adequacy. Subsequently, LILCO committed to perform a

check of ventilation and make corrections as required prior to

fuel load (see SSER Appendix C, Item No. 2.1; and SNRC-741).

In addition, SC and SOC consultants toured the Shoreham control

room in August 1982, and determined that there are no gross

ventilation discrepancies. Therefore, SC and SOC consider

their concern stated in SC/ SOC Contention 18(e)(i) to be
resolved.

{ (ii) Background Noise Levels

Background control room noise levels were also

untestable at the time of the NRC control room audit.

Subsequently, LILCO committed to test background noise levels

and make corrections as required prior to fuel load. (See

LILCO's Response to NRC Control Room Audit, Finding 2.7). In

addition, SC and SOC consultants toured the control room during

l a period of light construction ac'tivity and noted no unusual

l.evels of background noise. Therefore, SC and SOC consider,

|

their concern stated in SC/ SOC Contention 18(e)(ii) to be
resolved.

| (iii) Lighting Level

.

I

.

I
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Lighting levels in the control room were untestable At

the time of the NRC control room audit because the ceiling,s

diffuser panels had not been installed. Subsequently,'LILCO
>,

.

committed to check lighting levels and make cerrections as -

required prior to fuel load (see SSER Appe dix C, Item No. 2.2;
,

and SNRC-741). SC and SOC consultants have toured the contfoi

room since the panels have been installed, and no glossi i'

t

lighting problems were noted. Therefore, SCandS0Ccons(der

their concern stated in SC/ SOC Contention 18(e)(iii) to b'e' *

resolved. -

(iv) Security Console
,,

See paragraph 1 on page 3 above.,

( }' (v) J-handled Switches

During the NRC control room audit, the location of

J-handled switches in the front row of the control boards was
identified as creating a potential for inadvertent actuation of

the controls involved. SC and SOC have urged the need for

testing to ensure that inadvertent operation is not possible,
,

and/or a modification to the control boards to prevent such a
4

possibility.

_ At the request of SC and SOC consultants, LILCO agrees. -

to perform experimental testing to determine the susceptibility,
of the switches to inadvertent operation resulting from contact

'"with tools, flashlights or other equipment that could be '
|'

carried by operators or technicians. <

1

/

,
.E

*
't

,
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;

The test methodology and failure criteria, as well as

the., remedy to be implemented should the test results so

require, are set forth in Attachment 2 hereto. LILCO agrees to'

1

provide SC and SOC, prior to fuel load, with documentation of'

the test results and implementation of remedies as required.,.
,

(vi) Mirror Image Arrangement of IRM Selectors

SC and SOC have expressed a concern that the mirror.

image arrangement of IRM selector switches on the Shoreham con-

trol panels could lead to erroneous operator actions. This

concern was also identified in the NRC control room audit. As

,

a result of a tour of the Shoreham control room, SC and SOC

consultants have now verified that the IRM displays are

(j arranged in the same mirror image format as the selectors.

Therefore, because the selectors are located so as to

correspond with the matching displays, SC and SOC consider

their concern stated in SC/ SOC Contention 18(e)(vi) to be
resolved.

(vii) Location of Service Air Controls
SC and SOC were concerned because at the time of the

NRC control room audit, service air controls were located on a

separate panel from the associated meter displays. SC and SOC

consultants have now verified that, as a result of changes in

system design made subsequent to the time of the control room

n' audit, this fact no longer presents a human factors concern andx-

SC/ SOC Contention 18(vii) is resolved.

4

s

e

h

( 9

/
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(viii) Range of the Reactor Water Level Display

. -
-- During the NRC control room audit, the range of the

reactor water level display on control panel 602 was determined

to be inadequate because a meesurement lower than reactor
.,

vessel instrument zero could not be obtained from the display

range. In response to this concern, LILCO subsequently

installed a meter which provides wide-range indication of

reactor vessel water level (i.e., +60 inches /0/ -150 inches),

referenced to reactor vessel instrument zero and calibrated for

normal operating reactor pressure and temperature. LILCO has

placed this meter on panel 602 (See SSER Appendix C, Item No.

6.17; and SNRC-741). SC and SOC consultants have toured the

() control room and verified that the wide-range meter, as
,

described above, has been installed. Therefore, SC and SOC

consider their concern stated in SC/ SOC Contention 18(e)(viii)
to be resolved.

(ix) Strip Chart Recorders

During the NRC control room audit, strip chart

recorders were found inadequate with respect to the following:

(a) strip chart recorders were loaded with ch' art

- paper having scales that did not match the

recorder scales;

(b) units associated with the recorder scales were

O not identified; and

.

_ - - . _ . - _ _ _ .-._ . _ _ , -- . - - . _ . __. , _. _ _
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(c) most chart recorders were not operational and

could not be evaluated completely.; -

Subsequently, LILCO has committed to take the following actions

prior to fuel load:

(a) insert proper chart paper into the chart

recorders (SSER Appendix C, Item 10.1 and

SNRC-741);

(b) identify the units associated with the chart

recorder scales either on the recorder or on the

recorder label (SSER Appendix C, Item 10.3; and

SNRC-741); and
4

(c) verify that chart recorders associated with plant

(f operation are fully operational (SSER Appendix C,

Item 10.4; and SNRC-741).

In addition, Juring the NRC control room audit, the

. blue and green ink traces were identified as being

indistinguishable on some strip chart recorders. SC and SOC

consultants have subsequently toured the control room and

determined that the blue and green ink traces are

indistinguishable only where they overlap because the same

parameter value is being recorded on voltage recorder 1R42-ER-

001. I.7 addition, SC and SOC consultants understand that the

parameter values recorded by the above-mentioned strip chart

recorder trt es are concurrently logged in the ERF ccmputer for
|

| retrieval, and are displayed by instrumentation located on the

. _ - . - . - _ _ _ _ _ - . - _ . -- _ . . ___
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.

control boards in the control room. Based upon the above

commitments of LILCO, a review of related documentation, and a_

k-) control room tour, SC and SOC consider its concerns stated in

SC/ SOC Contention 18(e)(ix) to be resolved.

(x) Reactor Mode Switch and Key Location

During the NRC control room audit, the practice of

leaving the key in the reactor mode switch was determined to be

undesirable because removal of the key in any switch position

would lock the switch in that mode. Subsequently, LILCO has

committed to enforce an administrative directive which requires

that the key remain in the mode switch when the switch is in

the RUN position (see SSER Appendix C, Item 4.13). SC and SOC

consultants have received and reviewed a copy of the adminis-

trative directive and conclude that it addresses the concern

stated in SC/ SOC Contention 18(e)(x). Therefore, SC and SOC

consider their concern stated in SC/30C Contention 18(e)(x) to
be resolved,

i 6 37mt 4O-

LONGISLANDLIGHTING[ COMPANY
ounsel for Counsel for /

SUFFOLK COUNTY
.-

b. RO/% 4 A [k, (LL -

(^3 Couns'el for / 'l ' ) Counsel for i
N,/. SHOREHAM OPPONENTS COALITION NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

STAFF

DATED: November 3 D / 1982

L
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ATTACHMENT 1
_

O ' ' '

OUTLINE OF KEY PROVISIONS TO BE
ks CONTAINED IN SHOREHAM PROCEDURE

RE'OARDING PROCESS COMPUTER SYSTEM

The availability of the plant process computer will be

determined and recorded on a weekly basis.

Step 1: If the weekly availability of the plant process

computer is less than 95 percent for four (4) con-

secutive weeks, additional corrective action

(beyond normal maintenance activities) will be

taken immediately to restore the plant process

computer to a weekly availability of at least 95

(~/).

s- percent.

Step 2: If the weekly availability of the plant process

computer is less than 85 percent for two (2) con-

secutive weeks then, in addition to all the actions

i required by Step 1, the availability of the

j Emergency Response Facilities (ERF) computer system
I
i will be verified immediately to ensure that the two

j (2) hour pre-event log is available to provide
:

post-trip diagnoctic information. If the ERF pre-

event log is not available, follow the action

(} specified in Step 3. Step 2 is applicable until

availability of the plant process computer has been
'

restored to at least 95 percent.

I
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Step 3: If the weekly availability of the plant process

f, computer is less than 70 percent for any week, all-

'# the actions specified in Steps 2 and 3 above will

be taken. In additio'n, until the weekly

availability is restored to at least 90 percent,

the status (analog value where applicable) of each

point on both the NSSS and BOP sequence of events

logs will be recorded once per shift.

The average availability of the plant process computer

will be determined for the preceding six months during the

months of January and July of each year.

If the average availability, over a six month period,

() of the plant process computer is less than 95 percent,

j corrective action will be taken immediately to restore the six

month average availability to at least 95 percent.

LILCO agrees to maintain this procedure in effect until

the first refueling outage unicas a 95 percent availability for

the computer over a six-month period has been established, in

which case, the procedure may be discontinued. If by the first

refueling outage the computer has not achieved such

availability, then LILCO will take appropriate action to ensure

that the information necessary for diagnostic purposes will be
|

| available. LILCO may do so either by improving the

availability of the process computer or by providing such

i diagnostic information through other means or techniques having

greater availability than the computer.

. .-. __ __ __ --
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ATTACHMENT 2

0
.

Static and Dynamic Verification
of "J-handle" Switch Suitability

PURPOSE: Description of a quasi-experimental approach to

ascertain the relative ease or difficulty of acci-

dental activation of "J-handled" switches that are

close to board edge.

DESCRIPTION: Phase I: Static Test

Obtain personnel that have the approximate hip size

and hip heights of 5th percentile (female) and 95th

percentile (male); obtain a person who is an aver-

(~}i age of these dimensions; outfit the personnel with
y

the following items:

1) Motorola walkie-talkie similar to one used at

Shoreham;

2) Flashlight on belts; and

3) Tool holster with typical tools used by

Shoreham technicians.

Each subject will wear one item at a time and stand

next to the board and adjacent to "J-handled"

; switches. Thus, there will be nine different

experimental scenarios (three persons each with
,

/ 1

\s) three different items). The amount of contact, if

any, with,the "J-handled" switches will be recorded
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by a Human Factors Engineer from General Physics

Corporation.

L,/ Phase II: Dynamic Test

Using the same personnel and items (again, nine

different scenarios) have persons walk down close

to the board's edge. Have them touch the board's

edge with their bodies. These scenarios will be

observed by a Human Factors engineer from General

Physics Corporation who will verify the validity of

the test.

Both the static and dynamic tests may be done

either on the actual control board or a mock-up.

Use of a mock-up is preferable to preclude any

adverse consequences should a switch be

inadvertently operated during the course of

testing. If a mock-up is used, it will exactly

reproduce the dimensions of that portion of the

control board in question. The switch used in the

mock-up will be the switch type requiring least

amount of torque for' operation. The switch will be

mounted on the mock-up in a manner to replicate the

control room usage of the switch. The mock-up will

reproduce the section of the benchboard (3-4 feet)

() where the switch is actually used. Clearance mea-

surements for forward, backward and lateral
,

._ _ __ _ _ .___ _ _ _ _ . _ _ - - _ __ _ _ _
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approaches to the mock-up will be taken in the

static test for information only. The test and

O'
i _.

test results will be recorded and documented by the

General Physics Human Factors Engineer.

FAILURE CRITERIA:

1. Failure criteria will be based on the results

of the dynamic test only.

2. Failure is defined as a switch contact

changing state.

i

TEST MATRIX

EQUIPMENT

(f Tool.
Walkie-Talkie Flashlight Holster

Test Subject 5% 10 trials 10 trials 10 trials

Percentage 50% 10 trials 10 trials 10 trials

95% 10 trials 10 trials 10 trials

| a. Failure occurrence in any one 10-trial cell

shall not exceed one (1).
b. Failure occurrence in any one " Test Subject"

- percentile row will not exceed two (2).

c. Failure occurrence in entire test will not

exceed three (3).

.

n _ _ , , ,- -w_
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.

REMEDY:

If failure of the test case switch exceeds the cri-
,,

teria established above, switches of that type on

the front row of the benchboards will be modified

or protected to preclude inadvertent operation. In

such event, the test will also be performed using,'

as the test case switch, the switch type requiring

the next greatest amount of torque for operation,

or all "J-handled" switches on the front row of the
benchboards will be modified or protected.

O

, .

-

.
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() 1 JUDGE BRENNERa We have a couple of questions

2 about the proposed other agreement, the Proposed

3 Resolution of Suffolk County Contention 24, SOC

4 Contentions 19(c) and (d), Cracking of Materials and

5 Material Selection. With respect to the ma tters that is

6 not resolved, which I believe 1 can briefly and

7 hopef ully accurately describe as sensitization of

8 reactor and internal components, tha t has also been

9 referred to as the so-called Halliphatt's concern,

10 previously on this record.

11 The timeframe is totally open, as I read the

12 agreement -- maybe we are missing something -- as to

13 when this matter can be raised before us. Have the

14 parties considered that? Right now, the parties want to

15 keep talking about it. That is all right with us,

16 within reason. We want to know what reason should

17 dictate in terms of the timeframe.

18 MR. IRWINa Judge Brenner, LILCO's view of it

19 is, as I think the Board suggested, that there is an

20 implicit notion of timeliness in it. The issue is still

21 under active discussion within the staff. There have
;

22 been discussions at which representatives of the staff,

23 LILCO and Suffolk County have been present to discuss

() 24 this, the actual resolution of this issue, and we expect

| 25 that it will approach closure within the next couple of

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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(]) I weeks.

2 Loosely tsken, we do not expect it to be a

3 pacing issue, and you can be sure that we will be

4 vigilant to keep our eye on it from that perspective.

5 JUDGE BRENNERs Well, I suppose we are less

6 troubled by the open timeframe as long as we keep

7 getting reports in on it.

8 NR. REPKAs Judge Brenner, for the Board's

9 inf ormation on the Halliphatt's concern, this was a

10 differing professional opinion of Mr. Halliphatt's, and

11 roughly two weeks ago the county, the staff and LILCO

12 and GE people all met in order to discuss the staff 's

13 final resolution of DPO. A resolution was reached at

' 14 that time and the staff is in the process of formalizing

15 tha t resolution.

16 Preliminary indication among all parties at

17 that time was that everybody was fairly happy with the

18 resolution. So we are not expecting it to become a

19 difficult matter.
!
! 20 JUDGE BRENNER: Would it be reasonable to hear
i

21 about it again the last week before we break, or is that

22 too soon?

23 MR. REPKAs That is fine. We can report back

24 then.

l 25 NR. LANPHERs Judge Brenner, I think to use

()|
i

!

|

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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(]) I the tern pacing tern, we were -- the county's

2 representstive was at that meeting. I think we can

3 report back anytime but we would like to see the formal

4 staff resolution. I think that is what we need first,

5 prior to being able to give you a definitive view on

6 whether there is a problem here or not.

7 I think that last meeting was quite f avorable

8 toward eliminating this concern, but we want to see what

g the final resolution is. So if Mr. Repka knows what the

10 timeframe for that formal resolution is, that would be

11 helpful.

12 JUDGE BRENNERs Mr. Repka?

13 ER. REPKA: That resolution has been due any

14 day now for a few days.

15 (Laughter.)

16 JUDGE BRENNER: That's not very encouraging.

17 Okay. Well, let's set it for report back on the 21st of

18 December, and if the report, in fact, had been-ou't in

19 sufficient time for other parties to review it, we will

20 expect something reasonably definitive. If, in fact,

21 the report is not out then or has not been out long

22 enough to be looked at, we will be apprised of what the

23 situation is.

() 24 In that same context, if the county does

25 propose to litigate the issue instead of bifurcating the

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 procedure, as it is contemplated in the agreement,(} --

2 that is, the county would first argue that the issue is

3 within the contention, and then in the event the Board

4 found it was not within the contention, it would be

5 given two weeks to come back and argue that it should be

8 litigated in any event -- we would like to not go

7 through two separate steps.

8 And if, in fact, the county wants to propose a

9 contention, we would ask that the county put all of its

10 arguments forward at the time of the initial proposing

11 of the contention as to why, in the county's view, it is

12 part of the admitted contention or, in the alternative,

13 why we should litigate it anyway. And then we can get

14 responses to both views if necessary, and a further

15 reply from the county and handle it in a tighter

18 timeframe.

17 Those are the easy questions. Judge Morris

18 has a question about one part of this also relating to

19 the calculation of the -- well, not the calculation, but

20 the application of the stress role index. And if you

21 have the agreement in front of you, I think it relates

22 to page 9 or thereabouts.

23 MR. LPNPHERs I'm sorry, I didn't bring a copf

() 24 down with me.

25 MR. IRWINa Nor did I, but I take notes.

(
,

|
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(]) 1 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. We vill try to

2 resd it slowly or lend you a copy if necessary and give

3 you time to answer if you don't.know right now.

4 JUDGE MORRIS: There is one sentence that

5 leaves ne a little bit up in the air and it begins on

6 line 7 on page 9, and it reads, "The SRI acceptance

7 criteria vill require that the velds SRI must be shown

8 to be less than 1.0, assuming the most conservative use

9 of the error bands."

10 I don't understand that expression "most

11 conservative use of the error bands," and I doubt that

12 it can be answered today. But I think there are two

13 kinds of uncertainty. One, how will the error bands be

14 calculated, what do they represent, what confidence

15 level. And then, how will they be applied. Will there

16 be permitted some overlap, or must the error bands be

17 autually exclusive or just what?

18 MR. LAMPHER: You are right, Judge Morris.

19 JUDGE HORRIS: There may have been some

20 discussion about it and there may be understanding, but

21 that understanding, if it exists, doesn't transmit to me.

22 NR. LANPHERs We are just going to have to get

23 back to you on that.

() 24 JUDGE BRENNER: Let's go off the record.

25 (Discussion off the record.)

O
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l

1 JUDGE BRENNER: let's go back on the record.{}
2 In terna of the clarification as to the procedural part

3 in the beginning, don't bother rewriting it. And9i

4 subject to clearing up Judge Morris's question we can,

5 at the appropriate time, approve it with the further

6 cla rification that we have modified some of the

7 procedures. So we won't have to go through the effort

! 8 of redrafting it.

9 I think the parties know by now, but lest ry

to silence be misconstrued I will say it expressly. We do

11 commend the parties not only for all of these

12 settlements, but for, candidly, the quality of the

13 settlement agreements in terms of assisting us in our

14 understanding. This has been of great help to us since

15 by now we know more about the contention than would be

16 known at the very beginning o2 the proceeding through

17 the testimony and other means, and we appreciate it, and

18 the parties are to be commended.

19 I am not sure what to take up next in our

20 plate of miscellaneous matters, so I will try a few

21 things and you tell me if we should not take them up now.

22 With respect to inadequate core cooling, the

23 parties had asked for time through the end of the day

() 24 today, and we are prepared not to discuss it now if the

25 parties still need that additional time, but we can
.

O
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({} 1 discuss it now if you wish to.

2 HR. IBWIN: Judge Brenner, my impression is

3 that by the end of the day today we vill, in fact, knov

4 whether a comprehensive agreement will be reached.

i 5 LILCO believes that there are one or two significant
|

6 items still left to be discussed and a host of minor

7 ones. If the one or two significant ones are resolved,

8 the minor ones will resolve themselves.

g JUDGE BRENNER All right. Why don't we defer

10 it until tomorrow morning if that is all right with the

11 county and the staff also, unless there is something

12 sbout it you want to raise right now.

13 (No response.)

14 I guess the next appropriate matter would be

15 the issues for which no testimony schedule has ever been

16 set, due to the pendancy of staff review. We have
|

17 received written reports which we reviewed only in the

18 last few minutes this morning before going on the

19 record, from separate reports from the staff and from

20 LILCO.

|
21 It is our judgment now, unless the parties

| 22 think we need to get into it at this juncture, to give

23 you another couple of days to see if you can talk about

| () 24 a schedule. There are some definitive views as to

25 schedule expressed in those filings, and rather than

O
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(]) I hear about it on the record, we would like the county to

2 have an opportunity to get involved with those proposals
J

| 3 and to come back and propose a testimony filing schedule

4 on all of those issues.

5 NR. IRUINs Judge Brenner, Nr. Lanpher and Mr.

6 Repka and I have discussed the possible filing schedules

7 and the fact that discussions are'to take place

8 tomorrow, and LILCO's filing is intended to indicate

9 only when LILCO believes it could file testimonys not to

10 advocate that the schedules be set today. We think the

11 Board's suggestion is useful.

12 JUDGE BRENNER4 If you recall, I alluded to

13 the possibility last time. I didn't have to -- the

14 parties are aware of the various possibilities. We can

15 have joint filing on a given date, which is usually what

16 ve prefer for testimony, or we can have the staff file

17 first at the same time it files the technical documents

18 that are still to be issued, whers that is the case.

19 And the relatively short timeframe for subsequent

20 filings by the other parties, given the involvement to

21 date.

22 How about discussing it again on Thursday of

23 this week?

24 NR. LANPHERs Tha t's fine.

25 JUDGE BRENNERa We may do it at the end of the

O
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|

() 1 day Thursday. That is, depending upon the schedules we

2 know. We may want to allow Mr. Hubbard to catch that
1

3 pinne, and we can --

| 4 ER. LANPHER: Judge Brenner, I should have
:

5 reported this earlier.

6 JUDGE BRENNER Well, I didn't ask.

7 HR. LANPHERs The Diablo meeting, for reasons
i

8 unknown to myself, has been changed. They're going to

9 have a Consission meeting tomorrow, so the staff

10 technical meeting has been postponed, so Mr. Hubbard;

i

11 will be here as required this week.

! 12 JUDGE BRENNER: Very good. You have taken a
|

l 13 lot of pressure off me for Honday, the 13th, as a matter

14 of fact, so that has that side benefit froa my selfish
t

15 point of view.

16 All right. In that case, we will take this up

17 first thing Thursday morning. That is, the schedule for

18 the issues which we have not scheduled testimony on as

19 yet.

20 According to LILCO's filing, at least we infer

21 from LILCO's filing, that we still are not at a

22 definitive point on either electrical separation,

23 Suffolk County Contention 31, or ECCS cutoff / restart,

() 24 Suffolk County Contention 28(a)(1). Is that correct?

25 MR. IRWINs That is correct in LILCO's view,

O
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[} 1 Judge Brenner.

2 ER. LANPHERa That is correct.

3 JUDGE BRENNER: Can you give us an update, Mr.

4 Langher, on when the' county would present a draft to

5 LILCO on the ECCS cutoff issue?

6 NR. LANPHERa Hopefully, tomorrow. And I

7 would expect no later than Thursday.

8 J0DGE BRENNERa These two issues, as the

9 parties know, are the subject of previously-approved

10 settlement agreements which had matters subsequent

11 within those agreements, and these are the subsequent

12 matters that we are discussing now.

13 Well, I guess we are getting into a rut on
"

14 Tuesday mornings. Why don't we hear about it next

15 Tuesday, to give you more than just a day or two? So on

16 Tuesday, December 14th, we vill hopefully have something
;

17 more definitive on electrical separation and ECCS cutoff.
;

|
i

18 that is all I had in terms of scheduling of

19 matters related to contentions. We have some other
|

20 matters. But do the parties have anything else with
1

| 21 respect to the scheduling of issues?

|

22 (No response.) '

i 23 All right. Hearing nothing, --

() 24 HR. IRWIN: Judge Brenner, let me just note

25 one further item for the record. The remote shutdown

O
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I

(]) 1 panel agreement, as I noted op our filing, has been'

2 approved by attorneys for the parties and has been
|

3 circulated for review by their clients, and we hope to

4 get it to the Board soon. If the Board would like a

5 copy before it is submitted formally, we could provide

6 that.

7 JUDGE BRENNER I think we can valt as long as

8 you are going to provide it snortly. Thank you. I

9 should have brought that matter up.

10 Last week, we indicated that we would postpone

11 indefinitely, I guess, the testimony filing date

12 provided. That was by mutual consent, and we lef t it

13 that if we didn't hear back, we would assume mutual

14 consent.

15 So we can now put on the record apparently

18 that that was the essa. Even though it isn't executed,

17 I take it, - and let me ask each party -- that the

i
18 parties are as certain as possible prior to the actual

1

i 19 signing that there is an agreement and that there is no

20 need to.vorry about a testimony schedule da te.

21 HR. LANPHERs That is correct, from the
l

22 county's point of view.

23 MR. IRWIN: Also from LILCO's.

() 24 MR. REPKAa And from the staff 's.

25 JUDGE BRENNER: Very good. Give me one

(:)!

.

|
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1 moment, please.

2 (Board conferring.)

3 JUDGE BRENNER: Last week, we had asked the

4 staff some questions about what we termed miscellaneous

5 matters, and staff's letter to us from counsel dated

6 December 6th, responds to those.

7 Looking at that letter, page 3, item 2 relates

8 to our questions as to the NUBEGs issued by the staff

g with respect to safety relief valves, actually,

to suppression pool responses in the circumstance of an SRY

11 discharge. And also, -- well, I forget which NUREd

12 nuacer is which, but the other one was on the

13 con tainment analysis.

14 We have no questions given the staff's answer

15 as to that item, but if any party wishes to respond or

to file its view, we will give it an oppor+. unity. But as

17 far as we're concerned, we're not going to follow those

18 two items in the context of the contentions which we

tg previously litigated.

20 Mr. Lanpher, do you want to consider whether

| 21 You want an opportunity to respond?

22 MR. LAMPHER: On just item 2 on page 37

23 JUDGE BRENNER: Yes, we're going to take up

24 i te m 1 in a moment.

25 HR. LANPHERs As to item 2, I do want to speak

O
|
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1 with Mr. Bridenbsugh about that. Then I will let the

2 Board know whether we would like an opportuni'y to

3 respond or not.

4 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. If you do want an

5 opportunity to respond, unless you tell us why the date

6 is unreasonable we would like to get it in two wertks;

( 7 that is, December 21st. -

| 8 MR. LANPHER: I'm sure that's fine. Thank you.

9 JUDGE BRENNER4 But if you want to tell us

! 10 earlier that you are or are not going to, just orally on

11 the record, we would appreciate knowing.

12 As to item 1, that involves our question as to

13 the schedule for completing SC open item 47 concerning

14 multiple control system failures. Staff's letter

15 informs us that the staff intends to keep the item open

16 until af ter power operation, although only low power

17 operation. If we had heard that before, we didn't
i

18 appreciate it. Is that stated anywhere in anything we

19 have had heretofore, Mr. Repks?

| 20 HR. REPKA: I don 't believe it is, but this

21 just came up as an expectation. This multiple control

| 22 System barrier has been handled as a proposed startup

23 confirmatory item in the Susquennah and Grand Gulf

24 cases, and that is why I believe the staff expects to,

25 handle it the same way in this case.

O
!
t

i
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1 JUDGE BREENER: Well, it was news to us in{)
2 this case, and we have certainly discussed the matter in

3 the context of a contention here. I am not stating nov

4 whether the entire open item comes within the contention

5 or vice versa, but there is some apparent overlap, at

6 lea st preliminarily. And we certainly want to see tho
,

:

7 justification and the bases as to why, given the

8 contention we have before us and the issue we have even

g beyond the contention as to what the basis is for

10 allowing, in the staff's view, power operation, lov
|

11 power operation.

12 MB. REPKAs The technical staff has yet to

13 vrite this up as a formal position, so when they do I'm

14 sure they will be providing subsequent information. I

15 was just trying to give some advance word f rom what they
,

I
16 told me, as of this past week.

)
17 JUDGE BR ENNER: Well, if they have reached a

|
.

18 conclusion they must have the justification already in

19 mind, even if not written upp particularly if it wa s ;

|

20 done in other cases. So we hsd better get it sooner

|

21 rather than later, because if the Board disagrees with

i

22 the staff we are going to have to do something about it. ;

23 MR. REPKA: We vill try to do that.

() 24 JUDGE BRENNER All right. We're going to

25 give the other parties a chance to express their views

O
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(]) 1 on this subject also. Rather than set a formal time

2 now, why don 't we treat this as we've treated other

3 issues, and that is for the parties to talk to each

4 other so that there is understanding as to what is

5 involved.

6 Then, at the time the staff issues its

7 assessment, everyone vill have previously been brought

8 up to speed and we can set relatively tight response

9 timeframes. And what we receive from the staff would

10 have to have the technical justification as well as the
.

11 explanation in the context of the contention as to why

12 it can be deferred. The contention I as talking about,

13 of course, is 7B.

14 Again, we are not ruling that it is part of
!

15 the contention, and you can make an argument for

16 whatever reason you want to express that it is not. And

17 also, that in addition, the justification, technical

18 justification, is present.

19 The schedule we would hope for would be early

20 January, given the schedule of this proceeding, for the

|
21 staff's analysis. Is that something we can hear about

1

22 again on December 21st, Mr. Repka? Would that be a fair'

23 date?

() 24 MR. REPKA: That is fine with us, but we would

25 have to hear from LILCO also. The May 83 date I quoted

O

;
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1 in here is an informal LILCO position. So I'm saying{}
2 that I can only speak for the staff in this review.

3 JUDGE BRENNER Well, according to the letter,

4 the staff has concluded that operation of low power up

5 to 5 percent is acceptable.

6 MR. REPKAa I think I said the staff uxpects.

7 The staff has not concluded anything in writing. We

8 haven't even gotten the May 83 suggestion f rom LI1CO

9 formally. That was just an informal indication between

10 licensing people.

11 JUDGE BRENNERs Well, your letter states, and

12 I quote, " Staff, therefore, expects resolution prior to

13 operation above 5 percent power." That quote comes

14 after the estimated IILCO schedule of completing its

15 analysis before May 1983. The logical inference which

16 the Board drew from that sentence is that that was
17 perfectly okay with the staff, so if that is not the

18 case you had better tell us.

19 HR. REPKA We vill do that, but I was not, in

20 this letter, trying to speak for -- I was not intending

i 21 to write an SER.

22 JUDGE BRENNER: No, I understand that, but I

23 thought you were attempting to present a staff -

() 24 conclusion that you would defer it.beyond fuel loading

25 in operation up to 5 percent.

O
.
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. 1

:i

1 NR. REPKA: I apologize.
;

2 JUDGE BRENNER: Well then, what you said about |

3 the other plants and the treatment by the staff of the

O 1

4 other plants just reinforced our view of your sentence.

5 NR. REPKAa I would repeat. The only point
|

6 I'm trying to make is that this is an informal, advance

7 expectation of how . the staff expects to handle this open
,

a item. We have not come out with a formal position on

i j
i e how this open ites will be handled, and we can't do that

,

i

10 until we get the formal submittal from LILCO on the RFI
,

1

11 we sent on November 24th.
'

12 JUDGE BRENNER: That is the formal submittal

13 that LILCD says they will file by May?

14 NR. REPKAa They have said that informally.

15 They have never said that --
|

16 JUDGE BRENNERa Wait a minute, we ' re talking

17 about two dif f erent things, Mr. Repka. You 're talking

18 about the ultimate resolution perhaps being deferred

19 until approximately Nay. I'm talking about the staff

20 position as to whether it is okay to defer matters until
'

21 May and allow, in the staff 's view, some operation in

22 the interim.

23 NR. REPKAa And what I'm saying is based upon

24 the precedent of other cases, we would probably find
,

25 that okay but we haven't done so yet. |
|

|

O ;

I
'

;
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l

n 1 JUDGE BREMNER: You had better tell us soonerO
2 rather than later, is our point.

3 NR. REPKA: We will certainly do that.

4 JUDGE BRENNER 'All right,. we will come.back

5 to it on December,21st. When we look at these letters

6 from counsel we consider then positions of the client.

7 I recognize they are not detailed analyses, but as far

8 as we're concerned, they are binding on what the

9 position is, unless we're apprised to the contrary. So

10 if you didn't mean to imply by'that' language.what we,

,

'

T

11 inferred, Mr. Repka, you had betted take anothar look at

12 the context of the paragraph. .,

13 Well, what we would ' apprecia te hea' ring rom

14 the staff on December 21st is what its position will be,
,

15 even if it is just an oral conclusion, if you knov

16 that. If you don't, you don 't. And in addition, when
u.

17 we will see the staff's analysis. And we would also /

18 want to see the view as to whether it is part of the

19 contention that was litigated before us;. the aspect that

20 is still open on open item 47 and the why or' why not in

21 the staff's view. We would like to see that by the=21st.

22 So af ter the 21st, we will at least be in a

23 position to schedule views ~of the parties hs to whether
. ,

' '24 or not it comes within the contention, and whatever '

25 other arguments the parties want to make. I guess we

O /
i

,

5i

-
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() > 1 had better receive that in writing on the 21st and then

2 we will set response times. But in the meantime, we

3 vant the parties to talk to each othec.

4 The only other matter I had was to ask LILCO

,, 5 what form and timeframe they would respond to our

', 8 questions which arose out of the IE reports, and maybe

,7 that is Mr. Ellis.

'

'8 HR. ELLIS Judge Brenner, may I propose that'

9 we submit something in writing to the Board the week
r

10 before Christmas?,

11 JUDGE BRENNERa All right. The week of the
'

12 20t.h you are saying; is that the week you mean?
'

1

' ^

MR. ELLISa Yes, sir.13

14 JUDGE BRENNER: Why don't we set it for the

15 21st like everything else that week, even though we will 1

l

- 16 be in hearing on the 20th. We have, by the way, seen

1 17 LILCO's response to one of the items, SNRC 802, December
,

18 1st, 1982. But if we have occasion to disecss another,

jg context, sometimes we appreciate these letters and the

20 contiection to something we are doing on the record, and

j 21 sometimes we don't. So we use those for general

22 background information but not for formal responses to

23 questions we have asked or noticed to us.

'' ( ) 24 We have one other miscellaneous matter that we

25 are prepared to dispose of, and this relates to the IE

|

|
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1 bulletins involving the falsification of radiographs of

2 velds. Just to recap briefly, on April 7, 1982, we

3 issued our order after reading IE Bulletin Number 82-01,

4 regarding potential alteration of radf.ographs of welds

5 by a contractor. And this was a generic notice, and

8 Shoreham was on the list of potentitlly affected

7 facilities.

8 In response to our further request, LILCO

9 provided us on November 9th, 1982, a package collecting

10 the IE bulletins through their revisions and

11 supplements, and also, LILCO's response to the original

12 bulletin, and also, an inspection report number 8 2-19.

13 And subsequent to that, we have also reviewed SNRC-798

14 which responds -- this happens to be one of the enes we

15 found which responds to the inspection report open

18 item. And we have no reason to follow this matter

17 anymore. The direct concern in the bulletin was
|

18 resolved sometime ago by the response from LILCO to the

19 staff.

20 The other item in the staff's inspection

21 report relates to radiographs of welds, but is not the !

|
22 direct ites involving possible f alsification by APCE i

23 Welders, which is the contractor involved. In addition,

24 there was no apparent involvement of Grinnell with the

25 Shoreham facility in this matter. The Grinnell problem

O,
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1 was the subject of one of the supplements to the

2 bulletin, and we are confident that the staff is well
i

3 following through its normal inspection the matter the

| 4 staff itself raised in its inspection, so we have no
,

5 reason to follow this matter any longer and we are

6 satisfied. And we appreciate the information provided

| 7 in the staff's inspection reporta and in the staff

8 bulletins and LILCO's responses.

9
l

to

11

12

13

14

15

i

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

O
,
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1 I guess we should state that we raised it
{

2 because it was a potentially serious matter, worthy of

3 quick and thorough effort, and in our view LILCO and the

4 Staff responded with quick and thorough effort.

5 We have no other matters. I don't know if the

6 parties do.

7 MR. REYELEY Judge, I have one, but I would

8 like to get under way. It is an ancient matter and it

9 involves the actual submission for the record of the

10 supplemental water hammer testimony and safety relief

11 valve testimony. At issue are two stipulations, five

12 affidavits, four sets of testimony, and many

13 attachments.

14 What I would propose to do is give to the

15 Board and parties a copy of the October 29th description

16 of this naterial that we served on everyone, let you

17 review it, and then I will reappear. And if no one has

18 a n'y problems, and no one had any problems a month and a

19 half ago, go ahead and ask that the documents either be

20 bound into the record as appropriate or marked as

21 exhibits.

22 JUDGE BRENNERs If it is the same material you

23 provided us a month ago -- and that looks like a

24 complete package, then, including the affidavits --'

t

25 MR. REVELEY: It is.

O
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O 1 JUDGE BRENNER: -- you can do it right now if

2 you want.

3 MR. REVELEY: Fine. What I would ask, then,

4 is that we actually have bound into the tra nscript two

5 documents with the pertinent attached affidavits. They
,

6 are entitled " Stipulation Regarding Supplemental ;

7 Testimony on Water Hammer Procedures and Trainine," with

8 attached affidavits from Messrs. Kreps and Notaro. The
l

9 second document, entitled " Stipulation Regarding '

10 Supplemental Testimony on Safety Relief Valve

11 Maintenance and Polymerization," with attachedr

12 affidavits from Messrs. Ecseman, Guttaan and Smith. !
'

l

13 I would ask that these be bound in and that

14 there then be airked -- and Judge Morris, you will have

15 to help me, if you will.

16 JUDGE MORRISa The next number is 45.

17 (The documents referred to follow )

'
18

19
,

|

20

' 21

|
; 22
|

23

24

!
| 25

|

!O .
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

,

In the Matter of }
}

LONG ISLAND LIGHTING COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-322 (OL)
)

(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, )
Unit 1) )

STIPULATION REGARDING SUPPLEMENTAL
TESTIMONY ON WATER HAMMER PROCEDURES AND TRAINING

'

(2)
1. Pursuant to Board request, see Tr. 2681-83, LILCO

has filed supplemental testimony on water hammer procedures and

training (" supplemental testimony"). This testimony was served

on July 9, 1982. Suffolk County's prefiled direct testimony on

SC Contention 4, and an addendum thereto filed on April 21,
;

1982 addressed procedures and training relating to the preven-

tion and mitigation of water hammer. The Staff has not filed

supplemental testimony on water hammer procedures and training.

2. The supplemental testimony, although occasioned by
,

.

a. request made in the context of SC Contention 4 -- Water!

O Hammer, has been joined for hearing purposes with SC Contention

19 -- Human Factors: Procedures.

- - . - . ._-_. . - _ , . . _ _ - _ -. --
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3. Suffolk County (SC or County) moved on July 20,

1982, to strike certain portions of the supplemental testimony.

LILCO opposed the motion on July 23, and the Board denied it on
'

July 30. See Tr. 8547-48.

4. The parties have agreed to a resolution of SC

Contention 19. -

5. LILCO agrees to withdraw from the supplemental tes-

timony question and answe. 22 on pages 11-12,

6. The parties agree to the admission into evidence of

the supplemental testimony, minus question and answer 22, once

LILCO submits to the Board and parties sponsoring affidavits

from Messrs. Kreps and Notaro, who prepared the testimony.

7. By agreeing to Point 6 of this Stipulation, Suffolk

County does not concede the truth of the facts asserted in the

supplemental testimony. Suffolk County believes that the sup-

plemental testimony contains merely general information, much

of which is not related to water hammer. Further, the County

believes that the supplemental testimony fails to address the

concerns raised in SC Contention 4, relating to the prevention

and mitigation of water hammer. Therefore, in the County's

! view, the supplemental testimony does not add materially to the

existing record on SC Contention 4. In light of the state of

the record on SC Contention 4, Suffolk County has determined

t that it is not necessary to pursue cross examination with
!

( E^ respect to the supplemental testimony. By agreeing to this

t
._
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Stipulation, the County does not waive its right to

cross-examine LILCO witnesses on the supplemental testimony in

the event the Board or other parties interrogate those wit-

nesses on matters raised in that testimony.

8. LILCO disagrees with all aspects of SC's character-

ization of the record in Point 7 above,

h
.

ff
"

Counsel for Counsel for V

LONG ISLAND LIGHTING COMPANY SUFFOLK COUN

b
Counsel for '
NUCLEAR REGULATORY
COMMISSION STAFF

DATED: September /,D_,, 1982

.

**
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

.

Before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
/

J
In the Matter of )

)
LONG ISLAND LIGHTING COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-322 (OL)

)
(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, )
Unit 1) )

AFFIDAVIT OF JOHNNY J. KREPS

Johnny J. Kreps, being duly sworn, deposes and
says as follows:

1. My name is Johnny J. Kreps. I am co-author of
" Testimony of Johnny J. Kreps and Jack A. Notaro for the Long
Island Lighting Company on Water Hammer Procedures and Train-
ing," which was filed with the Board on July 9, 1982.

I 2. I hereby solemnly swear and affirm that the
testimony referred to in paragraph one (1) above is true and
correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.

b d/O
4 Johnny ~ Js ,Kreps/[

STATE OF C2>[44joo/

I 88COUNTY OF. v v.p,u /

Subscribed to and sworn before me this .-A0 day of / hid f#
'
,,

,

| 1982.

< ittnil.

Notary Puplic
/( c -* -

.

%> My Commission expires: W o/ d ////> .

/

|

|
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board -

0
In the Matter of )

)
LONG ISLAND LIGHTING COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-322 (OL)

)
(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, )

Unit 1) )

AFFIDAVIT OF JACK A. NOTARO

Jack A. Notaro, being duly sworn, deposes and
says as follows:

1. My name is Jack A. Notaro. I am co-author of
" Testimony of Johnny J. Krops and Jack A. Notaro for the Long
Island Lighting Company on Water llammer Procedures and Train-
ing," which was filed with the Board on July 9, 1082.

g 2. I hereby solemnly swear and affirm that the
w testimony referred to in paragraph one (1) above is tr e and

correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.

/ /

b|4r a +-D
~ 'kA otaro

|
,

V[STATE OF Ar

}
COUNTY OF q / /,, p//

-,g-
yl

Subscribed to and sworn before me this /3 day of NE #- [e q - ,

1982.
|

LEDA M. MONCAYO| ( ,

Y. 52 7Yn.h(Of
(* ft. [l f g , % !j d",fs"$'[ M ,3 ,yy

P /6- '
.-

i Notary Public

My Commission expires- '22'a f r e[. do, /?f'$ .

i
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

g In the Matter of )
t 7 )

LONG ISLAND LIGHTING COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-322 (OL)
)

(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, )
Unit 1 )

STIPULATION REGARDING SUPPLEMENTAL TESTIMONY ON
SAFETY RELIEF VALVE MAINTENANCE AND POLYMERIZATION

.

TIIIS STIPULATION, by and among Long Island Lighting Company

(LILCO), the NRC Regulatory Staff (Staff), Suffolk County (SC) and L..e
Shoreham Opponents Coalition (SOC) is as follows:

1. Following cross-examination of all witnesses on Suffolk

County Contentions 22 and 28(a)(vi)/ SOC Contention 7A(6), the Board

requested that LILCO file supplemental testimony on maintenance of

Safety / Relief Valves (SRVs) and potential for polymerization of SRV
lubricants. Tr. 8483-84, 8878-80, 9296, 9507-08. Pursuant to these

LILCO filed three pieces of supplemental testimony (collec-requests,

tively, " Supplemental Testimony"), which were served on August 19 and
31, 1932.1/

1/ Supplemental Testimony of Jeffrey L. Smith, John J.
Eoseman and Richard Gutmann Concerning Maintenance of
Safety / Relief Valves at Shoreham Nuclear Station (served August
19, 1982): Supplemental Testimony of John J. Boseman on Behalf
of Long Island Lighting Company Concerning Polymarization ofSRV Lubricants

9 Testimony of John J.(served August 19, 1982); Further SupplementalBoseman on Behalf of Long Island Lighting
Company Concerning Polymerization of SRV Lubricants (served
August 31, 1982.)



_
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2. The parties agree to the admission into evidence of the

Supplemental Testimony, once LILCO submits to the Board and parties

sponsoring affidavits from Messrs. Boseman, Smith and Gutmann, who

prepared the Supplemental Testimony.

3. By agreeing to paragraph 2 of this Stipulation, neither SC,

SOC nor the Staff concedes the truth of the facts asserted in the
Supplemental Testimony. However, in light of the exinting state of

the record on SC Contentions 22 and 28(a)(vi)/ SOC Contention 7A(6),

SC, SOC and the Staff have determined that it is not necessary to pur-

sue cross-examination with respect to the Supplemental Testimony. By

agreeing to this Stipulation, SC, SOC and the Staff do not waive their

rights to cross-examine LILCO witnesses on the Supplemental Testimony

in the event the Board interrogates those witnesses on matters raised

in that testimony.

W m!? #L- m
COUNSEL FOR LONG ISLAND tOUNSEL FOR SUFFOLK
LIG!! TING COMPANY COUNTY

!/k ib 3.
-

Cd NSEL FOR SHOREHAM/ |{ TV T.4NSEL FOR NUCLEAR;
OF ONENTS COALITION LEGULATORY COMMISSION STAFF

September h , 1982DATED:

' O
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA |
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION !

Before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

In the Matter of:
LONG ISLAND LIGHTING COMPANY Docket No. S'0-332 (0L)
(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1)

AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN J. 80SEMAN

STATE OF CALIFORNIA )
ss:

COUNTY OF SANTA CLAR4)

John J. Boseman, being duly sworn, desposes and says:

That his name is John J. Boseman. I am the author of Supplemental Testimony
of John J. Boseman on Behalf of Long Island Lighting Company Concerning
Polymerization of SRV Lubricants and of Further Supplemental Testimony of
John J. Boseman on Behalf of Long Island Lighting Company Concerning
Polymerization of SRV Lubricants, and one of the co-authors of Supplemental
Testimony of Jeffrey L. Smith, John J. Boseman and Richard Gutmann Concerning
Maintenance of Safety / Relief Valves at Shoreham Nuclear Station, dated
August 19, 1982, August 31, 1982 and August 19, 1982, respectively, and
previously filed in this proceeding.

I hereby solemly swear and affinn that all of the testimony
referred to in paragraph one above, of which I am an author or co-author,
is true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.

/:I 8 d k / 9 f 2. hM v 2 m
Date /JohnJgB'oseman

Subscribed andsworn to before me on 15th day of October,1982.

A
NOTART PUBLIC, STAFE OF CALIFORNIA

| gecocosecocecece:ococoeococoeg
O OFFICIAL SEAL 'd

KAREN S. VOGELHU3ER*V .g NGIARY PUSUC.CAUICENIA
S

*, r p-
SANTA CLARA COUNTY

3 My Commission Expires Dec. 21,1984
becuososooo:oscnoooooooooooch
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

In the Matter of )
) .

LONG ISLAND LIG!! TING COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-322 (OL)

9 )
(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station,)

Unit 1) )

AFFIDAVIT OF RICilARD GUTMANN

Richard Gutmann, being duly sworn, deposes and says as

follows:

1. My name is Richard Gutmann. I am one of the authors

of Supplemental Testimony of Jeffrey L. Smith, John J. Boseman

and Richard Gutmann Concerning Maintenance of Safety / Relief

Valves at Shoreham Nuclear Station, dated August 19, 1982, and

previously filed in this proceeding.
(3
(j 2. I hereby solemnly swear and affirm that the portions

of the testimony referred to in paragraph one and sponsored by

me are true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.

W8 t d< Wi

'4 4ICilARD GUTMANN

County of Suffolk )
) ss

State of New York )

to and sworn before me h d\Subscr:.begdayofOctober,this J // 1982. %wWW t s t,~3 %

Notary %g ic

My commission expires 10 $ .

N N

'\ f ::I,vi. )
M% f VUB. C u u gy, gg

NO-
52 8f6330, sL'loi Couq

Iesm Lapites March 30, Q

_
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

_Before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
.

In the Matter of ),

U )
! IDNG ISIAND LIGHTING COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-322 (OL)

)
(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, )

Unit 1) )

AFFIDAVIT OF JEFFREY L. SMITH

J_offrey L. Smith, being duly sworn, deposes and says as
f_ollows:

l_. My name is Jeffrey L. Smith. I am one of the authors

o_f Supplemental Testimony of Jeffrey L. Smith, John J. Boseman

and Richard Gutmann Concerning Maintenance of Safety / Relief

Valves at Shoreham Nuclear Station, dated August 19, 1982, and

p_reviously filed in this proceeding.

2,. I hereby solemnly swear and affirm that the portions

o_f the testimony referred to in paragraph one and sponsored by
me are true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.

.

A

Am AWW)

County of )
\% ) ss

State of New York )

e Subscribed to and sworn before me
%%hw e %

g
this \Yday of October,1982.

Notar b lic

My commission expires %Q Qk
\ \

NTNCY J. LCHMITT

NOTMY PUB!IC S' ate of Nov York
No 52 3826h0. Suflo!A Cou1ty
It'm Expues March 30.11%

. ---___--
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(} 1 HR. REYELEY: LILCO Exhibit 45, " Testimony of,

2 John E. J. Kreps and Jack A. Notaro for the Long Island

3 Lighting Company on Vater Hammer Procedures and

4 Training"s as LILCO Exhibit No. 46, " Supplemental

5 Testimony of Jeffrey L. Smith and John J. Boseman and

6 Richard Guttman Concerning Maintenance of Safety Relief

7 Yalves at Shoreham Nuclear Power Station"s as LILCO's

8 Exhibit No. 47, " Supplemental Testimony of John J.

g Boseman on Behalf of Long Is1&nd Lighting Company

10 Concerning Polymerization of SRV Lubricants"; and as

11 LILCO Exhibit No. 48, "Further Supplemental Testimony of

12 John J. Boseman on behalf of Long Island Lighting

13 Company Concerning Polymerization of SRV Lubricants."

14 These four exhibits have the attachments
,

15 indicated in the October 29th pleading.

I (The documents referred16

17 to were marked LILCO

18 Exhibit Nos. 45, 46, 47,

19 and 48 for

20 identification.)

21 JUDGE BRENNER: Do you want to move them into

22 evidence?

23 HR. REVELEY: Yes, I would like to move them

() 24 into evidence.

25 JUDGE BRENNER In the absence of any

(

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE, S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345

_ _ __ _ _ _ _
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{]) 1 objections and pursuant to the previously approved

2 stipulations, we will admit LILCO Exhibits 45 through 48

O 3 into evidence.

4 (The documents referred

5 to, pr?viously marked

6 LILCO Exhibit Nos. 45,

7 46, 47, and 48 for

8 id en tifica tion , were

9 received la evidence.)

10 JUDGE BRENNERa . Let's go off the record.

11 (Discussion off the record.)

12 JUDGE BRENNERa Back on the record.

13 Are there any other satters prior to resuming

| 14 the testimony? Nr. Bordenick?

15 NR . BORDENICK Yes, Judge Brenner, I have two

16 brief items. One is really an inquiry to the County. I

17 read a press report that an emergency plan had been

18 submitted by the County Executive to the County

19 Legislature, delieve last Thursday. I was wondering'

20 whether the Board and the parties were going to be

21 provided with a copy of tha t plan.

22 MR. LANPHER: The County did submit an

23 emergency plan to the legislature. I believe LILCO has

( 24 been provided with a copy or maybe more than one copy, I

25 don 't know. And we will be submitting copies to th e

()
|

|

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGl*dtA AVE, S.W., WASHINGTofi. D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345

.__. _ _ . _ . _ . . _
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() 1 Staff and the Board as soon as the printer gets the rest

2 of the copies to us, which I think is imminent. -

3 MR. BEVELEY: We do in fact have a copy.

4 MR. LANPHERa The first run was just a limited

5 number of copies.

6 JUDGE BRENNERa We were going to raise the

7 subject next week, and we hadn't forgotten it, although

8 ve were not aware that the plan had been already

g submitted to the County Executive. -

10 HR. LANPHER: To the County Legislature.

11 JUDGE BRENNERs The time is upon us for the

12 parties to decide what procedures within what time

13 frames, should form the framework for approaching thei

!
'

14 litigation of the offsite energency planning issues.-

15 And I guess I would just leave it at that and ask the

16 parties to come back to us prior to the Christmas break

17 with at least, at that time, a preliminary indication of

18 what that time frame and framework might be.

19 HR. REVELEY4 Judge, as with everything else,

20 if you gave us a date certain I think that might spur

2; thought.

22 JUDGE BRENNERs Well, the week before

23 Christmas. We will let you pick a date that week,

( 24 because it involves other counsel and you might have to

25 look at schedules. But Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday of

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345

- ._... - - _.___.
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1 that week. |
{

2 MR. REVELEY: Okay..

3 JUDGE BRENNER: And I realize we are not#,

4 setting dates certain for testimony filing and things

5 like that. But I want to hear -- the Board wants to

8 hear first what the situation is on the week of December

7 20th. Let us know in advance which dates you want.

8 And let's go off the record for a minute.

9 (Discussion off the record.)

10 JUDGE BRENNER: Let's go back on the record.
1

11 I take it this emergency plan of the County's

12 is a draft plan still?
,

I

| 13 MR. LANPHER: This is a draft plan, for review l

14 by the legislature and for approval by the legislature.

15 It is for its review, and my understanding is that the

16 legislature is going to take tha t up formally in |

17 January.

18 JUDCE BRENNER: And we will hear more about
i

19 the schedule on the week of December 20th. And we can

20 hear then what the approvals have been, whether the

21 executive has approved it or whether his approval awaits

22 the legislature's review, and so on. And in addition,

23 the coordination with FEMA should be renewed with vigor

24 or continued with vigor, whichever the case may be,

25 through the Staff, and arrangements should be made for
]

(:) .

I

!
ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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1 the report to be distributed to the appropriste
[}

2 organizations, recognizing its status, and one of those

3 organizations presumably is FEMA.

4 So when we hear about this the week of

5 De= amber 20th we're going to want to know'what the

6 County is doing and what LILCD is doing and what the.

.

7 Staff is doing and what FEMA is doing, those four

8 entities.

9 HR. BORDENICKa Judge Brenner, I had one

10 additional miscellaneous item. On August 23 of this

11 year, I believe it was Mr. Repka served a filing which

12 identified SER sections with respect to the contentions
i

13 that we will be turning to in a few soments, 12 through |

14 15.
,

| 15 We identified section 17 since that time, as a I
i

16 result of cross-examination of the Applicant's panel by
|-

17 the County, and in anticipation that the Staff will be i

18 getting some questions in those areas I have a few
;

19 additional sections of the SER which I would like to |
|

20 pre-serve on the Board and the parties. And I will do

|
21 that now. I think they mainly concern the ISEG

22 situation. ,

l
|

23 JUDGE BRENNER: Mr. Bordenick, why don't you

() 24 just tell us which sections, and then we will probably
,

25 take a quick break to get the witnesses in place, and

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE S.W., WASHINGTON. D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345

- _ - - . _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ . _ _ . - - -
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1 that will make it easier for you to distribute it during i

2 the break.

3 Incidentally, we are aware, of course, as we

4 discussed in a number of contexts, of the Staff review

5 which is taking place at the plant regarding operating

6 QA/QC. So by the designation of sections previously and

7 again today we are certainly not precluding the Staff

8 from coming in and modifying some of that as a result of !

e its review.

10 BR. BORDENICK: Yes, that is certainly a

11 potential.

12 JUDGE BRENNER: Up until the time the

13 witnesses are sworn in and we start questioning them.

14 HR. BORDENICK: The sections that I'm going to

15 hand out are from Supplement No. 1. It is pages 22-15

16 and 16, which involve subsection 1.B, headed " Support

17 Personnel." And then under I, and that is Roman numeral

18 I, Arabic 1.2, " Independent Safety Engineering Group,"

19 what is ref erred to as "ISEG." And then in that same

20 section, on page 22-21, subsection Roman I.C, Arabic 5,

21 the main heading is " Licensee Dissemination of Operating

22 E x pe rie aces . "

23 And then -- this is not in numerical order.

24 Going back to Section 13, pages 13-39, 40 a nd 41. The

25 subsections are 13.4.2, " Nuclear Review Bosrd," 13.4.3,

O
I

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE S.W., WASHHGTON D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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1 " Site Independent Safety Engineering Group." And then

2 under 13.5 on page 13-41, the main heading is " Plant

3 Procedures." And I have a package stapled together.O
4 JUDGE BRENNERs All right, thank you for your I

l |
5 information. These are all sections we reviewed in i

!
6 preparing for LILCO's panel on these subjects.

j

7 HR . BORDENICK: That is not surprising, and I

8 an anticipating that the Staff will probably be getting

j g questions in those areas. So I am serving them ahead of

10 time,
j

11 MR. LANPHER: Judge Brenner, one brief iten. |

12 On Friday, on page 15,441 there was a reference by Mr.

13 Hubbard to the Federal Register, relating to GDC

14 adoption. And I passed out a copy to all of the parties

15 and to the Board, and I apolegize, it's an old Federal

16 Register, part of the margins are hard to read. But

17 this is the Federal Register that Nr. Hubbard was

18 referring to.

ig JUDGE BRENNER: Let's go off the record.

20 (Discussion off the record.)

21 JUDGE BRENNER: Let's go back on the record.

22 JUDGE MORRIS: Just for the record, I think it

23 is page 6500.

24 MR. LANPHER: You are right.

25 JUDGE BRENNER: All right, we are going to

'

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W. WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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(]) 1 mark for identification the Federal Register notice

2 providad by the County, which was the enactment of the

t 3 then-new Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50. And the notice
/

4 includes the statement of consideration, which was

5 precisely what we wanted to look at, given the dialogue

l 6 on the record last week.

7 We can make it a Suffolk County exhibit, if

8 that is all right.

9 MR. LANPHERa Judge Brenner, to correct one

10 thing you said, this is the proposal. This was not the

11 ensctment. This was the proposal of Appendix B, which

12 was subsequently enacted a year or two later and

13 actually adopted.

14 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. That relates to

| 15 the next matter I will mention, and I'm glad you

16 corrected me on that. I thought it was the act,nal

17 enactment. This is the proposed -- well, as Mr. lanpher

18 indicated, this is the then-proposal. And it will be

19 Suffc1k County Exhibit 90 for identification.
i

20 It is volume 34, Federal Regi, ster pages 6599

21 through 6602, dated April 17, 1969.

22 (The document referred to

23 was marked Suffolk County

( 24 Exhibit No. 90 for

25 iden tifica tion. )

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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1 JUDGE BRENNER: Portions of the proposed
[}

2 Appendix B are not legible from this copy. We're going

3 to assume that Appendix B as it is presently enacted did

r 4 not change f rom this proposal. If that is incorrect, we
;

5 vant to either get a more legible copy or see where the

| 8 changes are, or both.

7 HR. BORDENICKs Judge Brenner, my

| 8 understanding is there were two changes, in 1973 and

9 1975. That is not of personal knowledge, so I can't be

10 more specific.

11 JUDGE BRENNERs Haybe somebody could help us
,

t 12 in an appropriate time frame and give us the changes,
I

| 13 just so we can assure ourselves as to the extent, if

14 any, of the effect of the changes on the statement of

15 considerations at that time. And we won't set a time

18 frame, but we would appreciate the help of any party on

17 that, in cooperation with other parties. And if we

18 could get it before the Christmas break that would be

19 helpful, but we won't require it then.

20 Let's bind it in for convenience in addition

21 at this point.

22 (The document referred to, previously marked

23 for identification as Suffolk County Exhibit No. 90,

24 follows:)

25

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345

I
- - - . - . . - . .
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' d a and pay- promons of the act authorinng it cease 14. 1969. $ [E My

Tg. r *

'ae r%U be to be in efect ' JOHN C. BMTM, - tG r - eh cf w hz.a; r.g to the handh r s $ IM9.92 Continuing power and duty of Deputy Admmistrator, E'
-

*
..

d.ress a nd it shall contain- the market adminis.rator. - ~ ' Regulatory Programs > . !a*r O.s
W t

I'' E T ';Itbe M'.ted R . the !calowmg (a) If, upon the suspen.sion or termi- IP.R Doc . 0 b4561 Fued. A pr. 16. 1969;.

nation of any or all of the provisions of 8.51 a m.]- . Z. Q.1;/'f"y#
m e the otigation. 4pgg'

th:s part, there are any obligations aris- . _

, , , ,_ L.p q)yonbs. dr ;w u hlch the ing under tlus part, the final accrual orhvect to y Lich the ot hga- ascertainment of which rec.uires fur- Fbp p
Q recened cr handled, and ther acts by any handler, by the market f y T y$.
h othghuon is payable to

. @, g
3,. gadmiIustrator, or by any other permn, x .

sproducers or to an anocia- the power and duty to perform such fur- ,,
i 10 CFR Port 50 3 M7dbeers. the name of such pro,

g'issoc: anon of producers, or . ther acts shall continue notwithstanding LICENSING OF PRODUCTidN AND .I.g ; .As
such suspension or termination: Pro- s., 9Dan is pas A.e 14., the mar- UTILIZATION FACILITIES p . p g,-

ritor, the ' account for which t'tded, That any such acts requirM to be
performM1 by the market administrator O'uolity Ass'ur'oTee Criteria fdri 5~ d. ~

ot,hgat:on u:1 der tlus part, formed by such other person, persons; or , .

w,'.s $g a gyd:er f ads or refuses, with shan if the Secretary so directa..be per . Nuclear Powerplants ?O MIM
p

agency as the Secretary may designate. ' The Atomic I'nergy Commission has< JFid
bumble to the market admin. under consideration -an amendment to7i ier f.v.Ahis representative all booksi . (b) The market administrator, or such

other person as the Secretary may desige '. its regulation,10 CFR Part 50, *Liceris-T- $freqmred by 'h:s order to be nate shall (1) continue in such capacity 'ing of Production and Utiliz.ation PaciU-M o. c .
1

able, the ma rb t admtrustra- until discharged 'by the' Secretary; 72)' ' ties,". which ' would add an Appendix B,% M 4'
b paragra; h (a) of this f rom time to 1.ime account for au receipts " Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear $Q g$,hhin the 2 Par period pro-

Wy the handkr in writ;ng of and disbursements and deUver all funds Power Plants? Nuclear powerplants'iny,1. g -s

the market or property on hand together with the clude; structuresc systems, and compoW st,horrefsa! '

hr so nct'n a hand:er, the bocks and records of the market ad- nents that prevent or mitigate the con- $ O
h{k.'

'

ministrator or such person, to such per , sequences of postulated accidents that.. @
*n

Gened oth respect to such
g not becm to run until son as the Secretary shau direct; and . could cause undue risk to the health and e *(3) if- so directed by the Secretary exe. c safety of the pubuc. The purpose of the,i: k g,
p*ot the calendu month fol-
p or.th durmg a hich all such ; cute such assignment. or. other;instru ' . proposed amendment 3s to provide qual .Q7%pity assurance requirements for the design; es-e%e, {

to such.'. ments necessary or appropriate to vest;Jconstruction, Rand,([ operation
Qecords pertaining the . Ini such .perdon full _ title to..alldundsh. of' these.@k:Q asre made avajlabiel to

property, and claims tested in the market structures, sy?tems and- components.S Dz *,rator or his representa
' adminbtrator or such' person- pursuant? These requireients apply to~ aU a'ctivi;C

~i. standing the provisions of thereto. < - $ m W ~6 e - 1- > - ties during *he design, construction, and M

~

j[M 3
~

y,

4*'a) and ib' of trus section f . . ~ ' ^ ' ' ' JC C . operating phases of nuclear powerplants : "

3'cbtation under t.his part "" "' " " * I. " $ " P' """ ' which a'Tect the kafety-related fdnctionsY
''

" " ""

3 ' ^ ''' # of such structures systems. and compo i i MN,7
.

"
shaB not be termmated -

9r a6 ' concealmeat of a of any or all provisions of this pact the The development'of these crite l' has ' +-g@8 to anv transaction involv. Upon the suspension or termination ' nents. J''- - <

a
market admmistrator, or such parson taken into account cooperative Atomic . ' M,k$ tc the whgaunn. on the as the Se cretary may des:gnate. shall if Energy Commission-indust y ef* orts on migAhar4er uamt whom the so d1&cted by the Secretarv. hauldate quahty asnrance reqmrements. the ex-

''

Y ,.
p *T' to be im;wd "the b es of the market admir.jstra- per:ence accumulated m des:gning, con-M W e: ci he , ad of t ne

* and dis;ose of M1 '. nds and struct mc. and operatmg hce nsed nuclear -N '.:"op',c<rt y t her m his posse 3 ':on or underm a e i:cr *

powcr , ants and Commission-owned re-t uba 6 i :c7 c xw to

fyder ' u m , < g t h s ,,a rt his contr, h twether w:th cla:ms fcr any actors. and the quahty assurance pr'o- fN
,

..t*

- 14 : s.- W er tne end ' mds w hich are unpaid or o vmg at the grams requ: red for work under the cog- d ''''E
m' Ni ng w h:ch the time vi such su pension or tmninstion. nwance of the Department of Def ense i iD

( a un w as r eu n ed Anv tunds colj ec t ed pursuant to the and the Nat:onal Aeronautics and Space '' | +LT
M !n le
1rpa W C. a ; m ed . or ; pr vis: ens of this ;)a-t. over and above Admm.stration. .

I' a p'

b [ ?r # H
the calendar the amounts necesskry to meet outstand- The quahty assurance requirementsE th* t"d ''

i

J# fmg obhgations and the expenses neces- estsbbshed by these criteria are intended' Lch he liayment ' in .
e< ut ' t y t he mar- radh incurrod by the rnarkat admmis- to m'm tN '; - !"2':5UW ua ,dr by the han- trator or such ;w rson ;n liqu; dating such

-

va) Appbcable regu]atory require- af.. V1
'hd en such nayme-' is f unds, shall be distributed to il e con- ments and the design bases, as denned in g i,J.; ;,F
h such ha:Or withi the inbuths handlers and producers in an ) 50 2 and as Fpecined in the license ap-

hi ;lII M
-

MMt , .. .

plication, Ior structurrs, systems, and -- -.
' W>iA: th ct' a -

Mist ELi_ANrocs PsovistoNs Components are correctly translated into ;!' . E h3'
;h. such m acy
$ 'N r

-

6 10M l OO $ . paraMhty of prm. .
specifications. drawings, procedures, anc'' ". h k4brm on s. vSm, u m o, tnstructions. -

7

.h *MON If any proviMon of this pa"t, or its (b) Systfms and coin pon en ts fabri- -

:

T-
hme a pplica tion to any persen or c;rcum- cated and tested in manuf acturers' f acili- -

'[ k
M "t

stan&s. is held invalid. the application ties conform to these spetiScations, -p,~~ D c ' as a rt or any
fshaU twme cf such provimon, and of the remaining dra e.ngs, procedures. and instructions. , t a.C '' ' '

, -

:= '

$ rime rt sic:stin, vot 34, No. 73 tsuistry, Arsit 17 ive,
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to te included shaU censist o' the ** * N*" " WI 2" E . I
, T. - .res = te m s, and compo- tan racuans re;atert to the phys:c 4 charac.,_._

nents ccnttrcted and tested at the nu-
f olloc.g :

.al, structure. ccmpenect, c['' E
, , , , , cf a mate

' clear v>werp; ant s te conform to these tem wn ch proude a meat.s to ccetro! .h f
i

pecdcations, drawings, procedures, and A descdphon and evaNation of
the quality assurance program to be ap- [^j$l$'p [[

P{ c f
) u

,
-

5 cceeding activit;es, such as plied to the design. f abr: cation. ' a. struc-
- 9d|

j ' 'Y
op< ra t:ng, testing. refueling, renatring,

.

tion, and testing of the structures, sys-'

r .a mta:n.;ng, and moddying nuclear tems, and components of the facility. The appucant s shiu be responsib:e f, .3'
' '

deve;opmere, !=piementaden. and exec [Q, Apourplants, are conducted in accord- Appendix B. "Quahty Assurance Crited.
...

of the quanty assurance program ne,( with qua,.:, y assurance pract:ces for Nuclear Power PlanW' sets forth the cant may delegate to other crganizaucts u,jance
stent with those employed d e. ...g

redre Lents for quality assurance & estabumment and execunon of the qf.cc r.1
'y , desmn and construction. In addition to grams for nuclear power plants. assurance program. or any part thereo

- i

|e the requirement that operating activi- shall reta:n respensibtu ty th ere f or. d
* . * * *

-
t;es be cond ucted in accordance with '"*"*I""""" f P"5" * 4 CW -

,

these quahty assurance pracuces, there (b) Fmal safety crmlpsh reporf. Each
are other requirements wh;ch must be applicati n for a license to operate a f a- f cIn est$.I[[f

" "
'

, be
* '

su; tan!y developed and obsened to as- cdity shall include a final safety analysis deaneated in writing such persens a #
audI

ganizat;cns shan have su9clentand orgarJzauonal freedorn to idenc!y qY-sure safe operation; for example, tecn- report. The final safety analysis report,

{ nical speedcations. schedules of main- shall include information that desedbes
,

tenance and ref ueling, fuel management the f acility, presents the design bases, ity proolems; to iniuate, recom=en ,provide solunons; and to re-tf y imple: en,j programs, and progrs ms for operatcI and the limits on its operation, and pre- tien f a luu ns. In general. assurance :
tra:n;ng and qualdcat:3n- sents sa sa'ety analysis of the structures, 9" *" I """ * *8 " "* " " ''' T'

These quality assurance cdteda would systems, and components and of the f a- [[Msupplement Criterion 1,of the " Gene al cility as a whole, and shall include the r s]o - r
* ' '*.

s e e

auditing, inspecting, or otberwise re 6: IlDes;gn Cnteria for Nuclear Power Plant followtne Iinat an act:v:ty has been ccrrecuy per-Construction Pe: nits." 2 They are in- is mdependent of the individual or p ", , ,,

j | | tended to assist applicants (1/ to com"
,

ply with i 50 34(a) i 7 ) which requires in-
(6) The f o/owing information con- curect:y responsible for perfortning the :.-9.j . , ,

cinc activity. ne appucant sha!I regs:.h!
, j j) j .clusion in the preliminary sa.fety analy- cerning facility operation; review the status and adequacy of the q
1 , |-

sis report of a desenption and evaluation , , , , ,
ity assurance prograin. Management of c ue,

], ]i 4 $ (ii) Managerial and administrative organizauons participating in the q
; e

of the quality assurance program to be
assurance program sbau regularly renew

Ud$ applied to the design, fabrication, mn. controls to be used to assure safe opera. status and adequacy of that part af
struction, and testing of t.he structures, tion. Appendix B, " Quality Assurance urance pr grarn which they.d J.g t

A" 1 I
systems' and components of the facility, Criteda for Nuclear Power Planta," sets

'

.

I and (2) in the development of mana. forth tM requirements for such centrols E OCTT AssCWCE PaOGaWgerial and administrative controls to be for nuclear powerplants.*( used to assure sa!e operation, as required The e, pucant can estabush at the e
,

'- .
. . . ..

M '4 by i 50.34(b) (6) (11) . SpeciSc references prac acal tune a quauty assurance p

SK $
to the proposed Appendix B. "Quaut7 2. A new Appendix B is added to read

tais appendix."This program shan'"be## " 9" *h *D'
< ~

Iu Assurance criteria for Nuclear Power as follows- mented by written poltetes, procedurea,
Vd Plants '' would be a 'ded to i 50.34 (a) ArrmnIx B-QUu rrT Assemcr Car"ralA Foz instrucuona and shan be en.rriedN q and (b)- Necz.ua PowrarteTs throughout plant life. The appucantg-g :riteria wtll also be used for N identify the structures. systerns, and

[*g' d"N E"r7 *pplicant for a con-s1,onsponents to be covered by the quality ass::t
~ l These
5. D 8 guidance in eva.uating the adequacy of ",Pjy'dbNu'd b e pro

Y,[ .'
the quality assurance programs in use by Ence Progmen and the ma}or orgnespr n, ,

.

holders of construction permits and op- analysis report a description and evaluation partic1 Pat cg in the pmgram, together

$@'2C, . Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of pued to the des:gn, f abrication, construction, $, *f[[[f( [. . N. erating licenses. of the quauty assurance program to be ap-;

-

t

1954, as amended, and section 553 of title and testing of the structures, systems, and means such as des:gn rerter, re-: cs
#

p pi' cornponents of the f aciuty. Every appucant inspection. and docu:nentation, over a
.'JJ9 5 of the United States Code, notice 13 f r an operstmg ucense is nquind to m- ties afecting the quauty of the ider.
'P .i hereby given that adoption of the fouow. cNde, m its hat sa'ety analysis up rt in- structures. estems, and cornponents. to

~
'$ ing a:1endments to 10 CFR Part 50 is
%

contemplated. All interestal persons who $Nst a$ o d a(ure extent c r#. stent with their importme
I t. S^4 '" * " "'*W "" #

[] '[[[' {$fy*h wish to submjt corr.ments or suggestions m.are operation. hetear oowe plants include '

s truc tures, systems, and eemponents that
in connecGon w-ith the pro;e! tmend- prevent or mit: gate the consequences of pos- ings of a type apgropnate to the c! t

ments should send them to the Secreta y, tulated acetdents that could cause undue ani under suitably centreued$ . ,

U S. Atornic Enern Cornmmon, W. sh. risnt to the health and safety of the pub:te. Co c t-o n e<1 condntots incl de;-
f p{ ington, D C. 20 M 5, Attentien : Chief, This appendix estabustes quauty assurance ' d:uons.use of appropr: ate equiprnent, sunabN *

.I Public Proceedings Branch. within C0 #

j '[ days af ter pubhcation of this notice in [, [ [3 mg envienent. smuste cWann M
; assurance that au prerequisites for ,de SJty7, ,

4o

[ the Fnmh R E GlsT E R . cop;e5 of Com" and cornponents. There requirements app!t CP"^U U D ^" * 3 ***!'* *
the need ~I -mer te receivad may be enmined in the to all acurities af ecting tne safety-relved shall take into account,

i CormnMon's Pubhc Docume"t Room at f uncuons of those structures, systems. and c al contro;s. processes. test equip:ne':t. .,
i i i

1717 H Street NW., Waddr@n, D C. cornponents; these acuvines mclude desan. and eti::s to attain the requ: red G CT
m0 purchas:ng. f acticating. bandang. sh:p-'

need Mr m aauen of pay M W' 1 In i 50 34. paragraphs ( a) d ) and an M m W . O a

Ns Oc
<t'<ai are amended to read as inspec ung. testing. c perstmg. m ain t alnin g. and test and the n eed fcr in M t ;" ,

i(b)
I MS: re pairin g, ref uenn g. and rn odif yin g. . 7,T

$ 50.3 % Conte nts of a; pin ations: tech.
As used in this append!x. "quauty assur- ,+ 's .

ance" cornpnses a'; u. Ae p;anned and sys-
nh al infornuion. tema*te act: ens necessary to prov1de adequate -

f5 J

< ai [rchucg sc!ety a tchsts re- c mSdanc e that a struc ture. s', stern. or com- , g. .'a Qe terrn "avucant
Ihents are cf "

pmf Lach appQcation for a cc "struct:en p<.nent win peric m uus'actcruy in sernce twe e''te-tr the w1 e

.

app 3 cab e af Mr E a p* in DU P"
permu tha_1 inChde a p rt i unary Safety - tnf o - -.:. min a licen ce to const" ;and0:er2e1
an i.' 45 re F t The m= mum informa- i n , appacant n, g pn me

pa er; nese mem eres ned by this pepn t, tue fm.. m a IGr @|d47Ce In eM.La*in; the N
' Th e Cs e r.e -d MIgn C '.?cria Were pud- d:W u MlOn, Wi?" Fret!$C ?*b? e ''. C es Of 5:11--

.%.rr ee rrcsim :n '5' -' ' D-~-and e.c ere r -es f rorn. f acinues of "n..
and 'r, aa a ,- ,- ed lan t es t

t TZ M pe r E '.sdeng~ Ior 4! c h af puCauGns have Gf "e ed or pe cc
r t*i J ( 7 %. .rt ? ; -' * e NL3G B Lmi P

s e
' '2FH IT:3). pr e r M y bee n *. ' e d wiib th e Occ-n _ r.c n. '& ses

'' .

r m 'n .?
.
[

ft:E At eEG!$iin V ot 34 NO 7 3-- TH u ssD A Y, A r ait 17 tss9
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,

*
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+ p s c' NTret sou r< e eva;u. W L and selecuen. c b.'e cti e ards th ch hht e knort valid relatiem ". psm .-
fu nshed by the con- to natictal standards'

evidence cf cua: t@ "

X W'v 4 Inspect ^ at 'd eme *:- :.e d to ." -eg
"

c <in;;[t.on

t w 'e- er t' g g un .33 mg gg g m,

r ruh - : Cr- ; rce r.nd eI-'m*' 2 and as%. cf ,. : c t.s upcn deM er: The
'

u n e<'
M h rol of quabty by M easur es thaU be established tc prm dev . se , c e u e r. ; , e. On for tWe

contrac urs mLd subwLtractors shall be a.s- wcrt and inrpection instructions f or han- p, ;,, , . . eu rad c om pc r.e n ts t, r,
ed t the e p;;c .nt or des:gnee at inur- d';ng, rt" ge. sh ;,nnt and prest rvat:cc cl** are r c ~ect :7, ,erc5a- r ,(e,

,

. .c: :. s . r e se m e a s es
y., 3, ortmee. cc n- mateMal and equipment to pres ent damage cre pn . ..c ,c;ns. d ra wings, g. ,

-;e u t y, and qua n t ,t v of the p rod uc t or d e te r:c r a t:c n Then necessary fc r part:cular-- ,

ices Test r e po-11 ins p ec t.icc re w ds, p-educts. rpec:al prot e ct n e environments, L igf' ,, he p < rn.a r.c e of aes:g
d'.t rep.rta. ce rt;tcater and other er:dence s uc h as inert gas etmorperes. specite rccis-gr c - .;2 a:s or from ps ( ther thsn ,

f

d q kMy shau b+ aed in !!..s knernent. t;re cer: tent ;es els an-1 temperature let els,m ' . glo LJi* * i.e c , s.
. , . .

- u - * c - - n :; cn In j g y g., g,; p p, .;ded r.nd their existence ser1 Sed.
.<. $ r i he des:f n 'he i4,- 8 -

UK ' KIV . 3 SPEC * !C N. 7EST. A N'I CPrLATING sTATCs ,N
.. t.* e rd r e 'c? R *Jt u r n g

,

C ', c c. gr. n c<. rrec4 de sc . bed :n the s m. wt.NMU DON AND con ioL OF hieasures thh3 be estaLMshed to indicate. .

, 3 cn and h at he (0n t e n ts M ATrit1ALS, F MRTs AND CoMPoNINTs gy L3, L3, g; 7 ark rgs such as st4mps, tags. ;^.

yns r e p r ts a.r e a c C u T h ie . Meg 3nres 3. hah te es*.abushed f or the IGen- labe:s, Tcut.ng cards Cr other sultable means. [,,-,,
.c ,c a s :.m c c s er a ms r uct as t he titea ucm and control of materials. parts. a:.d the status cf ;ra pecticns and testa per!crmed 4.

f , . r -. g { |[J "y'c' a: y's*et c c... jn',a u'--
components ir c hid'ng yartistly f ab-icated upon ind;ricual :te ms and the status ofSL S8 - th e *M6M e3

emtus e meuw than assure inat plant operating equ:pment. These measures rar.c i me- e~ g uc ed gn ' t.terf aces. idenuncauon is maiLtuned, e:ther on the 6r.kil protide for the ident1Sc4 tion cf those i. f.a r.d e,. .. d s t e r ;s

g: or on re m ds trvM;e to the lum, items which confctm to inspecticn and test e* e
. n !c sem& ins pectmn, matr te-

'' I
t ,nca tion.1Ls;.a;1stion. requirements, ncnconf orming items aball be; s. d re; - and (1enneaucn of n'

gee cr:a r.a fCr inspections and tests r mod 1Scdion. The measu-es thau clearly marked for subsequent disposition. i8 !-.

e
''

( [[ ,e dehed to prevent t.be use of incorre.ct Proced cres shall be provided for tagging, p c-s or ,.p m ss and ena d ea:gn re-
5%, sha;; t.c rerle s ed b) management of demve itemt and items whhh rare not equipment such as ralves and switches when

.epr m ae de en c rga r.;;.a tu ns Desi gn necessary to protect inndrertent operation. e. .'a

Q gj
kgga ;nc;ed.ng me;d c hhnf es, shal: be ap- 10 NoNCommINea alaRalab PAaTs. on

g br the crganlaation that performed 12. coteTaoL or artc1AL PROCEa513
g g

co w PO NIN rs Pt* m
b# r.br.a; ru s.gn L : Jess the app Icant spe. Measu-es aball be established to control

. ge.- :hieasurm shall be estahnsbed to assure that
ys.. e c e s f. .te s a n o. ... e s pon s!ble or-
> g.raucn I rt.ced ures I be es ta blis h ed e pr e, M mg welding, beat ,

Icaterial, parta, or components which do not -

d mecun inung. are con-
,gg p2 c.patmg destge organizations for conform to requirernents in order tofrevent ,. .,a

age with appucable codes, their inadvertent use or installation. Tbese @A'e p pr ov a.. r eleas e, distribu tt on,

h.- w renew.ad rerm n of documents invoiring designstandards, spec!Scations, criteria, and other 3
apecial requiremer 4 ano a e accomphsr ed E ,

Mon, meum. segregauon. dispost-
,

b- qumM Bed personnel using q ualiSe<1
*

rr raocruwr.nr ooccurm CON 1aOt Proced ures.
'

tions Ncnconfctming items shall be reviewed d a

1 IC ECUOMgevures shan be estad t.=h ed to nasu re and accepted, rejected, repaired cr reworked
~~f. .

r

ha; s$1 cane regulatory requjrerne.nts. de- A prgram fcr in-process and anal in - in accordance with documented procedures. I
p egr, taaes s. r.d other requirementJ which nection of activities aSecting quality shkil Ulttrnate d3sposition of nonconforming itenu T'
N ., terewey ic a.ssure adequate quaMiy are g,e estabushed to assure conic-mance with abau be documented. t

s

p'' ',| sg;s7 .h.LM or re f erebced in the doc 4 * doc uir en ted instruc tions, procedures. and m conREWE ACT1ox
; exu f ce groc urement of materia.1. equ!p- dra mings Examinations. measurements, or

f.Ny spr. std servic ee . w hether purchased by the tests of material or products processed shall Measures shall be est tished to assure -

a@ rant or ty !!s contractes or su bceL - be performed for each work operation where that all conditions adverse to quahty, such g[[ws To tbe ecent necma.ry, pr<rure- necessary to assure quality. If inspection of as f ailures, malfunctions, deSciencies, d e.

I w.est owuments shall require cont.ractors or processed Insterial or products is imposalbl' ristions, defective material and equipment ' h
-

s

| sNtractes to provide a quality apurance or disadvantageous, indirect control M moni- and nonoonf ormances, are proz=ptly identi- Ef:$
Ma:n consistent with the quality nasur- toring processing methods, equipment, and Ded and reported to appropnate levels of ],
r' requuen.ents of t.his appendia personnel shall be provided. Isoth inepection Inanagement. The measures shall also a.ssure a
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1 MR. ELLISa Judge Brenner, what was the number

2 assigned to that?

3 JUDGE BRENNERa Suffolk County No. 90. And I

4 expect Exhibit 100 to be a good one, as is appropriate

5 for the number.

6 We have no other preliminary matters. Let's,

7 take a 15-minute break now and then we will run until,

e lunch, and we might break a little earlier for lunch.
,

.

9 So we will come back at 10:20.

! 10 (Whereupon, it 10:05 a.m., the hearing in the

11 above-entitled matter was recessed, to resume at 10:20

12 a.m. the same day.)

'
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15,515
;

I (10:20 a.m.)

2 JUDGE BRENNER All right. On Friday we had

3 received what was the acknowledged preliminary timeO|

4 estimate from Mr. Ellis as to his cross-examination of

5 Mr. Hubbard. We will give you a chance, as we said we

6 would, to update it at this time if you would like to.

7 NR.,ELLIS: Yes, sir. I think that my

8 estimate is still going to be three to four days. Therei

9 are a number of variables that remain variable, but I do

10 not think it will be any less than three days. And that

11 is based on, we have been at it about a day now, half of

12 Thursday and Friday being a half day.

13 JUDGE BRENNERa I see. You mean three to four

14 days counting the day?

15 MR. ELLISs No, sir.

16 JUDGE BRENNER: Three to four days from now?

17 MR. ELLISs Yes, sir.

| 18 JUDGE BREWNER That is a little longer than

19 the previous estimate.

20 MR. ELLIS4 Yes, sir, it is.

21 JUDGE BRENNERs So it may well go beyond noon

22 on Thursday?

23 MR. ELLIS: It may, yes, sir. And I will

() 24 update that as time goes by. We will also give you an

25 updated cross plan as well, probably either noon or the

O
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[]} 1 end of the day today. And I will update the Board and

2 the parties on my estimates. It may well go down.

3 JUDGE BREMNER: All right.
)

4 Uhereupon,

5 RICHARD B. HU BB AR D,

6 the witness on the stand at the time of recess, resumed

7 the stand and, having previously been duly sworn by the

a Chairman, was examined and testified further as follows:

g CONTINUING CROSS-EXAMINATION

10 BY HR. ELLISs

11 0 Good morning, Hr. Hubbard.

12 When we recessed on Friday, we were talking

13 about the alleged breakdowns that you have listed on

1A page 27 of your testimony, and I wanted to finish that

15 if I say. At that time we had discussed and you

16 testified with respect to your alleged breakdown a) on

17 page 27 that you did not know what was seemingly

18 contradictory about the label of breakdown a). It is

19 true that you did not know what was incorrect about the
t

20 mieles in the alleged breakdown b) and c) on page 27, do

21 you?

22 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Tha t is correct.

23 0 And it is also correct, isn't it, for brevity,

f 24 Mr. Hubbard, that you do not know, with respect to

25 alleged breakdowns f), h) and 1), what was either

O
l
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1 confusing or not clear or not labeled as such with
[}

2 respect to any of those?

3 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) That is correct. I think,

4 though, it is a little combination of various things.

5 On f), the item is confusing. That is the word used by

6 the Staff, and their criteria for confusing, I am not

7 aware of what that is.

8 h), where controllers are not labeled, that

g seems to be a little clearer than " confusing." They are

|
10 not labelod properly. And then 1), are not clearly

11 labeled as to function, that appears to be again more a
,

12 matter of judgment. So some has to do with judgment, it

13 appears, and some have to do with is the work done

O 14 correctly.

H5 An example is what you cited, Nr. Ellis.

18 0 Well, Mr. Hubbard, would it be fair, then, to

17 say that with respect to your knowledge of these labels

18 and mimics, it ir limited to what you read in the CAT

19 Report and put in your testimony on page 27?

20 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) For these particular items,

21 yes.

22 0 All right. Now, you said that several of them

23 were a matter of judgment. Would I be correct in saying

j () 24 that you would agree that a), f) -- a), f), and 1) would

25 in your view be matters of inspector judgment?

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554 4315
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1 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Mr. Ellis, that is a hard

2 question to answer yes or no, and the reason for that is

3 that they look like they are prima rily a ma tter of

O' 4 judgment, but then you get back to judgment based on

5 what. And the judgment may be based upon his reading of

6 either the FSAR or some design spec that implements the

7 FSAR. And it also may be based on some other knowledge

8 that the inspector has.

9 Q Are you done, Mr. Hubbard?

10 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Yes, sir.

11 0 Okay. I take it, then, it is fair to say that
.

12 you do not know whether the inspector's judgment was
,

|
13 based on an FSAB section or design specification or

14 other knowledge, as you stated?

15 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) That is correct, Mr.

16 Ellis. And it is reflected in the first paragraph or

17 the top of the testimony, where it says, "against

18 applicable regulatory requirements, licensee

19 commitments, good human factor practices, and inspector
i

20 j udgmen t." I am not aware of what weight each of those
'

|

21 has for each of the items a) to 1). That is to say that '

22 some item may be a combination of the four or it may be

23 based upon just one of those particular criteria that I

24 read.

25 0 And that is true for items a) through i), is

O
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{} 1 that true, Nr. Hubbard?

2 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Yes, sir, Mr. Ellis.

3 0 The CAT inspector did not cite any regulatory

4 requirement or licensee commitment involved in any of

|
5 these a) through 1), did he?

6 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) He cited this as an open

7 item or an unresolved item, and depending upon what the

o LILCO response is it will stay an unresolved item, which

a gets resolved, or somethings unresolved items then

10 become licensing actions, depending on what the
l

11 resolution would be.'

12 For example, back to the annunciator. That

13 looks like a seemingly minor problem, but when LILCO

14 responds to that with their corrective action they may

15 say, well, we've looked at 144 more annunciator points

16 and 10 of them had to be modified, in which case then
|

17 this might become an issue of higher priority.'

18 So it is an open item at this point. When the

1g inspector looks at the LILCO ccrrective action, which

20 I'm not aware has been proposed yet, then it will either

21 be closed out or it may become a highar level finding at

22 that time.

23 0 Well, Mr. Hubbard, my question was, the CAT

|~ () 24 inspector did not say, did he, that any of these vere

25 violations of licensee commitments or regulatory
,

|

O
|
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1 requirements, did he?(}
2 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Yes, he did .

3 0 Where did he say that?
)

4 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) He said it in the opening

5 paragraph, where he said that the -- well, let's go back

6 and look at what exactly he said.

7 0 Doesn't it say, Mr. Hubbard, that the controls

8 vere reviewed agsinst applicable regulatory

9 requirements, licensee commitments, good human factor

10 practices, and inspector judgment? And then he goes on

11 to say -- and this is on page 14 of the CAT inspection,

12 attachment 4-24, Judge Frenner.

13 And then he goes on to say, "With the
,<

_/ 14 exception of the items listed below, no discrepancies

15 were identified." Now, do you interpret that to mean

to tha t the CAT inspector says those are regulatory

17 violations and failures to meet licensee commitments?

18 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Yes, that is how I

19 interpret it, that the first sentence that says what the

20 standards that the inspector used, and then listed belov

| 21 are the discrepancies to those standards.

22 0 But you just testified a moment ago, Hr.

23 Hubbard , that you didn 't know whether, of the four

() 24 factors -- regulatory requirements, licensee

25 commitments, good huusn factor practices, and inspector

| C:)
i

|
'

1

l ;
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i

1 judgment -- you did not know which of these and how many)
2 of these applied to each of the items a) through i). So

e 3 isn't it fair to say that you don't know whether all or
,

l
4 most of these items may have been simply good human'

5 f actors practices snd inspector judgment in the opinion
.

6 of the CAT inspector?

7 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) That is possible. It's

8 equally possible that most of them may have been

9 licensee commitments or regulatory requirements.

10 0 Nr. Hubbard, if you would agree that it would

11 be one or the other. Your testimony, though, on page 28

! 12 does not say that it is possible that these may have

13 been regulatory violations -- well, strike that.

14 Wouldn't it make your testimony more accurate
,

15 on page 28 of your prefiled testimony, Mr. Hubbard, if

16 instead of saying that these were failures to meet

17 licensee commitments or regulatory violations, if you

'

18 had said that it was possible that these were failures

19 to meet licensee commitments or regulatory

i 20 requirements? Wouldn't that have been more accurate in

21 light of your testimony?

22 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I don't believe so, Mr.

23 Ellis. It is, as I said before, I Jrouped tlese nine

() 24 items into one general comment and the genera.. comment

25 was that when you get this pattern of findings it

O
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1 appeared to me that there was a lack of design control,{)
2 and design control is criterion 3.

3 I mean, particularly when you look at items

4 like b) and c), where you talk about mimic being

5 incorrect. A good design review program would have seen

6 that the mimic is in accordance with the f2 ow diagrams I

7 of whatever is used. And that is why I didn't try to go

8 back and separate each of these items a) to 1), but

g listed it as one area that indicated to me a lack of.

10 design control.

11 Q It is true, though, isn't it, Hr. Hubbard,

12 that the conclusion that there is a failure or lack of

13 design control is your conclusion and not the CAT

14 inspector's conclusion? He certainly makes no

15 conclusion like that, does he?

16 A (MITNESS HUBBARD) He does not make that

17 conclusion at this time. As I said before, these are

U, unresolved issues. LILCO has to respond to those and an

3 IE inspector has to have follow-up audits to close them
.

,j out, and neither of the latter two events have occurred,

zt to the best of my knowledge.

'2 0 So you would need additional information,
.

.3 then, in order to perait you to make any confident
1

conclusion CoDeerning whether these were design control

,
problems, isn't that correct?

|

|
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1 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) No, Mr. Ellis. It is clear
)

2 to me they are design control problems. The seriousness

/ 3 of these design control problems, the depth and extent
'

'

4 of it will become more obvious once the LILC0 corrective

5 action is reviewed and the IE inapector reviews the

6 borrective action.
*

! 7 (Counsel for LILCO conferring.)

8 0 Look at b) on page 27, Mr. Hubbard. Did you

9 examine the FSAR to find a specific commitment relating

10 to the alleged breakdown b) on page 277

11 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) No, I did not.

12 0 And the ssme would be true of a) through i),

13 isn't that correct?

14 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) That is correct, Mr.

15 Ellis.

16 0 And with respect to the alleged breakdowns in

17 both b) and c), you've made -- since you do not knov

18 what was incorrect about those mimics, similarly you
i

19 don 't know whether a trained operator at Shoreham would

20 be misled or confused by any of those deficiencies noted

21 in alleged breakdowns b) and c), do you?

22 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) No, I don't. But as a OA

23 manager, I don't think that is the question. As a QA

() 24 sanager, you want the mimic to agree with what is really

,

25 in the plant, what is on the drawings. Hopefully, what

O
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i
.

1 is on the drawings and what's in the plant and what's in |

2 the simic are all the same.

3 (Counsel for LILCO conferring.)

4 0 Is it your understanding that everything that |

l
5 is on the drawing appears on a nimic?

|
l

6 A fWITNESS HUBBARD) Absolutely not.

I 7 Q So you don't know whether b) and c) may be
|

8 just a matter of judgment as to whether more information

t 9 should have been put on the mimic than was on there?

10 A (MITNESS HUBBARD) As I said before, I think

11 th! vords are pretty clear. The words are "in co r re c t. "
"

12 Now, I have found that sometimes the ICE inspectors do

13 make mistakes. However, in general I have found, once

14 they put something in one of their reports, it tends to

| 15 hold up. So I think it is pretty clear it is
4

16 incorrect.

17 Again, I'm vaiting for the LILCO corrective

18 action and then the NRC re-audit to see the exte c; ofr

19 this problem.
I

20 0 I take it, then, your answer then is that you

21 consider ICE inspectors and their reports f airly

a reliable?

23 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Yes, Mr. Ellis, I do

24 believe they are reliable. At the same time, I think

25 one can find examples whore later on it turns out with

'O
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1 additional inforantion the ICE withdraws the particitlar

2 statement. There are examples of that. But in my

3 experience of being audited by ICE and then also in

4 looking at their reports over the years, by and large I

5 think what they've put in reports tends to hold up as
!

6 being true.
i

7 .

|
| 8

,

t ,

j 9 |-

'

10i

|
! 11

|
12

13

14

15

|

| 16

17

18

19

| 20
|

21

22

23

i O 24

25

O
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1 Q A moment ago you said that it was not

2 important whether or not a trained operator at Shoreham

3 would be misled by any of the discrepancies in b) and c)
|

'

4 in terms of QA. I take it by that you mean that the

5 factor of good human factors practices that's listed up

6 at the top of page 27 is not a relevant factor in QA
,

i 7 assessments. |

|

8 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I really don't agree with '

l

9 how you summarized my previous testimony, Mr. Ellis. |
!

10 First --
'

11 Q Correct me, then. )

12 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I didn't think we had to

13 reach to the point of whether the operator was or was

14 not confused to look at this in terms of quality

15 assurance concerning the simic. The first thing with a

16 disciplined quality assurance process you expect the

17 mimic to be accurate. You wouldn't want to design the

18 plant to have inaccuracies and have to make up for

19 inaccuracies with trained operators.

20 So then a second point would be assuming it is
t

21 inaccurate, then how that might affect the operator. I

l 22 haven't gone in to study that, but in general, my

23 p osition would be that what the information provided to

24 the operator should be something he can rely on.

25 Q Mr. Hubbard, with respect to the alleged

O
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i

I
1 breakdown in e), since you indicated that you have not

}
2 exsmined any of these, I take it you cannot tell the

!

3 Board what identification did exist, if not easy
)

4 identification between colors and numbers on the label

5 there.

6 A (HITNESS HUBBARD) That is correct.

7 Q And, again, you don't know whether a trained

8 operator would have adequate cross reference between

9 colors and numbers, do you, at Shoreham?

10 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) No.

11 (Counsel for LILCO conferring.)
*

,

12 0 Mr. Hubbard, it's fair to say, isn't it, that

13 you also cannot tell this Board whether the labeling

14 with General Electric numbers rather than LILCO
15 identifying numbers for the temperature points in

16 alleged breakdown d) would be confusing to a trained

17 operator a t Shoreham?

*

18 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) No, I cannot.

19 Q And I think you already testified to this, and

20 forgiva me if I am repeating it, but I think you

21 indicated that you do not know of any specific FSAR or

22 specification requirement with respect to alleged

23 breakdowns d ) and e).

( 24 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Mr. Ellis, I testified

25 before, I believe, about FSAR commitments.

()
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1 Q Yes, sir.
)

2 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) And now you added the word

3 " specification requirements." I think my testimony
O,

4 before could be confusing. I cannot find a line in the

5 FSAR that talks about annunciators having clear labels.

6 There may be a statement of that. Ilowever, in the FSAR

7 there is a commitment to ha ving a design control program

8 to implement the design specification requirements. And

9 I know when I was working at GE, and I think that the

10 people I had did some of the QA and some of the control

11 room panels, that there were requirements.that the

12 design information that is presented to the operator be

13 clear and unambiguous.

14 So when you use the word " design

15 specifications," I don't have a copy of the GE desien

16 spec for the control room panels. Likewise, LILCO may

17 have one and Stone and Webster; and I haven 't reviewed

18 those in depth to reach my conclusions on items a) to 1) .

19 Q Well, you say you haven't reviewed them in

20 depth. Isn't it true that you haven't reviewed them at

i 21 all in connection with your testimony on a) through 1)
| -

22 on page 27?

23 A (WITNESS HUBB ARD) That is correct.

() 24 (Counsel for LILCO conferring.)

25 0 Mr. Hubbard, you refer in your testimony to

O
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|

1 earlier control room human factors reviews. Did you)
2 participate in any of those?

e 3 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) No, I did not directly.

4 0 Did MHB or any consultant of the County?

5 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Yes. I believe MHB did and

8 other consultants to the County. In fact, I think my

7 partner, Mr. Hinor, attended some of those meetings.

8 0 How many control room reviews have there been

9 at Shorehan so far as you know?

10 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) My recollection is there

11 was one, and then there might possibly have been a

12 followup to that. I can't recall for sure whether there

13 was a followup.

14 0 'Jas Mr. Minor's participation in that to

15 ansure that it was an 3dequate and thorough job?

18 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I wouldn't say that Mr.

17 Minor was to make sure that it was adequate and'

18 thorough. Mr. Minor was allowed to be there as an

19 observer, and Mr. Hinor did observe, as I recall.

20 0 If he had thought it was inadequate was it not

21 his responsibility or his duty to say something?

22 MB. LANPHERs I object to the question.

23 JUDGE BRENNER: Do you want to give me the

() 24 grounds?

| 25 HR. LANPHER: What he thought his duty might
.

O
|
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1 have been. We're getting into a very speculative area{};

2 that is just not relevant to the QA testimony Mr.

3 Hubbard is presenting.
|
l '#~

4 JUDGE BRENNERs It is highly collateral even

5 if marginally relevant, so I'm going to grant the

6 objection.

| 7 (Counsel for LILCO conferring.)

8 BY MR. ELLISa (Resuming)

9 Q Mr. Hubbard, with respect to alleged breakdown

10 d), there is no regelstory requirement, is there, Mr.

11- Hubbard, for LILCD to use LILCO identifying numbers

12 rather than GE identifying numbers on temperature

13 recorders for the RHR and HPCI temperature recorders?

14 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I don't think I would agree

15 with you necessarily, Mr. Ellis. My experience at

16 General Electric was we had one set of numbers that we

17 called things, and the utility might have another set,

18 and that the utility did not have -- well, that the

19 utili ty would eventually have to convert the GE

20 nomenclature to the utility 's nomenclature. And so

21 whatever the utility nomenclature is, I think it should

22 be consistently used.

23 Q But my question to you was for specific

24 regulatory requirement. You don 't know of any, do you?

25 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Well, yes, Mr. Ellis. I

O
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1 think in the broadest context. Again, that is what is
[}

2 covered by Criterion 3, that you have a design reviev

3 process, and part of the design review is to see that
,

I

4 you have consistent usage of terms, that the drawings

5 are indeed correct, and things of that sort.

6 (Counsel for LILCO conferring.)

7 Q Well, let's look at Criterion 3, Mr. Hubbard.

; 8 You say on page 28 of your profiled testimony that they

9 are contrary to the requirements of Criterion 3 because

10 LILCO failed to establish measures for applicable

11 regulatory requirements and design basis as specified in

12 the license application are correctly translated into

13 d ra wing s. '

14 You hsve s1raady testified relating your lack of

i 15 knowledge relating to the FSAR commitments in the
i

16 license application. What regulatory requirements are

17 referred to in Criterion 3 there with respect to alleged

18 breakdown a) through 1)?
j

19 HR. LANPHERs Judge Brenner, could I have the

20 question read back, please?

21 MR. ELLISs Do you want me to restate it?

22 Would that be easier? Would that expedito manners?

23 JUDGE BRENNERt If you want to restate it, you

( 24 can. Otherwise, I will have it read back.

25 MR. ELLISs I will restate it to help expedite

O
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1 matters.{}
2 BY NR. ELLIS: (Resuming)

3 Q Nr. Hubbard, you said that the regulatoryO 4 requirement you referred to was Criterion 3 which on

6 page 28 of your profiled testimony you said, " Contrary

6 to the requirements of Criterion 3, LILCO f ailed to

7 establish measures to assure that applicable regulatory

; 8 requirements and the design basis as specified in the

e license application are correctly translated into

10 drawings."

11 You have already testified with respect to

12 your lack of knowledge en FSAR commitments and design

13 basis. Now, with respect to the requiatory requirement,

i 14 what regulatory requirement, apart from Criterion 3, do

15 you rely on in connection with any a) through 1) of the

16 alleged breakdowns?

17 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Could I have that questioit

18 back? I mean there was quite a bit in the front that I

19 need to write down. You stated I agreed with you on two

20 things, and I don't recall agreeing with you on the two

21 things that predicated your question.

22 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. Let's get it read

23 back this time by the Reporter.

() 24 NR. ELLISa I will let the record speak for

25 itself and ask the q uestion one more time.

O
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1 BY MR. ELLIS: (Resuming)(}
2 0 Apart from Criterion 3, Mr. Hubbard, is there

3 any regula to ry requirement, to your knowledge, that isO,

4 specifically applicable to a) through i)?

5 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Not to my knowledge at this

e time. I did not go back and look at the general design

7 criteria of Appendix A to see if there are some general

8 statements about control room panels that might be

9 applicable. But when I was writing this testimony I was

to looking at it as a breakdown in the design review
,

11 process, which is Criterion 3.

12 (Counsel for LILCD conferring.)

13 0 Apart from the statement that appesrs in the

14 CAT inspection report that the items listed had not

15 specifically been addressed and earlier contrcl room

16 f actors reviewed, you have no knowledge of whether they

17 were in fact considered or not, do you?

18 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) No, I do not, Mr. Ellis,

19 0 Now, you testified earlier that you were

20 avalting or you felt that it would be pertinent to see

21 LILCO's response to these items, particularly you said

22 with respect to a), that if they went ott and found that

23 out of 100 additional annunciators 10 also had a

( 24 seemingly contradictory label, then that would be

25 significant in your view.

O
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1 I take it if the response is that annunciator(~)
2 1122 is the only one that has a seemingly con:radictory

3 label, you would agrte that that was trivial?

4 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) We will have to reach some

5 accord on the definition of the word " trivial."

6 0 Well, fael free to use another word in

7 characterizing the seriousness of it if you like.

8 A (MITNESS HUBBARD) I think that in order to

e determine somewhat the significance of item a), one

10 would need to look at the corrective action, and if the

11 corrective action would talk sbout how many more

12 annunciators were looked at, if it turned out that that

|

13 was an isolated event on labeling, that would affect my

14 judgment on significance. Then if it turned out that,

15 again assuming there is only one, that there was a good

16 justification for why the operator would not be confused

17 by this contradictory label -- in other words, if one

18 looked at emergency operating procedures and the

19 operator didn't -- wGuld not be confused or by this

20 particular annunciator, then I would say this looks like

21 an isolated event, and I would look at it in that level

22 of significance as an isolated event.

23 But we don 't have that corrective action or

(f 24 the NRC review of the corrective action at this time

25 that I am aware of.

O
.
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1 0 So at the present time there is simply not

2 enough information really available with respect to a)

3 through 1) to permit you to make any judgment concerning

-
O

4 whether there really is a failure of the design review

5 or centrol syetan, isn't tha t correct?

6 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) No, Mr. Ellis. It is clear

7 to me there is a breakdown. How broad that breakdown is

8 and whether it impacts other systems other than what was

g looked at in the depth -- and the depth and extent of it

10 is not clear to me yet at this point in time.

11 Q Your use of the term " breakdown" just now, you

12 were using it as you defined it the other days that is,

13 a failure to meet a requirement, is that correct? Any

14 audit finding or observation?

15 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) You used the word " auditc

i .

( 16 finding or observation" as well as the definition of a
|
'

17 breakdown. I defined a breakdown as a failure to meet a

18 requirement, and then I said then an audit observation

19 would have meant normally a couple of breakdowns had to

20 occur in order to have an audit observation. And since

21 this was the NRC review and CAT was that of a supposedly

22 completed or fairly completed system, the CAT inspection

23 says complete, but my judgment would be that there would

24 be some work still going on on the RHR system. So if we

25 start quibbling about the word " complete," it really

'

O
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t

I wasn't.
{)

2 But my understanding was it was supposed to be

( 3 a review of something that was nearly complete. And

I 4 this, the CAT breakdowns that occurred after a number of

5 the gates, by that, the gates had been looked at, so

6 that to me would be a breskdown farther along in the

7 chain. By that, more gates and more requirements had

8 not been met.

9 0 Did you, a part f rom --

10 (Counsel for LILCO conferring.)

11 0 Did you personally conduct any investigation

12 or inquiry into the extent to which this system or

13 portion of this system that was examined was complete

14 and whether there were any additional tests, inspections

15 for other gates to go througb?

10 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Yes, I did, Mr. Ellis. On

17 page 3 or page 4-13 of my testimony.

i JUDGE BRENNER Do you mean Attachment 4?18

19 WITNESS HUBBARDs Yes, excuse me. Attachment

20 4 to my testimony.

21 JUDGE BRENNER: And page 13 of that attachment?

22 WITNESS HUBBARDa When I read this the first

23 time under " Purpose and Scope of Inspection" it said the

f 24 word " completed," "a comparison of the completed

25 construction with regulatory commitments and engineering

.

1
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{} 1 and design documents." And then the next sentence again

2 it used the word "a completed ECCS systen were selected

3 for inspection."i

s'

4 And so I was interested in how complete

5 complete might be. And through some work that MHB is

6 doing on a LILCO rate case, I did a monthly progress

7 report from LILCO on the status of various systems, and

8 so I did look up to see where the RHR system stood in

9 the pre-op and startup testing. And as I recall reading
|

10 that, that the RHR system was still involved in some of

11 the testing. It had been turned over to the pre-op

12 group, but some of the testing was still going on at.the

13 time of this inspection in February of this year. So

14 while the NRC uses the word " complete," it would be my
,

l

15 testimony that LILCO had additional work yet to do on i

16 this system.

17 BY MR. ELLIS: (Resuming)

18 0 Do you know what the nature of the additional
1

19 work and testing was to be done on the RHR system as of

20 February 1982 at the time of the CAT inspection?

| 21 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I don't recall, Mr. Ellis.
'

:

22 0 Well, wouldn't it be fair to say that you
,

|

23 don't know what a d di tional work and testing remained to !

(/ 24 be done on the RHR system in February of 1982?

25 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) No, not totally, Mr.

.

O
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1 Ellis. I did go back and go through the monthly{)
2 progress reports to see what LILCO's description of how

( 3 much more testing had to be done and how many open items

4 there were in the RHH testing. So I have gone beyond

5 just the NRC's word "comple ted ," so it was obvious to me

6 that it was not completed.

i

7 (Counsel for LILCO conferring.)

8 Q Does this monthly report you received list all

9 of the work and test and punch list items and other

10 things that remain to be done on all of the various

11 Systems on which it reports?

12 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I am sorry, Mr. Ellis. I

13 didn't hear all the psrts of your question again.

14 0 All right. Let me restate it for you. This

15 status report that you testified you looked at does not

| 16 show, does it, all of the punch list items, all of the
,

17 tests and all of the work that is remaining to be done

18 for each of the systems covered in it, does it?

ig A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Yes, it does, in a broad

20 context. It lists the stat +s of the RHR testing. It

21 has, as I recall, in brackets how many punch list items

22 there are for the BHR system, and it says what was

23 accomplished in testing that month and what is yet to be

( 24 accomplished. But it is in the broad context.

25 (Counsel for LILCO conferring.)

O
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() 1 Q It just lists the number of ites= and doesn't'

2 describe the items, isn 't that correct, Mr. Hubbard?

3 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) That is correct, Mr.O|

4 Ellis. Although in the writing sometimes it might talk

5 about some of it, but in general your characterization

6 is correct.

| 7 0 So in order to determine very specifically

8 whether certain vork had been completed as to whether a

9 piece of equipment had been installed or not in the RHR

to system, it would not be poqsible to tell with that

11 specificity whether that hnd been done from this monthly

12 report you're referring to, isn't that correct?

13 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) That in general is correct,

14 that it would say that a certain type release had

15 occurred, and we have other specs that we discussed in

18 this proceeding of what is a b) release and what is a c)-

17 release. So that would say the status of a system at

| 18 the time it was released to the pre-op or startup

19 people. So there is some indication of what activity

i 20 had been completed.

21 (Counsel for LILCO conferring.)

' 22 0 But it is true, isn't it, Mr. Hubbard, that

23 systems can be released to pre-operational testing with

| () 24 a substantial amount of work yet remaining to be done on

25 it?

O
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1 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) That is possible, Mr. Ellis.
{}

2 (Counsel for LILCO conferring.)

r~}
3 Q Nr. Hubbstd, did you personally conduct any

"# 4 investigation to determine, for example, how long

5 annunciator 1122 in your alleged breakdown a) had in

6 fact been installed, the label on it?

7 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) ho, I did not, Mr. Ellis.

8 0 And would your answer be the same with respect

g to indeed all of the items that you have in your

10 testimony is alleged breakdowns on pages 16 through 447

11 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I did not make a study of

12 how long each of the items on the CAT section, pages 16

13 to 44, had been installed; and I think it would be
O(, 14 vsrious periods of time, so I do have a conclusion about

15 some of these had existed for years. So I think in the

16 broadest general sense that is true, but I have not gone

17 through esch item and tried to figure out how long that

18 might have existed.

jg Q Well, you are referring to your testimony on

20 page 43 of your prefiled testimony where you say that

21 the alleged breakdowns that you discuss -- and I'm

22 referring now to the second full paragraph on page 43 --

23 are particularly significant because they went

( 24 undetected by LILCO and NRC staff inspectors for years.

Now, you don 't say tt ere, do you, that some25 4

O
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1 are particularly significant because they var.t
.

2 undetected for years, do you?
';

g 3 A (WITNESS HriBBARD) No, I did not, Mr. Eilis,
)

4 but that would be the intent, that these have various
|

5 time periods, and my overall judgment is thar.;a number
i I- s

6 of these conditions had existed for years.< I |

7 Q Vou do not know, do you Hr. Hubbard,;4 whe the r
'

. 1
8 any of the items that are a) through i) on page 27 vere

i

|

| 9 even in place at the time of the previous human f actors

10 reviews, do you? i

i

i

11 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) That is correct, Hr.

12 Ellis. I don't know whether they vera or they were not.

I 13 Q Hr. Hubbard, in your testimony on Friday, I

14 believe --

15 (Counsel for LILCO conferring.)

16 0 Strike that. f
p ,

,

t-

I17 Hr. Hubbard, turn to page 19 of your

18 testimony. ,Let's consider the first seven items that

19 you have there t!!at you labeled QA/CC breakdowns; V
f

'

I 20 through 7. The NRC did not label these as violutions of

21 regulatory requirements or design ba ses, did they?
1

22 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) That is correct. The NRC

23 cited LILCO for a deviation for these items.
h 24 0 All right, Hr. Hubbard. With respect to itemo

I 75 A on page 19, have you made any engineering or technical
1

i

O -

|

!
'

. e
\ i

',

-
'
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.1 assessment to determine whether the dry well spray

2 nozzles observed to have been blocked constituted any

/~ 3 violation or deviation with the design basis?
. .

4 A ." WITNESS HUBBARD) Yes, I have subsequent to

5 my testimony.

6 0- All righ t. Do you know whether the blockage

7 by ventilation du:twork referred to -- did you ever
>

8 actually see it, by the way?

9 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) No, I did not.

10 0 So your knowledge as to what is involved is

11 limited to what is stated in the paragraph a) on page 19

12 with respect to that item?

13 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) At the time I wrote the
l^

14 testimony that was the case, yes.'

15 0 All right. And I take it then you cannot tell

16 the Board whether the flow for the nozzios was actually
,

9

"~'
- 37 blocked or whether it was merely that the flow pattern

'

.

f' "
.

18 was not in the clear air space

19 A (WITNESb HUBBARD) Well, the word " blocked" is

20 what LILCO used in their letter SNRC-743 at page 13 of

21 t h a t'. The statement is, "LILCO has determined that

22 approximately 5 percent of the dry well spray nozzles
.

gf are blocked by ductwork." And then "A conservative'
,

24 assumption is that the spra y flow ra te," and then in

25 parentheses " effectiveness," "is dropped by 5 percent."

!

:

J
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1 This is some of the information I obtained()
2 subsequent to writing the testimony.

3 0 Well, apart from -- well, let me just ask youO!

4 first of all the question again, do you know whether the

5 nozzles are blocked in the sense that flow does not come

6 out of them, or is the reference to blocked simply a

7 reference to the fact that the flow pattern sprays on to

8 a piece of equipment rather than to clear air space?

9 A (WITNES3 HUBBARD) I am confused by your

10 question, Mr. Ellis. Could you try it again?

11 0 Sure. I would be glad to.
.

12 You do not know, do you, whether the nozzles

13 that are ref erred to in your alleged breakdown a) on

14 page 19 -- strike that. Let me start again.

15 You do not know, do you, with respect-to

16 breakdowns, the alleged breakdown a) on page 19, whether

17 the blockage referred to there meant that the nozzles
i

18 were completely stopped up, something light built right

19 up and abutted against something, or whether the

20 reference there is that the flow pattern was not in too

21 clear air space but hit the equipment at some distance.

I 22 Do you see the difference?
l

23 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Yes.

( 24 0 You don't know the difference, which one it

25 was, do you?

|
l

!
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{) 1 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) No, I do not. Again, LILCO

2 used the word " blocked," and then it said, LILCO goes on

3 to say, "This reduction does not hs se a significant

4 effect on DBA steam bypass or environmental

5 qualification analyses."

6 So I would assume that if you were looking at

7 a particular area that it was not getting as much spray

a as what might nave originally been intended so that

g there might be maybe this five percent reduction that

10 LILCO has calculated for particular equipment piece at a

11 particular location.

12 0 So your assumption then is that the nozzle
i

13 head itself was not blocked; that the flow came out but

14 that the flow hit equipment after it came out ra the r

15 than going into clear air space, is that right?

16 A (WITNESS !!U BB AR D ) No, Mr. Ellis. I did not

17 make an assumption. I was looking at it, if you were

18 going to spray where you're spraying for a purpose, and

tg then when I saw the LILCO letter it -- the question you

20 Tre asking is one that came to my mind, like if it is

21 being blocked it might be we're still getting 95 percent

22 of the flow, but there migh t be a particular piece of

23 the pie or of the plant that was getting zero percent

() 24 and some other part that was getting the full 100

25 percent.

O
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(]) 1 But what I judged from the LILCO response here
,

2 is that if I looked at equipment pieces, that they are

3 looking at like a five percent reduction in

4 effectiveness for various equipment items.

5 0 Is the pucpose of the containment spray to

6 spray equipm en t?

7 A (HITNESS HUBBARD) No. But indirectly it has

8 an impact on what the environment is in which the

9 equipment lives.

10 0 Do you know what LILCO meant or what basis it

11 had for saying that it was a conservative assumption in

12 the response to the CAT report, which is Suffolk County

13 Exhibit No. 7 and was referring --

14 NR. LANPHER: Seventy.

15 MR. ELLIS: Yes, I'm sorry. Seventy. Thank

16 you.

17 BY MR. ELLISa (Resuming)

18 0 And is referring to page 13.

19 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I don 't know how they came

20 up with that being conservative, but I assume -- well, I

21 won't assume. I would give them the benefit of the

22 doubt on the word " conservative."

23 0 Do you know how many dry well spray nozzles

24 there are?

25 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I don 't recollect that

O
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1 number, no.

2
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~
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/]} 1 As stated up above, it is set forth in the

2 FSAR.

3 0 Well, given that you do not know the basis for

4 the LILCO analysis, I take it that you can neither agree

5 nor disagree with the LILCO analysis that based on the

e number of nozzles affected, there was no significant

7 reduction of spray flow effectiveness, and does not have

8 a significant effect on design basis analysis, steaa

9 bypass or environmental qualification analyses.

10 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Well, I have no reason to

11 disa;ree with LILCO's conclusion that it reduced it by

12 about 5 percent. And then again, it also -- they

13 acknowledged that it did have an effect on DBA, steam

14 bypass and environmental qualification. They said it

15 wasn't significant. I assume LILCO is meaning that a5

16 percent change is not significant.

17 So there is an effect by this blockage, but it

18 is an effect on the order of 5 percent.

19 (Counsel for LILCO conferring.)

20 0 Well, Mr. Hubbard, I take it, then, you can

21 neither agree nor disagree with the conclusion that the

22 design basis has not been violated?

23 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I don't think the conclusion

() 24 is that the design basis hasn't been violated. The-

25 LILCO reponse does make the point that the peak pressure

O
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[}
1 is reached before spray actuation comes on in terms of

2 what the peak pressurs might be inside containment. I

3 sean, it is, therefore, a reasons that is why you have a
'

4 containment spray. And the spray is not providing as

5 much spray as one might have thought. It has been

6 reduced by about 5 percent.

7 0 Well, that is what I thought we had discussed

8 earlier, and let's try again because I'm not sure. You

9 say that the spray had been reduced 5 percent. Is it

10 your understanding that actually 5 percent .of the

11 nozzles were blocked so that flow didn't come out of

12 them at all? I thought your testimony was that you

13 didn 't know one way or the other.

14 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Mr. Ellis, I know what the

15 words are both in the CAT report and in the LILCO

16 response. The car report says permanently blocked.

17 Then, the LILCO response says 5 percent are blocked.

18 Now, I don't know how close you have to be to be

19 blocked, but the word " blocked" is used both places.

20 And then the LILCO response goes on to say that the

21 spray flow rate has dropped by 5 percent. So there is

i 22 blockage and there is less spray. Both the NRC and

23 LILCO used the word " blocked."

() 24 0 But what I'm asking you is your understanding

25 of the use of that word " blocked" in this context, and I

i

!

!
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() 1 think your testimony confirmed for me now whether it's

2 true or not; that you don't know whether by " blocked" it

3 means that the nozzles are actually stopped up, no flow

4 coming out of thea, or whether it simply means that the

5 flow coming out of thez -- the spray coming out of then

6 hits some equipment.

7 JUDGE BRENNERs I'm going to jump in on my own

8 on that. I think it has been esked and answered. We've

g got enough on it. We're starting to go around in

10 circles. However, you can come back to the last

11 question before you d!7erted now that you've established

what assumption Mr. Hubbard is working on.' Mr. Hubbard12

13 is working on the assumption as contained in the LILCO

14 response. That is that spray flow rates (effectiveness)

15 has dropped by 5 percent. You've got the record on

16 whether he knows, or what he doesn't know, as to how

|
17 LILCO got to that conclusion.

18 But keyed off of'that conclusion, he was

19 starting to answer your question, I believe, as to

20 whether he thought that affected the desigt basis. Or I

21 think the words of your question was. was that a

22 violation of the design basis, and you never got a

23 direct answer to that question, I don't believe. Or you

() 24 started to get an answer and then you, yourself,

25 diverted. One or the other.|

l

l

(2) '
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(} 1 HR. ELLIS: That is because I thought there

2 had been a shift in the previous testimony.

3 JUDGE BRENNER4 Well, I think we've got the

4 picture on this one, and vo've had it for the last five

5 minutes. You can ask him the design basis question

6 again. I suggest if you want to, you had better,

7 establish whether you're talking about design basis of a,

i

8 particular subsystem or a design basis of an entire

9 system or the design basis of the entire plant, if you

10 want to ask it again. You doti't have to ask it for my

11 benefit.

12 (Counsel for LILCO conferring.)

13 BY MR. ELLIS (Resuming):

14 0 Mr. Hubbard, -- and I am going to come back to

15 that, Judge Brennar, b ut let me lead up to it. Mr.

| 16 Hubbard, the LILCO response to the CAT inspection

17 indicates, "A conservative assumption is that the spray

18 flow rate effectiveness has dropped by 5 percent." Now,

19 you testified that you didn 't know what the basis of the

20 assumption was and couldn't agree or disagree with it.

21 But that doesn't say, does it, that either the flow rate

22 or the effectiveness was actually reduced by 5 percent,

23 does it?

() 24 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) No, Hr. Ellis. It says what

25 it says.

O
|
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1 0 Do you know whether the spray flow)
2 eff ectiveness can be enhanced. If it impinges on some

3 surface or object after it leaves the nozzle in terms of

O
4 removal of hea t?

5 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) No, I don't.

e Q Hr. Hubbard, it is a fact, isn't it, that --

7 well, what is the design basis, as you understand it,

8 for containment spray?

g A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Well, the containment spray

10 is coming on as part of reducing temperature and

11 pressure within the containment. However, I understand

f 12 that the containment spray system is not relied upon for

13 that in the short term.

() 14 0 Well, can you show me precisely where in the

15 FSAR there is any design basis that is not met or

16 violated by the condition you state as a breakdown, (a)

17 on page 197

18 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) There are two design bases

ig that we are talking about here. We are talking aboat

20 the design basis accident, DBA. And in criterion 3

21 we're talking about design bases are correctly

22 transla ted into drawings, specs and instructions. So my

23 finding is that the design review process should have

() 24 identified tha t some of the spray nozzles were, in fact,

25 blocked.

O
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(} 1 (Counsel for LILCO conferring.)

2 Q Well, my question to you, though, Mr. Hubbard,

3 is where in the FSAE do you find a specific statement

()
4 concerning design basis which is violated by.the

5 condition that you cite as a breakdown in subparagraph

6 (a) on page 19 of your pre-filed testimony?

7 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) We vill have to go back to

8 use design basis as I believe it is referred to in

9 criterion 3; that in the FS AR, there is a description of

19 the primary containment spray and the number of nozzles.

11 Now, the design review process, as part of

12 that, one would review the FSAR against the actual

4 13 design to see that they are consistent, and such a

() 14 review would hava shown that there is this matter of

15 blockage. So therefore, a criterion 2 design review

16 program , if it had been properly implemented, then the

17 FSAR vould have been revised to reflect what was
18 ' actually there, if it was acceptable.

19 0 Well, is it your testimony that the FSAR shows

20 anything about the relationship of the nozzles to the
I

21 ventilation ductwork, specifically?

22 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) As I recall looking at that,

23 no , it didn ' t. But that is the- sort of an interface

() 24 thing that one would check during a design review. I

25 sean, I still have concern about tha t when I read

O
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1 LILCO's response to prevent recu;rence. They say that

2 is not applicable.
.

3 It seemed to me, as a QA manager, that when

4 you found an interface here where you had sprays and

5 then something interfered with it, as a corrective

6 action one would want to go look and see if there were
,

7 any other sprays that one night have that was somehow

8 being blocked in some way.

g Q To make that judgment, wouldn't you want to.

10 know the nature of the blockage and whether or not it,

11 in fact, affected any design basis as ststed in the FSAR?

12 A (MITNESS HUBBARD) What I would want to do is

13 to go -- the answer is no, and then what I would want to

() 14 do is I would want to go to the design review package

15 and see if the design reviewers had taken that into

16 account in their design review of this particular system.

17 0 So it wouldn't make any difference to you,

18 then, whether or not the design basis, as it is stated

19 in the FSAR, in fact is affected by the condition that

20 is described in alleged breakdown a) on page 19?

21 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I will have to listen to,

!

22 your words very carefully because I have been

[
23 concerned. We have design basis accident a nd we have

24 design bases that are used as part of criterion 3.

f

25 0 I think [ caid design basis and not design

O
|
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1 basis accident.{}
2 A (WITNESS.HUBBARD) Could I have the question,

i
3 then, again?

)
4 MR. ELLIS: Yes. Would you reread it, please?

5 (The reporter read the record as requested.)

6 WITNESS HUBBARD: Yes, it would make a
|

7 difference to me. I think the design basis is if you

8 have nozzles and you calculate that 100 percent of then

9 are going to be effective, then that is what you've done

10 in the design review process; that is what you have in

11 your drawings. i

12 And what I see bare is that there is a

13 potential interface problem and you had that number of

() nozzles in the design but then there was an interference14

l 15 or an interface that reduced the effectiveness of that.

16 And that is something that I feel should have been

17 caught by the criteria 3 design review process.

18 BY NR. ELLIS (Resuming):

19 0 So you would war.+ to go and look at what is

20 sta ted to be the design basis in the FSAR to see whether

i
'

21 that is, in any way, violated by the condition you have
r

i 22 stated as a breakdown a) on page 197
|

23 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) There are design bases, Mr.

(]) 24 Ellis, that aren't in the FSAR. So in answer to your

25 question, yes, I would go and look through the design to

|

()
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1 see that what the design is to be based on is, in fact,[
2 correctly translated into drawings.

3 0 But you did not go and look at the FSAR for

O
4 the design basis to see whether it was violated by the

5 paragraph a) on page 19, did you?

6 A - (MITNESS HUBBARD) No, I did not at the time

7 because I das aware that there were a number of examples

8 where the FSAR didn't reflect the as-built plants that

9 this had been a recurring problem, and so I didn 't go

10 check evey one of them.

11 0 You didn't check any of them, did you?

12 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) At the time I wrote the

13 testimony, no, I didn't check any of them, but there was

() 14 a reason why I didn't. In having worked on this plant

| 15 for the last couple of years, it didn't come as any

16 surprise to me that what was there was different from

17 wha t was in the FSAR. I was aware that that had been a
*

18 continuing problem.

19 0 Even today you cannot cite to this Board, can

20 you, a specific reference in the FSAR where the

21 condition that you have in paragraph a) on 19 violates

22 the design basis?

23 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I think I would just end up
3

24 giving the same answer I gave before, Mr. Ellis.()
l 25 0 Well, could you make it a yes or a no and we

()
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1 vill go on?

2 A *(WITNESS HUBBARD) I think yes, in the broadest

3 sense, that this interference shows that what the flow

O 4 syates was designed for was somehow being interfered

5., with. It turned out that it was a small reduction, and

6 so, it appears that it did not have a significant effect.

7 Q But you don't know one way or the other

8 whether the design basis -- well, strike that.

9 Would you read my last question and his

10 answer, please?

11 (The reporter read the record as requested.)

12 BY MR. ELLIS (Resuming):

13 Q I am not sure that we got that answer, Mr.

O i. aushard. I say share some of the responsidi11ty for

15 that. If it was insionificant, doesn't that mean that
i

16 the insignificant effect meant that the system still met

17 its design basis? Isn't that right?

18 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Mr. Ellis, I would have

19 thought the design basis assumed 100 percent of the

20 nozzles doing 100 percent spraying. I have no reason to

21 believe other than that. So what we have here is, as

22 stated by LILCO, 5 percent blockage and a 5 pecuent

23 red uction in effectiveness. And then, the LILCO

24 conclusion that this doesn't have a significant effect

25 on certain analyses.

'

O
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1 I have no reason to disagree with the LILCO

2 analysis, but it turns out -- you know, it could have

3 had a 15 percent effect, maybe. But as a QA manager,

4 the thing I an interested in is how was this looked at

5 as part of the design review process to see if the

6 interference had been considered as part of the design

7 review.

8 And then secondly, that if all of the nozzles

9 were not to be relied upon, then the FSAR should have

10 indicated that. That we have 110 percent of the nozzles

11 is really needed, or something of that sort. I mean,

12 there may be extra nozzles; I wouldn't doubt that. But

13 that is not stated anywh ere in the FSAR.

() 14 0 Are y'ou done?

15 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Yes, sir.

16 Q You stated at the beginning of your answer

17 tha t you would have thought that 100 percent of the

18 nozzles with 100 percent spray effectiveness was

.

19 required, but isn't it true, sir, that you cannot point

20 to any specific requirement in the FSAR in the design

21 basis of this system that is violated by the condition

22 that is in subparagraph a) of page 19 of ;our prefiled

23 testimony?

24 (Pause.)()
25 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I think th e testimony says

i

O
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1 s1 ready what I have looked at, and I don't want to.be

2 repeating. That I would expect what is in the FSAR to

3 actually be there, and that what was stated in the FSAR

4 is being reduced.

5 MR. ELLISs Judge Brenner, I would like to

6 request an answer to my question.
,

1

7 JUDGE BRENNERs You can answer the question

8 nore directly, Mr. Hubbard.-

9 WITNESS HUBBARDs I would like to know what

10 the question is, and I think I've answered it.

11 JUDGE BRENNER: Well look, as to the last

12 part, that is not your concern. You're going to have a

13 tough enough time answering the questions. As long as

O 24 there is a oe di auestio , it is rour ob11 a=1o= to

15 try to answer it to the best of your ability. If you

16 have trouble answering it because yea can 't understand

17 it, that is something that you should certainly raise,

18 but that is different from your other con =arn that haybe

19 you 've a nswered it already.

20 All righ t, let's have it _ read back.

21 (The reporter read the record as requested.

22 FITNESS HUBBARD4 No, I cannot, M r. Ellis.

23 But I don't think we want to take the time right now to
,

24 read FSAR Chapter 6.2 in detail. There may be somethin?

1 25 in there that says that, but I am not aware of whether

O
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1 that is true or not.

2 JUDGE BRENNERs Let me turn the question

3 around, Mr. Hubbard. Are you aware of any prior review,

4 either in the FSAR or elsewhere, by LILCO prior to the

5 CAT finding identifying the fact that the dryvell spray

6 nozzles were blocked to some extent, or inhibited to

7 some extent, and an analysis finding that that was

8 acceptable, or any analysis?

g WITNESS HUBBARDs No, I en not avar.e that they

10 conducted such analysis, and that is exactly what I vcs

11 concerned about, Judge Brenner.

12 JUDGE BRENNER4 In addition, when asked about

13 t.'.e design basen and whether that was violated, you

() 14 answered in such a way that surprised me, at one point.

15 What if LILCO's design assessment -- and this is

16 hypothetical -- of the dryvell spray nozzles assumed

17 only a 90 percent ef fectiveness? Or to state it another

18 vay , a .10 percent reduction, for reasons not connected

19 to possible blockage by the insulation ductwork? For -'

|

20 example, some sort of internal clogging to the spray

21 system?

22 Assuming that, and then assuming the condition

23 that there was some blockage by the insulation ductwork

24 ~~I*B sorry, the Ventilation ductwork, Could that be

25 found acceptable simply because it was within tr.e 10

O
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{} 1 percent already assumed, or would that be something that

2 should be looked at for broader implications from a

3 QA/QC point of view?

O
4 WITNESS HUBBARD4 Judge, really, there's two

5 points. One, is it acceptable, and the answer is it

6 might well be acceptable. And two is, f rom a QA

7 standpoint, you would want to have had some sort of a

8 review that said it was acceptable, that it was an

e interference that had been looked at and had been
10 assessed.

11 So I'm looking at it from the QA standpoint --

12 have interferences been looked at.

13 JUDGE BRENNERs Even if acceptable for the

() 14 system, would you also want to look at whether or not it

15 was an anticipated interference? Or rather,
!

16 unanticipated and therefore should be looked at for the

17 potential beyond the particular system here.

i 18 WITNESS HUBBARDs I would have wanted to

ig answer your question, Judge Brenner. You say one, was
:

20 it an anticipated interference and how that would have

21 been looked at. And then -- that is why I got into

22 talking about steps to prevent recurrence that LILCO has
1

23 at page 13 of Exhibit 70. That if it turned out that

() 24 this was an interference that had not been looked at as
25 part of the design review process, I would want to go

i

O
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1 back and say might there be other interferences that0i

2 might be more significant that had not been looked at as
'

3 part of the design review process.

'

4 JUDGE BRENNERa And that assumes that this
5 type of interference had not previously been looked at

6 for this system?

i

7 WITNESS HUBBARDs That is the assumption that

8 I made, and when I talked about the corrective action.

9 Yes, sir.

10 JUDGE BRENNER: Since I've interrupted you so

11 close to noon, Mr. Ellis, perhaps this would be a good

12 time to break. I think you're going to have to stay

13 focused on the fact that this is a QA/QC contention and

O i4 aat c==t t1== to riaa === trt*1== ** r 1 *= riaa

15 out about these over 40 items in the CAT ins 9ection.
16 I recognize that those two points are not

17 readily severable and are, in fact, inextricably

18 intertwina$ in part, but not 100 percent intertwined.

19 And if we learn everything about the design basis or the

20 design reviev for each of these over 40 items, we're

21 going to be here a long time. And I would add an

22 unnecessarily long time.

23 I think we can focus on the QA implications.

24 I recognize there is substantial overlap, but I don't

25 think the overlap is a 100 percent overlap.

O
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_

1 MR. ELLISa Well, I understand your comments,
)

2 and I will heed them, of course, Judge Brenner. But I

3 think that the prefatory remarks to what he alleges are

O 4 QA/QC breakdowns certainly engage such matters as design )
5 basis and other things.

6 JUDGE BRENNERa But I asked my questions nov

7 to show you possible remaining implications, no matter
>

8 how well it is nailed down, that as it turns out the

9 system is okay notwithstanding the circumstance. To

10 this moment with all of these questions I don't know,,

11 and I guess we will never know through this witness --

12 and that's another thing that concerns me -- that we

| 13 will be going through all of this again with the staff

() 14 witnesses to see what they now think in reflection with

; 15 the report. And for all I know, f urther testimony from
i

16 LILCO witnesses after.

17 And as of this moment, I still don't know

18 whether this ductwork problem is a QA problem because it

19 warn't anticipated and should have been, notwithstanding

20 the fact that it may or may not be no/never mind in the

21 end due to the analysis of this particular system. And

22 those are tuo severa ble things in my mind when it comes

23 down to the finding. And I recognize you have to

() 24 intetwine the two when you explore them.

25 That is, if you can have a QA problem, and it i

O
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1 could end up happily that for the particular item there0,

2 was no problem. But nevertheless, it might have

3 implications of QA/QC in terms of the prograr.
,

4 On the other hand, you can have an item that

5 had some implication for the particular system, but

6 given the nature and the cause of it, really has little

7 implica tion f or QA/QC. I haven 't been helped on this

8 item in that regard, notwithstanding all the time we

9 have spent on it in terms of the oral testimony, and I

10 recognize there is written testianay in the record that

11 bears on this.

12 All righ t, let's break for an hour and a half

13 until 1:30.

14 (Whereupon, at 124 00 p.m . , th e hearing in the

15 above-entitled matter was recessed for lunch, to

16 reconvene at 1430 p.m. the same day.)
;

17

l

18

19

' 20

21

22

|
23

. O 2'
,

'

25

O
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1 AFTERNOON SESSION

2 (1445 p.m.)

3 JUDGE BRENNER: We are prepared to resume at
i O 4 this point.

5 Whereupon,

6 RICHARD B. HUBBARD,

7 the witness on the stand at the time of recess, resumed

8 the stand and, having been previously duly sworn, was

9 examined and testified further as follows:

10 CROSS EXAMINATION -- Resumed

11 BY HR. ELLIS:

12 Q Mr. Hubbard, item a) on page 19 of your

13 prefiled testimony has been referred to NRR for review.

14 Would you still be certain that item a) was a QA/QC

15 breakdown if NRR concurs in LILCO's resolution?

16 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) No. I think I would have to

17 see the NRR concurrence also to see whether it goes into

18 the corrective action. But I think I discussed this

19 with the NRR personnel that are reviewing it last week,

20 and my understanding of their review is it only went to

21 how the containment spray system was used for accident

22 conditicas.

23 Q Are you done? I'm sorry.

'
24 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Yes, sir.

25 (Counsel for LILCO conferring.)

O
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i

1 Q Mr. Hubbard, look at b) on page 19, your

- 2 alleged breakdown, Q A/QC breakdown number 2. To shorten

3 things, would you agree with me that b) is an instance

4 where there was no change to hardware, no design change,4

5 no change to any drawings or design documents, and that

6 the design was implemented as intended but that there

7 was a clarification to the FSAR description?

8 MR. LANPHERa Judge Brenner, could we have

e tha t read back? It has a lot of parts.

10 JUDGE BRENNER: All right.

11 MR. ELLIS: I could restate it, if it would be

12 simpler.

13 JUDGE BRENNER: Whatever you want. If you

! () 14 vant to restate it, or we can have it read back.

15 MR. ELLIS: Well, I will restate it because I

16 do want to try to sa ve time.

17 JUDGE BREMNER: I will always give you that

18 option but we will have it read back if you want to,

! 19 also.
|

20 BY MR. ELLIS (Resuming):

21 Q Mr. Hubbard, to expedite matters, would you

22 agree with me that the alleged breakdown number 2, or b)

23 on page 19 of your prefiled testimony is an instance

+ 24 where there was no change to the design, there was no
CJ

i 25 change to ha rdware, there was no change to any design
I

(

O
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1 documents, and that the design was implemented as)
2 intended. And that all it involved was a clarification

3 to the FSAR description?

O
4 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) No. To the extent that your

5 question assumes that the FSAR is not a design

| 6 document. My belief is that the FSAR is part of the

7 design control process. so with the exception of that, I

8 would agree with your statement.

9 Q Am I correct, then, that -- well, strike that.

10 Have you compared the FSAR descriptions before

11 and after to make any assessment of the clarification

12 that was made? -

13 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I have not, Mr. Ellis. In

() the corrective action portion of LILCO's response,14

15 Suffolk County Exhibit 70, at page 14, the corrective
!
'

action is that the FSAR will be revised to indicate that16

17 "all valves required to insure LPCI flow are positioned

| 18 automatically whenever LPCI is required to be

19 available." So that was the stated corrective action.

20 0 So given your testimony thst there was no

i '

| 21 hardware change, there was no change to any design

22 documents except in your definition of the design '

23 document as the FSAR, the dosion was implemented as

() 24 intended, would't you agree with me that the design

25 basis of this particular aspect of the system was

O
f
I
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4

1 correctly translated into specifications, drawings,. -

2 procedures and instructions?

3 A (MITNESS HUBBARD) No. I would agree with the

4 NRR staff that this is a deviation f rom an FSAR
S commitment. It turns out it is a small atmount 'of'' vater. '

6 Q Let me turn it around. Does the NRC staff '

7 agree with you that it is a violation of criterion 37

8 A (HITNESS HUBBARD) Apparently:not. They cited

9 this as part of the notice of deviation. But my

10 .1udgment is that when you put all of these together, and
.

11 kno wing that the EEDCR form has et place that says is the \
, - %.

12 FSAR affected when you have EEDCRs, and knoviy? the ,' '

- \.
'

13 design review process, as part of that one compares the
4O

~
'

i4 de io to the rSaa ta t I 1oox t'it e on srste-,

15 breakdown. ,

t
_

s a,
16 Q Wouldn't you draw a distinction, Mr.-Hubbard, 9(

c t

17 between a change and a clarification to'the FSAR? 5
.. s

18 A (VITNESS HUBBARD) I think yes, but 'what I ih <

;r
19 think what is called here a clarification is, indeed, a '"

20 change. T''
,

21 Q Well, isn ' t your testimon'yq -- you already ,

4 '
,

22 tes tified that you have not compared the previotas )
.-.

23 description with the current description, so isn't it

24 fair to say that you don't have any basis for

| 25 disagreeing with LILCO's conclusion that there is no

O
,
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|
1

N

1 deviation from FSAR requirements, and this is just a

2 clarification rather than a change in substance?

3 (Pause.)
O 4 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) The NRC did accept this

s response from LILCO, but I look at it more as a

6 correction than a clarification. So for the sake of

7 cla rity , the FSAR was revised to make it correct.

'

.8 0 You've already testified you didn 't look at

the previous description.\ poet, wouldn' t you want9 to

10 examine that and compare it 'n order to unke the
\

11 c conclusion 'you ststed? Wouldn't that be the fair way to
\

,

'^ 's - 12 d|0 it?
t

13 A (WITNESS . 0) No.,

,

O.
~

14 o ar. Huddard. --

(WITNESS HUBBARD) Because, Mr. Ellis, the FSAR0 5 A r

16 clarification or correction doesn't go into how it got

17 that way, originally. The real-issue is not how it was
\ j

'

;, .

18 correctrid, but how did the system _ allow a design to get

1g- implemented in the plant'that was different from what is
i

20 in the FSAR. That. is' the issue.
. i

,

21 0 Well, Mr. Habbard, you just said that it was

22 dif ferent f rom the FSAR. Isn't it a f act that IILCO's

c 23 responsa says that it is a clarifica tion; not that it is

24 different?
A' kWITNESSHUBBARD) LILCO's response says what25 ,3

.;
'

,

t . %
'

s
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t

'
,

1 LILCO's responsc says.'

2 JUDGE BRENNER: I guers Mr. Ellis 's question,

3 Nr. Hubbard, is how do you know that this -- what LILCO

O 4 has termed a clarification -- in f act represents

" 5 something different from that previously in the FSAR,

6 unless you took a look at what previously was in the

7 FSAR?

8 WITNESS HUBBARD: I as basing that, Judge -

g Brenner, on the LILCO position that the paragraph above

to it where they explain that these -- where it had

11 originally said that these valves are automatically

12 positioned, that they would go through and explain why

13 tha t isn 't the case and,why the flow is small. And then

() why automatic closure of the valves is not' required.14
' ,

< ,

15 S,o then, their clarification or correct, ion has

16 to do with the valves for LPCI flow. -

f y

17 JUDGE BRENNERs ,I don't think you've answere'd

18 my question. At least 2f you have, I,. don't understandf

19 your answer in the context of my question. I't still
':

20 comes back to the question how do you know that this

21 explanation is more accurately characterized as a change

22 in approach or analysis by LILCO as distinguished from a

23 clarification of a reasonable reading of what was in the

24 FSAR, if you know what was previously in the FSAR?
[}

25 WITNESS HUBBARD: Well in that sense, Judge

O
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1 Bren,ner, I rely on the staff because they referred to a
[}' ,

' 2 particular page. They state that valves are

3 automatically positioned, and then they go un to say

O 4 that contrary to this, some are not automatically

5 positioned.

6 I read LILCO's clarification as it says that
1

7 this is reslly a small flow, and for the LPCI mode of

8 operation, it isn't required. The LPCI mode of the RHR.

3 JUDGE BRENNER But what the staff has
,

10 contained in its filing is a brief excerpt froa the

11 FSAR, and I put to you the proposition that in sy own

12 mind, I sure need to see the context in the FSAR in

12 order to apply some judgmen t as to whether this is truly

() 14 a change or merely a clarification of something already

15 implicit in the FS AR , which perhaps the inspector did '

16 not fully appreciate. And thosa are two different

17 things, and that is why I asked you the question. So in,

18 that context, I will give you another opportunity.

19 WITNESS HUBBARDs Well, within th at con text,

20 if it turned out that there were maybe one place where

21 the FSAR had to be clarified, then I would agree with

"2 you. But what I felt we saw in the CAT inspection was

23 repeated instances where the plant and the FSAR, if one

() 24 were just reading the FSAR, disagreed. That was further

25 confirmed by the LILCO configuration control.

!

O
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1 The seven reports that we looked at, which was

2 also part of an ongoing ICE problem that I was aware

1

3 of. There had been an ICE citation back to the FSAR at
4 an earlfier time, and then there were meetings held in I

5 believe November of 1981. The commitment was made to do

6 this. The FSAR commitment tc3k.

7 So therefore, in my judgment of time, I did

a not go back and lock at each one of these. I mean, I

g have looked at some of them since then, But as - QA
10 manager what I am looking at there seems to me to be a

11 psttern of the plant as built is different than what is

12 in the FSAR. When we looked at like the ECDCR, there's
i

13 a place there where you check off is the FS AR changed or

(') 14 not, yes or no. So it is part of the design control

15 process to keep those two in agreement.
.

; 16 And then finally, I guess in answer to your

17 que stion, I don 't think this is the major one. It may

18 very well be a clarification, but that wouldn't change'

t

| 19 my overall opinion about how it influenced criterion 3
l
i 20 on design control.
I
I

21 JUDGE BRENNER: So for now, counsel, as is
i

22 counsel's right, LILCO's counsel is only requiring as to

| 23 this item. What you want to argue later in findings or
l

24 as to other items and then add them all up, you are free(}
25 to do. Eat Mr. Ellis was asking only about this item,

()
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1 and I was following up because I didn't think he got an01

2 answer that I fully understood. At least I wanted to

3 give you the benefit of the chance of further

4 clarification, given my confusion as to this one item.

5 Now it sounds to me as if you're testifying

6 that given your view based on the things you stated,

7 that there has been a pattern of not having the as-built

8 plant match the FS AB comaitments, you therefore assume

9 that any individual items about which there is an

10 allega tion that it might not attch the FSAR is a valid

11 allegation. And that seems to me to be kind of

12 circular. You're assuming that all of these are valid

13 from the pattern, and yet, the only way you find out if

() 14 there's a pattern is to see whether each of these are

15 valid.

16 WITNESS HUBBARDs Well, without arguing with

17 you, I think even LIlCO ecknowledged it was valid. They

18 corrected the FSAR. Now, one car, get into semantics of

19 whether it was a correction or a clarification and that
20 is what we went through before.

21 I used to do that in bidding where you

22 couldn't take exceptions to a bid, so we wouldn't take

23 exceptions; we would clarify. Well, that was just

24 another way of saying to take an exception. I'm(])
25 familiar with how people use the word " clarify."

O
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1 JUDGE BRENNER I am not accepting their use
Os

2 of the word " clarify" and I'm not asking you to accept

.3 that. I'm trying to ascertain whtt inquiry would be
|

! 4 ressonable to datarmine whether their use of the word
5 " clarify" is accurate. But we have done enough on that

6 for now. Back to you, Nr. Ellis.

7 MR. ELLIS: Thank you, Judge Brenner.

8 ' BY HR. ELLIS (Resuming):

9 0 Nr. Hubbard, you quoted a portion of criterion

10 3 that you rely on in order to term (b) on page 19 a

11 violation. And you say up there that measures shall be
.

12 established to insure that applicable regulatory

13 requirements and design basis as specified in the

() 14 licence application are correctly translated in the

15 spe:ifications, drawings and procedures and

16 instructions. There is no regulatory requirement that

17 was not translated into specifications, drawings and

18 procedures with respect to number (b) or number (2) on

ja page 19, is there?

20 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) In the broad context, yes, I

( 21 believe so.

|
22 0 Which regulatory requirement, in your opinion,

23 was not trsnslated into specifications, drawings,

24 procedurcs and instructions with respect to (b) on page
}

25 197

O
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1 ( Pause. )

2 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Just a moment, Mr. Ellis.

3 0 Take all the tino you need.

O
4 (Pause.)

5 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Could I have a copy of the

6 regulations, please.

7 (Counsel handing document to witness.)

8 (Pause.)

9 0 Mr. Hubbard, would it help if I suggested to

10 you, that since there was no design change, as you

11 scknowledged, and since the NGC accepted the resolution
.

12 that there were no regulatory requirments that were

13 violated by the situation in (b)of page 19 --

14 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Mr. Ellis, I was looking

15 back to the section of the regulations that requires

16 that the license application be accurate. That is in

17 50.55(d), as I recall. And so the key word that I have

18 there was that as specified in the license applica tion,

19 one thing you do in a design re iew is to review what is

20 in the license application o.- the FSAR versus the design

21 d oc ursects. And so that is the part that I was looking

22 into as far as the regulations that I would expect the

23 regulatory requirements that the license application be

24 accurate and up to date.

25 0 Age you referring to 50.55 what? Which

O
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1 section?

2 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Well, one of them is (d)

3 0 Is there any other?.

4 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I think there is. But for

5 the moment I can't find it.

6 (Counsel for LILCO cor. ferring.)

7 0 Well, is 50.55(d) the regulatory requirement

8 you are contendit)7 that was not correctly translated

9 into specifications, drawings, procedures and

10 instructions as stated in Appendly 3 as you've quoted it

11 on page 19?

12 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) You have to take, Mr. Ellis,

13 the entire sentence and tha t is that the regulatory

() 14 requirements and design basis, as specified in the

15 license application -- that is, as in the FSAB -- are

16 correctly translated into drawings, procedures and

17 instructions. So I looked at the licensing application

18 or the F54R as the commitment to the regulatory

19 requirements and design basis; that those are then to be

20 correctly translatea into drawings. And that is the

21 purpose of criterion 3.

22 0 Well, is it not true that the regulatory

23 requirements that are referred to in criterion 3 -- it

24 refers to the regulatory requirements for the
}

25 structures, systems and components to which this

O
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1 appendix applies? Now, 50.55(d) d oe sn ' t a p ply to the

2 structures, systess and components that Appendix B is

3 referring to, does it?

O
4 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Could I have that question

5 back again so I can decide whether it's yes or no, and

6 then I was going to explain.

7 0 All right. On page 19, -- I will re-ask it,

8 Mr. Hubbard, and see if this helps you. On page 19 of

9 your testimony you have an elipsis after " design basis"

10 in your quoting of language from criterion 3, and the

11 language which you omitted provides a design basis as

12 defined in 50.2 and specified in the license application
'

13 for those structures, systems and components to which

() 14 this appendix applies.

15 Doesn 't that mean that the reguls tory

16 requirements and design basis, as referred to in

17 criterion 3, sre those relating to those structures,

. 18 systems and components to which Appendix B applies?
|

19 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Yes.

20 0 Well, 50.55(d) is an administrative

21 regulation; it ic not a regulation that establishes

| 22 regulatory requirements for the design of the systems

23 isn't that right?

24 A (WITNESS HUBB ARD) 50.55(d) has to do with the()
25 license application. That is part of criterion 3. And I

O
|
!
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1 think what I have done is totally consistent with what

2 the NRC has done, because in the deviation the NRC says

a tha t the FS AR deviates from the FSAR commitments. And

4 to me, the FSAR commitments is what is in the license

5 application. So I think it is totally consistent.

6 Q Let's clarify that and make sure that's clear

7 right now, Mr. Hubbard. Isn't it true that the

8 inspector in the CAT report didn't say, merely as you

9 did, that there were deviations from commitments? He

to said more specifically that these were several areas

11 which apparently deviated f rom the FSAR description and
'

12 commitments of the licensee; isn't that right?

13 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Mr. Ellis, you may be

() 14 reading from a different page than I have. On the page

15 that I have it does have the word " appears" and it says

16 "It appears that several of your activities were not

17 conducted in accordance with the FSAR commitments. The

18 following examples have been identified as deviations

19 from the FSAR." That is a t page 4-6 of my attachment.

20 Q Look at page 4-16, which is, I think , you will

2; find where you actually quoted all of these things that

22 appear as breakdowns 1 through 7 on page 19. 0. you

23 have that in front of you? 4-16 of your actachment 47
|

[} 24 Do you ser that, Mr. Hubbard?

25 Now, the first paragraph says, does it not,

,
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1 that the inspector determined that the as-built

2 configuration of the RHH system piping and appurtenances

3 generally conform to the approved specifications,

O
4 drawings and system descriptions required by the

5 design. Do you see that, sir?
.

6 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Yes, sir,

i 7 0 And then it goes on to say, "The inspector,

8 however, identified several areas which apparently

a deviated from the FSAR description and couaitments of

10 the licensee." Do you see that?

11 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Yes.

12 0 And then follows what you have extracted for

13 what you call breakdowns 1 through -- O A/Oc breakdowns 1

() 14 through 7; is that right?

15 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Yes, sir.

16 0 Now, there is nothing in that discussion at

17 all that refers to criterion 3 or 50.55(d), is there?

18 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) No. Howevur, it is my :

19 judgment that a proper design control system would have

20 in the context of criterion 3 of Appendix B, would have

| 21 caught these. And by "these" I mean the seven examples
1

22 that are given.

23 0 Well , couldn't reasonable differ about a

() 24 clarification, tr. Hubbard, as to whether one was

25 required?

'

(:)
|
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1 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I think so, Hr. Ellis.

2 Q So do you really a fault a program or system

3 for not catching, as you put it, a clarification when

4 reasonable people could disagree as to whether it's even

5 needed?

6 MR. LANPHERs I objact to that question. He
i

! 7 didn 't put it as a clarifications that was Mr. Ellis 's

8 words, and he implied that Mr. Hubbard used the word

'

s " clarification."

to JUDGE BRENNERs I'm going to allow him to ask

11 the question as stated. The witness can explain it

12 wasn't keyed off of one of Mr. Hubbard's quotes, and it

13 follows reasonably from the line in the areas of

() 14 difference or pot'antial difference recognized by the

15 witness and that is what we are exploring now, not any

16 particular item as to whether it is a change or a

17 clarification. So I will allow the question as asked.

18 WITNESS HUBBARD: Mr. Ellis, I would agree

1g with you that reasonable people can differ, and this is

20 an item that it right probably on the border of whether

21 it is a clarification or a correction. But I think it

21 would be technically correct to call it a correction.

'
23 BY HR. ELLIS (Resuming):

2.s 0 Well, would youagree with me that the
}

25 r eg ula to ry requiraments tha t are ref erred to in

'
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i

1 criterion 3 as being those that should be correctly,

2 transisted into specificatione, drawings, procedures and

3 instructions are regulatory requirements relating to

4 design features, requirements and bases?

5 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Could I hsve that read back
6 again? ! didn't listen well.

7 Q That's all right. I will repeat it for you to

8 save time. Wouldn't you agree with me that the

9 regulatory requirements that are stated on page 19 and

10 quoted from criterion 3 are regulatory requirements that

11 relate to design criteria or requiremencs or features of

12 the structures, systems and components to which' Appendix

13 B relates?

O 44 x (*12"zss nossaan) re -

15

16

17

'

18
i

! 19

20

21

|
22

23

0 2'

25

O
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1 G And there is no regulatory requirement of that-

2 nature that has not been correctly translated into

3 specifications, drawings, procedures, and instructions
:

4 with regard to your breakdown b) on Page 19 of your

5 testimony. Is thit correct?

6 A (WITNESS HUEBARD) I think the answer is yes,

7 that it is right. It would be a judgment call, because

8 there is some water that had not been accounted or could

9 possibly not b3 acccunted for in the original analysis

10 the way the FS AR was written. It turned out it wasn 't a

11 significant amount of water.

12 0 Hr. Hubbard, the -- you also quote on the top

13 of Page 19 from Criterion 3 that the design basis as

() 14 specified in the license application is correctly

15 translated into specifications, drawings, procedures,

16 and instructione. Now, the ellipsis that you have

17 omitted there is a reference to the design basis as

18 defined in Section 50.2, which contains, does it not, a

19 definition at 50.2 of what a design basis is. Are you

20 f amilia r with that definition?

21 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Yes.

22 0 And that definition states, doesn't it, that

23 design basis means that information which identifies the

24 specific functions to be performed by a structure,(}
25 system, or component of a facility, and the specific

O
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1 values or ranges of values chosen for controlling

2 parameters as reference bounds for design?

3 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) That is correct.

4 (Whereupon, counsei for LILCO conferred.)

5 0 There was no specific function that was not

e correctly translated into specifications, drawings,

| 7 procedures, or instructions, was there?

8 Do you understand my question?

9 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Say it again, please.

10 0 Let me repeat it. I don't think it was a very>

11 clear question.

12 Mr. Hubbard, given the definition of design

13 basis in in 50.2(u), would you agree with me that given

() 14 that you have testified that there was no design change,

15 and no hardware chhnge, that the specific functions to

16 be performed by the structt'res, systems, and components

17 snd the specific values or ranges of values chosen for

18 controlling parameters were in fact correctly translated

19 into specifications, drawings, procedures, and

20 instructions?

21 A (WITNESC HUBBARD) No.

22 0 And is your opinion that they were not? You

23 don't think that it is necessary to examine the previous

24 description in the FSAR to reach that conclusion. Isn't(}
25 that correct?

O
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1 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I don't feel -- The answer

'A is yes. I don't feel one has to go back to look at what

3 was in the FSAR. The staff ICE inspector f ound the
.

'
4 actual performance of valves was different than he read

5 the FSAR, and LILCC as f ar as corrective action has

e agreed to reword the FSAR.
,

7 0 But, Mr. Hubbard, do you know what mode of the

8 RHR is referred to with respect to Item B on Page 19?

9 A (WITNESS H"BBARD) Would you like to give me

10 FSAR Page 7.322, and I will take a look?

11 Q Without referring to the FSAR, I take it you

12 don't know.

13 A (HITNESS HUBBARD) I do not. The corrective

() 14 action of LILCO implies it is the LPCI mode of the RHR,

15 but I would have to -- I would be glad to take a look.

16 (Pause.)

17 JUDGE BRENNERt Nr. Hubbard, while we have a

18 panse, I don't see necessarily why we need to get '

gg diverted to look Lt it, but in this enticing tour

20 through the regulations, before you were looking for a

21 section which in your paraphrssa you thought required

22 that the application be accurate. I don't know of any

23 section that states it quite so simply, fortunately or

24 unfortunately. I will let other heads decide that.
{

25 But I want to ask you if 50.34(b) is the one

.

O
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1 you had in mind as possibly being more directly in the
O

2 con text tha n 50.55, 50.34, if you see it.

3 WITNESS HUBBARD: Number 2 does talk that the

4 description shall be sufficient to permit understandin?

5 of system designs and the relationship to safe

6 evaluations, and 50.34(b) is what va have cited , Pa rt 6

7 of thet, in the contention. What I thought of 50.55,

8 because I was aware of -- well, I will just leave it

9 there.

10 JUDGE BRENNERa I wasn't suggesting it

11 independently. I just wanted to see if tha t is what you

12 were looking for, and I did have (b)(2) in mind

13 primarily.

() 14 BY MR. ELLISa (Resuming),

15 Q Mr. Hubbard, since yea have made no safety

16 evaluation, I take it you couldn't tell us whether, and
!

17 You have not examined the previous description, you

18 could not tell us whether the description that appeared

19 in FSAR was sufficient to show that the safety function:

20 would be accomplished.

21 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I really apologize, Mr.

22 Ellis. Could I try one sore time on that?

23 0 certainly. No need to apologize.

24 Since you have not done any technical or
[}

| 25 engineering analysis of the safety of this item, and

()
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1 have not examined the previous FSAR description, I take

2 it you could not tell us whether that description was

3 adequate to show the safety functions would be

i 4 me:oaplished?

5 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) No.

6 (Whereupon, counsel for LILCO conferred.)

7 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I think the ICE finding was

8 a valid finding.
~

g 0 But you haven't reviewed the FSAR to make any

10 independent determination of whether the description was

11 adequate to show that the safety f unctions would be

12 accomplished as stated in 50.34(b)(2)?

13 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) No, I have not. However,

() 14 based upon the answer at 7 age 13 and 14 of Suffolk

15 County Exhibit 70, I dea't think it is necessary.

16 0 That is, you ssy, based upon the LILCO

17 response, it is not necessary, and you accept what is

18 stated in the LILCO response then as accurate?

39 A (WITNESS HOBBARD) I have no reason to believe

20 the LILCO response is not correct, and the NRC then did

21 find the response acceptable. Now, ICE still hasn't

22 gone out and closed out this item yet in a follow-up

23 inspection, but it would appear that they would be able

24 to.
[}

25 0 Hr. Hubbard, now, if you would, please, on

O
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1

1 Page 20, at what you have termed, I think, both the

2 third and c), alleged QA/QC breakdown relating to LPCI

3 loop selection logic, would you agree with me that this

4 is serely an instance where thare was no change to
.

5 hardware, there was no change to design of the plant,

6 and the design was implemented as intended, and that

7 this situation involved simply a need to provide nov !

I 8 figures for the FSAR relating to a subject that the
f

9 Consission had long been advised of?

10 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) No.,

11 0 Okay. Can you tell ne what parts of that --

! 12 Hell, would you agree with me, firct of all, that the

13 Commission had long known that the LPCI loop selection

() 14 logic had been deleted?

15 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I don't have direct

| 16 knowledge of that, Mr. Ellis, but based upon a number of

17 plants that this was going on, I would think that they
|

18 had some notification, yes.

19 0 Did you go back and look at the FSAR to see,

20 whether in fact the FSAR stated that the LPCI loop

21 selection logic had been deleted?

22 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I was here when there was

23 testimony that this was covered in the question and

24 annvers in the FSA3, and that appeared to be true.
[}

25 0 Did you actually check the questions?

O
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1 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Yes.

2 Q I take it, thouon, you hadn't checked it

3 before you wrote this testimony.

4 A (WITNESS HUBEARD) That is correct.

5 Q So you would also agree with met wouldn't you,

8 Hr. Hubbari, that the system as it was built conformed
,

7 to the design as intended with the LPCI loop selection
|

8 logic deleted?

9 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) The answer is yes, that the

10 LPCI loop logic or the LPCI logic was to be deleted.

11 However, I think it is still a breakdown, because that

12 FSAR figure was not updated for a long period of time to

13 reflect what was really there, so if the ECDCR and FSAR

() 14 changed system had been working that part of the OA

15 system, this revision would have been made. That is why

16 you check off on an EC.DCR that an FSAR rerision is

17 required.

18 Q Wasn't tne question and answer that made clear

19 many years ago that the LPCI loop selection logic was
,

I

! 20 deleted a part of the FSAR?
l

21 ?* (WITNESS HUBBARD) Yes, Mr. Ellis. It is part

22 of the FSAR, but an engineer at the Commission who might

23 go in and look at that, or anybody else, the first place

24 they would look is the section that has the block
[}

l 25 dia g ram , the loop diagrams, and so the fact that it is

|
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1 correct in one place and incorrect someplace elseO,

2 doesn't keep it from being a QA breakdown. It is

3 supposed to be correct in all cases.

4 Q But I thought you testified earlier that the

5 reason that -- or one reason why these matters were

6 breakdowns is that they had made it through gates. Now,
:

7 did you determine whether or not LILCO was aware that

8 revised drawings had to be submitted and indicated that

9 they would be submitted?

10 A (WI'iNESS HUBBARD) I am not aware that there

11 is any commitment that LILCO was aware that this logic

12 diagram was out of date. The corrective action and the

13 steps to prevent recurrence that LILCO says that it

() 14 should be revised to delete this logic, and an FSAR

15 table should be corrected to delete equipment, and then
|

16 the nreventive action was that the Shoreham plant

l 17 configuration review is going to look and see if there

18 are other tress that have this, but if the design

19 control systen had been working, these would have been
:-

20 picked up in a more timely manner, and the two

21 corrections that were required for corrective action

22 would have already taken place.

23 Q Well, would you agree that it would have been

24 tim ely picked up if the answers to the questions in the(}
25 FSAR indicated that LILCO was aware that the drawings

O
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1 had to be upda ted and indicated that it would provide

2 those drawings?

3 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) No, because the FSAR should

4 be kept up to date. I mean, that is the whole intent of

5 those diagrams. People loot at the disgrams more than

6 they do question and answers. At least that has been my

7 e xpe rienc e.

8 0 Well, this is not a violation then of

g Criterion 3. This is just a situation where you contend

10 that the FSAR should havo been updated on a more titely

11 basis. Isn't that right?

12 A (WIT.YESS HUB B AR D) No. This is a violation of

13 Criterion 3. The design control system wasn't working,

O 14 Mr. Ellis. The figure and the table would have been

15 revised. For example, if I had done -- had come in to

16 do an as built review of your plants, starting with the

17 FSAR, I would hava picked up this figure and I would

is have gone out to verify that that equipment was there,
I

Ig and I would have found it wasn't.

20 0 Mr. Hubbard, do you consider the FSAR a design

21 document?

22 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Yes, I do, Mr. Ellis.

23 0 Mr. Hubbard, you will agree with me, won't

24 you, that the system without the LPCI loop selection

25 logic was the design basis cf the system? Isn't that

i O
|
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1 right?,

2 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I don't know what you mean

3 by the design basis, Mr. Ellis. Without the logic is,

4 the way the plant was built.

5 0 Well, was that the design basis without the
;

6 logic?

7 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I can't answer that yes or
i

8 no, because the design basis in the FSAR in two places

9 said that that logic was there, like the old B4R's, and
.

10 in the third place it said, no, it wasn't there, which

11 is like the never BWR's.

12 0 Is it your testimony, Hr. Hubbard, that LPCI

13 loop selection logic, the presence or absence of it is

O 14 part of the design basis as that term is defined in

15 Section 50.2(u) of the regulations?

16 (Pause.)

17 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Yes, Hr. Ellis.

18 0 All right. If as you contend the LPCI loop

19 selection logic is part of the design basis and the

20 deletion of it was reflected in the questions and

| 21 answers in the FSAR, azd the system was built with the

| 22 logic deleted, isn't it true that the only thing that

23 you are complaining about is that the other portion of

24 the FSAR was not changed in as timely a f ashion as you

25 think it should have been?

O
1
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1 A (VITNESS HUBBARD) I am not complaining. The

2 point I was trying to make is that the design control

3 process is there to be sure that the drawings and the

4 description in the FSAR reflects the as brilt condition

5 of the plant, and this is an area having to do with the

6 LPCI logic where it -- the instrumenintion was deleted,

7 and t.Y2t deletion was not shown in the FSAR.

8 0 Well, it wasn't shown in one part of the

g FSAR. Isn ' t th a t righ t ? It was shown in another part?

10 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) It was not correctly shown

11 in two parts, a figure and a table.

12 0 But it was correctly shown in another part?'

13 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) It was correctly described

(]) 14 ir another part.

15 0 You indi stad thst you considered the FSAR to

16 be a design document. It is true, isn't it, that the

17 MRC doesn 't consider the FS AR to be a design document

18 unless the utility uses it as such? Isn't that right?

13 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I don 't know how the NRC

20 looks upon it. It seems to me that, for example, in the

21 QA program there is, for example, operating OA, there is

22 ref erence made there to tha t table and the FSAR 3.2.1-1,

23 so there are places where LILCO relies upon what is in

) 24 the FSA R. Also, when we looked at the exhibit in the

25 LILCO prefiled testimony on EEDCR's that are changed to

O
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1 a design document also related in some sort of a change

2 into the FS AR, and we also had forms that showed how an

3 FSAR gets reviewed, that whole cycle. I think that is

O 4 all part of the design process.

5 0 In terms of the interpretation of Criterion 3,

6 though, you would agree that how the NRC construes

7 whether the FSAR is a design document would be important

8 in construing Criterion 3? You would agree with that,

g wouldn't you?

10 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I think it would be

11 relevant, but I think once again in LILCO prefiled

12 testimony where LILCO described the design review

13 process, one of the things we started with is what is in

() 14 the FSAR when you do a design review. I don't think you
i
1 15 can cet away from the fact that the intent is that the

16 FSAR reflect what is really there in the plant.

17 0 Nr. Hubbard, would it be important for you to
,

! 18 know -- well, strike that.

19 Mr. Hubbard, let 's go -- 1 take it in making

20 this list of breakdowns, alleged breakdowns i through 7,

21 you did not include any that you thought were trivial or

| 22 not worthy of mention.
I

23 (Pause.)

24 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) That is correct.1 (}
25 0 All right, Mr. Hubbard. Look, if you would,

() '

|

l
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1 please, at Item e), and let me see if we can pick one-

2 out here. Look, if you would, please, at the item that

3 says cooling water to RHR pumps is RBCLCW, not the

4 emergency equipment cooling water. Do you see that, sir?

5 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Yes.

6 Q Mr. Hubbard, isn't that simply a case of the

7 situation uhere the term " emergency equipment cooling

8 vater" is a generic tora for what at Shoreham is RBCLCW7

9 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) That is the testimony that

10 Mr. Museler made, and that I believe to be correct.

11 0 There is no change in any hardware or design

12 drawings or any design basis for the system, is there,

j 13 in connection with that matter?

() 14 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I don't believe so. The

15 LILCO corrective action was to revise Figure 7.3.1-10(a )

16 and (b), and when LILCO gave their response in SC 70 on

17 July 28th, there was no mention that these terms were

18 synonymous. So, there was -- In other words, the staff

19 wasn't informed at that time that you felt the terms

20 were synonymous. The corrective action was that LlLCO

21 vould just revise the figure to agree with the as

22 constructed plant.

23 0 Well, did you look at the figure before you

24 wrote this testimony to determine whether the cooling
{

25 water to the RHR punt.s in fact came from the BBCLCW term

O
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I there, the energency equipment cooling water?

2 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) No, I did not.

3 0 If you had looked, you could certainly tell

4 that what was labeled emergency equipment cooling water

5 was in fact the RBClCV as that ters is used at
6 Shorehaa. Isn't that right?

7 A (MITNESS HUBBARD) Since I haven' t loo:ted , T

8 can 't really make that statement.

9 0 I take it you would agree with me that the

10 item that we have been discussing which is the

11 penultimata bullet in under e) is indeed a trivial

12 matter and not a violation of Criterion 3 of Appendix

13 B?

() 14 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I think it turned out to be

15 a not significant matter.

18 0 And certainly not a matter where the design

+7 basis or regulatory requirement was not translated into

18 d ra wings, precedures, or instructions. Isn 't that

19 right?

20 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I don't think I could agree

21 with you on that, Mr. Ellis. At least the inspector

22 looking at the plant had some confusion on the way

| 23 language was being used, at least in his mind, and we

24 saw that before on 00A how sometimes terms aren't as

25 well defined as they might be.

O
|
|

|
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1 0 Are you finished, Mr. Hubbard?O ',,

2 A (WITNESS HUBBA3D) Yes. ,
,

3 0 Well, Mr. Hubbard, is it part of the design

) 4 basis that the cooling water to the RHR pnaps is RBCLCW?

5 Is that the design basis?

6 (Pause.)i

7 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I an having troubic with

8 the word " design basis" again, that the inspe5 tor went
,

9 in and compared the as built plant to the diagrams thr.t '

to are in the FSAR, and these are examples that 'the NRC '

1

11 inspector found where in his opinion the as built plant -

12 did not agree with the description in the FSAP which
i - -

s

! 13 forms the licensing basis. "

() 14 0 Are you done, Mr. Hubbard?

15 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Yes, sir.i

16 0 Well, is it your testimony that the cooling g,

17 water to RHR pumps being BBCLCW, that is part of the

| 18 detail of what is generally understood to be the design h

gg basis for a system?

20 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) That is why I.had trouble

21 with the inst question. No, it wouldn' t be that.

I
22 However, you would expect that the drawings that yre in
23 the ?RAR to accurately reflect what is actually

24 installed in the plant.

25 0 I understand your testimony on tha t point, but

O
P
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1 -Siven the fa ct'' t.ha t that, sort of detail is not part of
O. i.

2 the design basis, and given,the fact that there is no

' ~
i

4 3 regulation that requires cooling water to BHR pumps

; 4 being RBCLCW, wouldn't you agree with ne that there is
,*

s

5 no violation of Criterion 3?,,

,

6 A (WI? NESS HUBBARD)' No. \

'

i; 7 Q All right. Te'll ne what design banis was nots

\ 8 correctly translated 'into specifications, drawings,

\ s procedures, and instructions with respect to the cooling
4

10 veter 'to RHR pumps as referred to in your alleged QA/QC
r

11 breakdown s) on Page 20 of your testimony.
?,

'
12 A (VITNESS HUBBARD) I think there is a

13 difference between design basis and design bases,*'

O. 44 b-a-s-e-s. That is in so.2. rifer >= int t o ta1*s
-

'

15 about design bases, b-a-s-e-s. And-Criteria 3 talks

16 about design basis as specified by 50.2 and as specified
s

17 in the license application. And it looks to ao like

18 what is in tha' 11:ense application that sets that

! 19 figure, FSAR 723.1-10(a) and (b) set out the license

20 applica tion for that particular system, the description
|

'
21 of it, and the as built is different than that.

,

| ,

22 0 Nr. Hubbard, f'irst of all, the only difference|

23 between basis and bases is itingular and plural, isn 't

24 it?

25 A (MITNESS HUBBARD) I would have to get a

O
,
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1 dictionary to look at some of that.
O

2 0 You don't know, then?
|

3 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) No. !

4 0 Now, the desiga basis that is referred to in '

5 Criterion 3 specifically refers to 50.2. Now, isn 't it

6 fair that what they are referring to is the design bases
i

7 as that is defined in 50.27

a A (WITNESS HUBBARD) No, I don't think so.

9 Because I think that you also have an as specified in

10 the license appli=ation. There are a lot of things that

11 go beyond what I would call the design base accident as

12 specified in design documents.

13 0 Well, I am sorry, Mr. Hubbard. Am I about to

O '4 tat tr=>t ro=2

15 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) No.

16 Q Well, given that you have testified that the

17 cooling water to the RHR pumps being RBCLCW is not a

18 part of the design basis of the RHR system, isn't it

19 fair to say that whatever the status of the drawings,
.

20 there has been no failure to translate the design basis

21 into the specifications, drawings, procedures, and

22 instructions, and indeed into the designed plant?

23 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) No, I don't think so, Mr.

24 Ellis.

25 0 All righ t. You did testify, did you not, that
.

O
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1 the design basis of the RHR systea did not include theO
2 kind of detail, that is, the cooling water to the RHR

3 pumps being EBCLCW, that is correct, isn't it?

4 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Yes, and I did that in

5 terms of the accident analysis order of description.

6 0 You mean you didn't understand my use of the

7 term " design basis" there to be the same that is in

8 Criterion 3 and in 50.2(u)?

9 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I have had some trouble

10 with that, because I read it, the Criteria 3, to say

11 design basis as defined in 50.2 and as specified in the

12 license application, so it is GO.2, the design bases,

13 and then also the other material that is in the license

() 14 application.

15 0 Well, Mr. Hubbard, doesn't Criterion 3 say

16 that the design bases is as defined in 50.2 and

17 specified in the license application? Isn't tha t right?
'

18 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) That is correct.

19 0 Now, if it is defined in 50.2, and if, as you

20 have testified, the cooling water to the RHR pumps being

21 RBCLCW is not part of that design basis, than it

22 wouldn't have to be specified in the design application

23 as a design basis, would it?

24 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Well, I ccn see your

25 point. I think one could arguably make the

O
J
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1 interpretation that you are making, Mr. Ellis. However,O I

2 my interpretation would continue to be that when you

3 have a figure that describes a system in the FSAR, a

4 good design control system as required by Criterion 3

5 would say that it is indeed -- accurately reflects the

6 as built condition.

7 Q Yes, I understand that view of yours, Mr.

8 Hubbard. What I as trying te do is to focus on the

e precise words of Critation 3, which states that the

to design basis which requires that measures be established

11 to assure that applicable regulatory requirements in the

12 design basis are correctly translated into

13 specifications, drawings, procedures, and instructions.

O 24 assumino ar inter > ret tion is cor=e=t, wou1dn t rou

15 agree with me that that item is not a violation of

16 Appendix B, Criterion 3? And I am referring to the item

17 that we have been discussing on Page 20 of your prefiled
*

18 testimony.

jg A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I could see how one could

20 arguab1y say that, yes.

21 0 Let's turn now, Mr. Hubbard, to the second

22 item under e) that says relief valves F030A-D go to

23 floor drains, not CRW. Isn 't that an instanco, Mr.

24 Hubbard, where there was no hardware changa, no chavge

25 in the plant as constructed, no change to any desige

0 -
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1 document, and indeed the relief valves do go to CRW

2 ultimately?

3 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) They do 41tima tely go to

4 the Controlled Bad Waste, but they do it through the

5 floor drains rather than directly.

6 0 And where did you come upon that information

7 that the floor drains go to the Controlled Rad Weste?

8 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) This again was the

9 testimony of Mr. Museler, and as I recall, that he said

i 10 that, well, yes, this was in part a valid observation

11 and no, the other part wasn't a valid observation, and

12 his explanation was that the floor drains go to the Rad

13 Waste.

O 24 o osa roo = r erort to 4 e t 1= cro-
15 the FSAR whether you can see that the floor *"7s go to

16 the Controlled Rad Waste?
t

17 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Would you like ;.. ..w. me

18 look at the figure?

19 Q No, my question was, did you ever make any

20 effort to do that?

21 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I have not looked at that

22 figure, but I would be gicd to.
i

| 23 0 If the FS AR -- well, strike that.

24 You would agree with me, wouldn't you, Mr.

25 Hubbard, that whether the relief valves go to ficor

O
|
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1 drains and not CRW is not part of the design basis of
)

2 the RHB system as defined in 50.2(u)?

3 (Pause.)

4 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) In the sense that 50.2(u)

5 talks about design hasis, the specific function that one

6 defines functions as how various parts of the systems

7 are related to each other, then where the relief valves

8 go would be part or the design basis.

9 (Whereupon, counsel for LILCO conferred.)

10 0 Well, assuming, as you say, that whether the

11 relief valves go to the Controlled Rad Waste as part of

12 the design basis of the BHR system, assume further, if

13 rou will, that the FSAR in fact shows that the floor

() drains go to the Controlled Rad Waste, souldn't you14

15 agree with me that there has been no failure to

to translate design basis into drawings, procedures, and

17 instructions?

18 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Well, you made two

19 assumptions, and I don't think I can agree with those

|
20 assumptions.

21 0 Well, I thought one of them was directly from

22 your testimony. Shall I restate them for you?

23 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Yes, please.

| (]) 24 0 I thought you testified that as you construed

25 5032(u), the relief valves going to the floor drains or ,

(
|

|
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|

(} 1 to the CRW was part of the design basis as you construed

2 that term of the RHR system. Isn't that what you

3 testified?

O
4 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Yes, sir.

5 0 All right. And that reflects your opinion

6 that that level of detail is included in a design

7 basis. Isn't that right?

8 A (WITNESS.HUBbARD) Yes, sir.

9 0 All right. Now, assuming that is right, and

| 10 assuming further that the FSAR rhows that the floor

| 11 drains do go to the Controlled Rad Waste, isn't it fair
*

12 to say that there has been ru) failure to translate

13 design basis into specifications, drawings, and

14 procedures, and instructions, as required by Criterion 3

15 of Appendix B?

16 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) That is true, except my

17 understanding of the NRC deviation here was that the

18 FS AR showed it going to a floor drain, and didn't show

1g it going to Controlled Rad Waste.

20 0 Well, assuming it does go to the floor drain,
,

21 I ask you further to assume that the FSAR contsins

; 22 inf ormation or a drawing which shows that the floor *

23 drains go to Controlled Rad Waste. You don 't know one

() 24 May or another whether that is so, do you?

25 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) It is correct that I don't

O
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|

|

1 know if this particular figure did show the floor drains

| 2 going to Controlled Rad Waste.

3 0 How about any other figure?

O
4 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I have looked at a number

5 of these figures as part of the FSAR configuration
1

6 control reports where the plant was built different than

7 the FSAR figures, but this is not an isolated sort of

8 finding. There are literally tens of these. I mean , we

e saw .those when Mr. Huseler testified.

10 0 Well, my question , though , Mr. Hubbard, is,

11 tni I think you already indicated that you don't knov

12 whether there is a figure in the FSAR that shows that

13 the floor irains go to the Controlled Rad Waste, do

14 you? '

15 A (WITNESS liUBBARD) That is correct.

16 JUDGE BRENNER: Are you finished with that

17 i te m , Mr. Elli.?

ss ER. ELLIS: This might be a good time to take

19 a break.
|
| 20 JUDGE BRENNER: Is this about where you
1

21 e xpected to be today?

22 MR. ELLIS: That is rhetorical. No, sir. But

| 23 I sa going to make some adjustments this evening, -

O 24 "" *"" ' --

. 25 JU3GE BRENNER4 I was asking you seriously.
l

O
1
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1 That wasn't rhetorical on my part.

2 HR. ELLISs No, sir, it is not. Put we

3 expected to be beyond this, and I don't mean that in

O
4 terms of criticism of Mr. Hubbard, either.

5 JUDGE BRENNER: I am not interested in

6 criticism of anybody. I an interested in figuring out

7 how this is going to go faster, because we are going to

8 be here next week questioning Mr. Hubbard at this rate.

9 HR. ELLISs Well, that is why I indicated to

10 you, Judge Brenner, that I intend to review this matter

11 fairly closely this evening.

12 JUDGE BRENNER4 Judge Morris has a question

13 before the break.

14 JUDGE MORRIS Mr. Hubbard, I am trying to

15 understand your understanding of Criterion 3. If we,

16 read the cold words, I don't see any implication of, in

17 effect, verifying as built hardware with approved

18 designs. What I see is Controlled Design, which is the

19 title of the criterion. And in fact it does, as you

20 imply, then, I think correctly, concern itself with

21 interfaces. To be sure, it is through the design

22 process that different disciplines are coordinated to be

23 sure that there aren't unanalyzed interfaces which could

O 24 have some x1nd of impact on the functioning of the

25 proposed design, but I don't see a clear implication of

O
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1 verification of the as built versus design, and maybe it

2 is not in Criterion 3 and it is somewhere else, but if

3 you have time during the break, maybe you could think

O
4 about that one a little.

5 WITNES3 HUBBARD: Dr. Norris, would you like

6 me to answer it? I can give you my answer now.

7 JUDGE HORRIS: Well, I would rather take the

E break.

'

9 (General laughter.)

10 JUDGE BRENNER: Give me one minute.

11 (Whereupon, the board conferred.)

12 JUDGE BEENNER: All right. We will come back

13 at 3:35.

! 14 (Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.)

15

16

17

'

18

19

20

21

22
1

23

O 24

25

O|

I
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[]} 1 JUDGE BRENNERa All right. I guess we should

2 give Hr. Hubbard an opportunity to respond now.

3 WITNESS HUBBARDa Yes. Dr. Morris, like

k_3)
f,

I

| 4 everything else in quality assurance, what is involved

5 in design control is a process and in my view the

6 process begins with a license application. This is the

7 coRaitment. So in Criterion 3 you correctly said tha t

8 the reason you have this control process is because of

e the numerous interfaces, and that is really the second
;

10 paragraph of Criteria 3, and acknowledges that there are

11 these numerous interfaces so that you want to control

! 12 the review release approval dravings throughout those

13 numercus interfaces.

14 And then it goes into the output of the

15 design, which really is where Criteria 3 ends. You have

16 some design documents, and if you go to Criteria 9 and

17 10 -- excuse me, Criteria 10 and 11, Criteria 10 starts

ja with the design documents and talks about inspection, i

19 that you shall have a program for inspection of

20 activities affecting quality to verify conformance with

21 the documented drawings for accomplishing the activity

22 so that the as-built part of verification that I was

i
23 talking about had to do with Criteria 10.

l

({) 24 And then Criteria 11 in the first sentence

25 talks about you could also do testing to see that it

O
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1 meets the requirements of the acceptance limits and
/}

2 applicable design documents. So what I have been

3 addressing in the broad context of Criteria 3 is how you()'
'

4 control the design process from what is in the FSAR to

5 the drawings, the outputs that come out that the field

6 use s f or construction.

7 Now the whole matter of Criteria 3 and how it

8 is to be implemented is covered in Reg Guide 1.64, which

9 refers to an ANSI standard, N45-2.11, 1974, which I

10 don't think is in evidence anywhere. In any case, in

11 ths t ANSI standard it goes into the sorts of things that

12 are looked at as design inputs, and it lists some 28

13 sorts of things that have to be controlled as inputs to

() 14 design categories, which is much broader than what we

15 have been talking about about the Criteria 3 is only

16 addressing what might be called sone of the narrow bases

17 that go into the design basis accident.

Ib JUDGE MORRISs One of my reasons for asking

tg the question is I'm searching for a vsy to accelerate '

20 the dialogue and it seems to me part of the reason for

21 delay -- can you hear me?

22 MR. LANPHEB I can now, thank you.

23 JUDGE MORRISa It seems to me that part of the

() 24 reacon for the extensive dialogue is confusion of terms

25 and I won't point a finger at anyone. But I think all

()
|
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1
!

i of us recognize that quality' assurance is a very broad
! 2 thing and it goes beyond simple definitions of the

3 individual criteria and it involves a concept.

O
4 Appendix B is a tool to achieve quality

5 assurance, namely quality of the product, and there are

6 many things involved in that, not just Appendix B. And

7 it seems that we tre all invoking some of those other

8 things. Yet in the narrow confines of your testimony
t

9 you have invoked only Criterion 3. And where we try to

10 get you to explain why a particular CAT finding was

11 really a violation of a deficiency with respect to

I 12 Criterion 3, it sometimes is difficult because it

13 involves those other things.
l

() Do you agree with me in that?
'

14

15 WITNESS HUBBARDs Yes, I do. And that is why

15 I mentioned the ANSI stand 1rd. I know in an operating

17 QA program with all of the ANSI standards the complete
l

18 coveraca you have to have to have a design control *

19 program, and that is what my testimony was more directed
|

| 20 towards in this whole aspect of interface control.

21 JUDGE MORRISa I'm afraid that we are kind of

22 bogged down in the black and white words that you nave

23 written in your testimony, on the one hand, as

(]) 24 deficiencies with respect to only Criterion 3.

25 WITNESS HUBBARD4 Well, I understand that, and
s

O
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1 also through work I have done on Diablo Canyon and in
[

2 meetings with Harold Denton tha t there has been a lot of

3 discussion on is the plant designed in accordance with

O
4 the FSAR and then, secondly, is it built in accordance

5 with the FSAR or built in accordance, excuse me, with

6 the design documents.

7 And that we have had meatings on Diablo Canyon

; 8 where we have talked about, and then there have been

g general meetings with Commissioners where there has been .

10 discussion about having the applicant make a commitment

| 11 that the plant is designed in accordance with the FSAR

12 and built in accordance with the design documents and

13 having a basis to support that commitment.

() And so in those discussions always the FS AR14

15 was an important document. It said.what the commitments

16 were.

17 JUDGE MORRISs Well, this subject bothers me a

18 little bit too in that I think you will agree that given

19 the FSAR you wouldn 't have enough to construct the
!

20 plant. You would need other design documents, right?

21 WITNESS HUBBARDa That is correct, yes.

22 JUDGE MORRIS: And that the real purpose of
.

23 the FSAR, as stated in 50.34, is not design documents to

(]) 24 the extent that you use them to build the plant, but you

25 provide the description tna t shall b e sufficient to

.
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{} 1 permit the understanding of the system designs and their

2 relationship to saf ety evaluations.

3 I think the Staff probably finds that what is

O
4 in the FSAR isn't enough for that, which is why they

5 asked several thousand questions and why they informally

6 review one line diagrams of electrical systems, for

7 example. But I thought, and I wonder if you agree, tha t

8 perhaps you overstated the case'when you said that the

9 FSAR itself is a design document.

10 WITNESS HUBBARD: Well, I thought a lot about

11 that, Dr. Morris, that I could see how we could have a
i

12 difference of opinion on that.

13 JUDGE NORRIS: Well, it gets iato semantics.

( 14 WITNESS HUBBARDs Yes, but it seams to me that

15 when LILCO was describing their design control program

16 right there on the EEDCR it said is the FSAR impacted or

17 not, and then, secondly, we looked at some charts where

18 we were talking about reviews and approvals of changing

19 the FSAR, which makes it, to me, a design document. It

20 is part of the design control process.

21 The other part, Dr. Morris, is that -- I was

22 very focused on is that this FSAR is going to be around

23 for the 40-year life of the plant and I worked where we'

() 24 had to take over our operating plants and it was very

25 dif ficult to start with a plant that hadn't been well
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1

|
1 defined in some sort of document at turnover time. And)

i

2 that is where, I guess, I got the point that I wanted |

3 the FSAR to be as accurate as possible at the time of

( I
4 turnover to operations.

! 5 JUDGE MORRISs Yes, I think accuracy is one

! 6 concept. I think the function of the FSAR, as opposed ,

I
*

7 to all design documents, is perhaps another. I think we
i

! 8 can agree on the functions. You certainly need a

g description in the FSAR that permits you to make saf ety
|

10 evaluations. You certainly.have to understand thel

!
l 11 design concepts and to do a safety analysis certain

12 parametars have to be defined.

13 But the FSAR by i'self is not enough, which is

() one of the reasons for technical specifications which14

15 are incorporated in the license. All of those things

16 together and, pardon the expression that has been used !

)
17 around here quite a bit today, the hierarchy, that they '

18 all fit together. None of then stand alone and the only

19 thing that I was looking for was an agreement that the
;

!
20 FSAR by itself was not a complete design document. |

l

21 WITNESS HUBBARD4 I would be in accord with !

l
22 that. j

l

23 JUDGE MORRIS 4 Then I think we previously i

() 24 agreed that Criterion 3 by itself doesn't guarantee

25 as-built hardware, even with a controlled design.

O
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,

1 WITNESS HUBBARD: I think you have to have
(}

2 Criteria 3, along with, for example, 10 and 11.

3 JUDGE MORRIS: For example, let me continue on

()
i 4 3. For example, you might have a perfectly controlled

5 design process, but the workmen could install the wrong

6 nameplate. That wouldn't be a design control

7 malfunction.

8 WITNESS HUBBARDa The reason I picked Criteria

9 10 and 11 is that say you are in a machine shop. The

10 first thing you with an inspector is have him inspect

11 dimensions against the drawing.

12 JUDGE 50RRIS I don't quarrel with you on any

13 of.the othar critaria, but you didn't mention them. On

( page 19 you mentioned only Criterion 3, which has14

15 gotten, I think, us into a problem of communication.

16 WITNESS HUBBARDs Well, I had the probler the

17 other way, where the NRC would have one criteria, like

16 they would say it is Criterion 5 on, oh, an exacple

19 might be there was debris found and they would site

20 Criterion 5. And I would look at it and I would say,
.

21 well, that's really a Criterion 13 problem which talks

22 shout housakeeping and cleanliness.

23 JUDGE MORRIS: Well, in your testimony what

() 24 did you do? Did you use the criterion that you thought

25 fit, or did you use the conclusion of the Staff in its

O
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1 CAT inspection?
[}

2 WITNESS HUBBARD: I used the one that I felt

3 closest represented the criteria that was violated. So
}

4 when we were talking about things like how the FSAR is

5 controlled I picked 3 for that because I thought that 3

6 and then, as implemented by Reg Guide 1.64 and the ANSI
l

7 standard talks about the design control process and the

!
8 control of interfsces.

9 But obviously 10 and 11 are also part of it

10 because you go out and inspect. .You expect to inspect

|
11 to ensure that the as-built plant agrees with the |

|
12 as-built dra wing. But some of the problem we have had |

13 here is that the ms-built drawing is ditierent than the

( 14 one that is referred to in the FSAR, so you can have a

15 breakdown at various points in the process.

16 JUDGE MORRISs Right, and it seems to me that

17 in the dialogue we ought to focus more narrowly on

( 18 exactly what we are talking abou t in these things. And

19 I admit that in terms of the final product the design

20 control process itself as described in Criterion 3 is

21 not the most direct.

22 I won't take any more of your time, Mr.

23 Ellis.

(]) 24 JUDGE BRENNERa Okay. Let's continue the

25 examination.
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, 1 BY MR. ELLIS (Resuming)

2 0 Mr. Hubbard, let me follow up on just a couple

3 of matters. You indicated to Judge Morris that you

O 4 selected the critation you felt was right, and I'm net

5 sure that 1 asked you this before, but let me confirm

6 it, that with respect to the alleged breakdowns that you

7 have cited on 19 and 20, the NRC didn't cite any

8 Appendix B criterion with relation to those, did it?
|.

9 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) No, they did not. Ther

10 said it was a deviation f rom FSAR commitments.

11 0 All right. Mr. Hubbard, let me clear one

12 other thing up for the record. Would you look, if you
i

13 vsuld, please, at figures 9.3.3-1 (a) through (d) of the

14 FSAR and confirm for me, if you would, please, that'

15 those figuros indicate that the floor drains go to the

16 controlled rad waste? Do you have that volume of the

17 FSAR?

18 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I don't have say of the

19 FSAR here. |

!
20 (Counsel handing document to witness. ) ;

!

21 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Excuse me, Mr. Ellis. That |
,

22 was 9.3.1, then --

23 0 -1.

O 24 ^ ("''"'SS 'io""^"o) -'-
1

I
2s 0 A through D.

i

I

O |

l
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;

1 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) (a) through (d).{)
2 (Pause.)

3 0 Mr. Hubbard, let me save time. Look, if you

O
4 would, plesse, look at 9.3.3-1(d). Do you see the line

5 there over on the left showing coming from the reactor

c drains to the vaste collector tanks and floor * draining

7 collector tanks, of which are controlled rad waste?

|

| 8 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Are you all the way at the
l

9 far right, the 4-inch CRW line?

10 0 Right, the far left, all the way over to the

11 right.

12 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I'm sorry. You said far

13 lef t, all the way to the right?

14 0 Well, why don't you just look at sn-i see

15 whether you can determine --

16 (Counsel for L1LCO conferring.)

17 MR. LANPHER: Judge Brenner, if it would help

l
' 18 nove things along, I would offer that Mr. Hubbard could

19 do this after hours and then come back and answer the
20 question in the morning.

21 MR. ELLIS: May I try just to expedite it just

22 so that we can get it done at this point? I will try

23 once more.

() 24 JUDGE BRENNER: I'm not sure I need his

25 testimony at all as to that fact, given all of the other

I

|
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1 potential sources of testimony on that point. I will

2 give you one more chance. This is beginning to get more

3 and more like a deposition and less and less like a

O
4 hearing.

;
,

6 One problem is we haven't had enough
1

6 depositions rather than that there have been too many
1

!

7 depositions ordered, and this testimony has been in for

8 a long time, and that goes for the cross by the County

9 of LILCO witnesses too. That would have cured a lot of

10 problems. But go ahead. See if you,can direct him more

11 directly to it.

12 MR. ELLISs Thank you.

13 JUDGE BRENNERa And if this next attempt

14 fails, then we will do it over a longer period of time,

15 that is, give him an opportunity.

16 BY MR. ELLISs (Resuming)

17 0 All right, Mr. Hubbard, look over on the right

18 of Figur 9.3.3-1(d). Do you see it over on the right
,

19 where it says " floor drain collector tanks, 1G-11 TK061A

20 and 061B? Over on the right?

21 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Yes.

22 0 That is the controlled rad waste system, isn't

23 it -- G - 11 -- the G-11 system?

O 24 ^ ("''""S5 """"^" ) '' i='"'-" "'"* - '-

25 0 Do you know that to be the rad waste system?

O,

l
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.

(]) 1 A (WITNESS HU3 BARD) That is the rad vaste

2 system.

3 0 All right. If you will follow those lines,

O
4 they go back over to the lef t where it says " continued

5 on Figure -- continued on Figure 9.3.3-1(b)." Do you

6 see that?

7 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Yes. '

8 0 Nov let's go to ( b), and do you see on the

g lef t it shows the line coming in from the lef t, the

10 reactor building, and that goes down to the floor drains

11 at the bottom left, where it shows floor drains, sump

12 and pumps? Do you see that?

13 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Yes, I see that there are

14 three areas here that are floor drains, sumps and

15 pumps.

16 (Counsel for LILCO conferring.)

17 0 And they are G-11 as well, aren't they, Mr.

ja Hubbard?.

!

19 A (UITNESS HUBBARD) That is right. They are

20 111 part of the G-11 system.

21 0 so the floor drains are part of the same

22 system?

23 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Yes.

() 24 0 Mr. Hubbard, let's --
1

25 JUDGE BRENNER Does that figure have a date '

()'
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(} 1 or a revision number, or both?

2 MR. ELLISa Yes, it does, Judge Brenner. I

| 3 believe it was December of '81, but let me get it out
)

4 again and I will look at it.

5 WITNESS HUBBARD: The ones I looked at were

6 revision 24, December 1981, and that is (b) and (d).

| 7 JUDGE BRENNER: All right.

8 BY HR. ELLISs (Resuming)

9 Q All right, Mr. Hubbard, let's turn next to the

10 item that is referred to on the bottom bullet on (e) on

11 page 20, drains from RHR pump suction and discharge do

12 not tie together. It is fair to say, isn't it, that
i

13 that matter did not involve any hardware change, no

14 change to any of the design documents, excluding from

15 that definition the FSAR and that the design was
|
'

16 implemented as intended and the plant constructed as

17 such, and that all that is is a situation where the FSAh

18 schematically showed two linec tied together, and then

19 go to drains rather than to sepaEate lines going to the

20 same place?

21 A (WITNESS HUBB ARD) That is correct.

22 0 Is it your testimony that whether or not two

23 lines tie togethet before they go to the same place or

() 24 go to the same place at the same time part of the design

25 basis of a system, as defined in 50.2(u) and used in

O
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| 1 Criterion 3?

2 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Could I have that question

3 again? I started to come up with an answer before I

4 listened to it all.

5 JUDGE BRENNER: It's the same question he's

6 asked you about everything else. The question isa

7 Given that is the nature of that iten, so what?

| 8 WITNESS HUBBARDs I was thinking of the answer

9 and again I would like to have it reflect what is really

10 there becausa a person could be looking at the FSAR and

11 dotng some troubleshooting and trying to figure out a

12 path through which leakage might be coming or something

13 of that sort, and he would have one idea of how the

() 14 system was configured and it was actually configured

15 quite different.

16 And I particularly was interested in these

17 little lines because at San Onofre I was doing sono work

18 th e re a nd there was some drainage that nobody could

19 find, and it was because some drain lines weren't shown,

20 and so I think attention to detail on this little piping

21 can have some importance.

22 JUDGE BRENNER: And, therefore, do you think

23 it is, in fairness to Mr. Ellis' original question, that

24 it is part of the design basis, as defined in Criterion(}
25 3 and 50.2(u)?

O
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I

1 WITNESS HUBBARD: I think it is part of the
/}

2 design basis in the broadest sense of keeping the |
|

3 applica tion correct to reficct the as-built plant, yes.

O
4 JUDGE BRENNERa Okay.

5 HR. ELLIS Well, Judge Brenner, I don 't think

6 that is the answer.

7 BI ER. ELLIS: (Resuming)

8 0 You said it was the design basis in the

9 broader sense. Is it the design basis -- is it included

10 in the design basis as that term is defined in 50.2(u)

1; and Criterion 3? And when I say "is it included in the |

12 design basts" I as talking about whether or not you have
!

13 two lines tied together before they go to the same place

14 or tv0 lines go separately to the same place.

15 A IWITNESS HUBBARD) I think how a system is

'16 configured, Mr. Ellis, is part of the design base.

17 0 I'm talking about this particuler systea. Is

18 Your answer yes or no? It is part of the design basis?

l
19 Let me restate the question for you, Mr. Hubbard. '

20 With respect to the drains of the RHR pump

21 suction and discharge, with respect to the RHR system,

22 is it your testimony that it is part of the design

23 basis, as that term is defined in 50.2(u) and used in

(]) 24 Criterion 3, that the design basis includes whether or

2E not the lines go ied together to one place or go to the

.

|
|
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,

1 same place separately?

2 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I think yes, Hr. Ellis, in

3 a broad rating. And I thi.nk obviously the Staff thoughtt

O'
! 4 these were important or they wouldn 't have put these in

5 as deviations. I haven't had an opportunity to ask the

6 Staff why they picked these particular ones, you know,

7 what they thought the significance was. But I know that '

| 8 they don't writ.e these up lightly, so they must have had

9 some reason also, that this was of some importance.

10 (Counsel for LILCO conferring.)

11 0 Have you looked at the RHH design basis

12 discussion to determine whether that -- that is referred

13 to on the drains, the last bullet on (e) -- is indeed

14 gatt of the design basis as stated in the FSAR?

15 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) No , I have not . However,
;

' 18 you and I hdve a semantic problem that I believe the

57 FSAR figure is part of the LILCO license commitment and,

18 therefore, I would expect the FSAR figure to accurately

19 reflect the as-built plant.

20 0 I take it you do not know whether the matter
i

21 referred to in the last bullet on (e) has any
,

i

22 significance with respect to the safety analysis

23 conducted by either the Staff or LILCO.

24 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) No.

25 0 Mr. Hubbard, let's look at --

O
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I,

[]} 1 (Counsel for LILCO conferring.)

2 Q Oh, you indicated that the figure is a license

i 3 commitment. Is it your testimony that every detail in()'

4 the FSAR constitutes a legally binding commitment on the

5 applicant or licensee?

8 A (HITNESS HUBBARD) I would have to give th?

7 interpretation as a QA manager. As a QA aanager I would

8 expect every detail in the FSAR to be accurate. Now --

9 and I would do that under the broad confines of Criteria
|

| 10 3. Likewise, when I looked at the LILCO ECDCR fora
|

| 11 where it said does this make into an FSAR change, yes or

12 no, I heard the testimony of Mr. Museler where he talks

13 about three types of FSAR char:ges. But when you look at

() an ECDCB form, it just says do you change the FSAR or14

15 not. It doesn't go into some of these things on whether

10 it is a regulatory requirement or commitment or

17 descriptive material or whatever.

18 The ECDCR fort just says res, the FSAR needs

19 to be changed, or no, it doesn't.

20 Q But you heard hr. Huseler testify, though,

21 didn't you, that LILCO ucald attempt to change all three

22 kinds -- that is, the commitments, the descriptive

i 23 detail and the significant detail -- and that it is

(]) 24 really a matter of time and significance. Isn't that

25 right?

O
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!
|

l

1 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I heard tha t, and I also --

2 tha t was the first time I had ever heard ic because the
3 ECDCR procedure and the ECDCR form don't talk about what

4 Mr. Museler testified about.

5 (Counsel for LILCO conferring.)

6 0 Ihere would be no change to ECDCR with respect

7 to any of the bullets on (e), isn't that right, Nr.

8 Hubbard? There would be no reason to change any ECDCR

9 with respect to those. Isn't that correct?

10 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I don 't believe that is

11 correct.

12 0 Well, Mr. Hubbard, in the field if the design

13 document conforms to or if the as-built or what they are

() 14 doing conforms to the design document, the construction

15 drsving, there is no need, then, is there, for the

16 generation of any ECDCR?

17 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I would completely agree

18 with you on that, Mr. Ellis. However, if you generate a

! 19 field drawing that disagrees with the FSAR, then I would

20 have expected the design review process to pick that

21 up. So this is a breakdown of the design review process

22 which gets back to Criteria 3, that the interfaces

23 weren't controllei.

24 0 So it is your testimony, then, that there}/

25 should have be en an ECDCR for all of these matters that

I
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1 are referred to in your breakdowns 1 through 7, pages 19
{}

2 and 20?

3 (Pause)
O

4 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Yes. When people were

5 saking the construction drawings they made construction

a drawings that were in violation of what is in or in

7 disagreement, in disagreement with what is in the FSAR.

8 And the PNIDs were the drawings that, therefore, needed

9 to be changed if they wanted to go ahead and build it

10 the way they built it.

11 So there should have been a change made to the

12 PNIDs which then turn out to be the FSAR documents.1

13 JUDGE BRENNERs Mr. Hubbard, in your answer it

( 14 appeared to me that you assumed that the drawings used

15 for the actual construction differ from the FSAR
|

16 drawings with respect to these six items under (e) on

17 page 20 of your testimony. Was that a correct inference
.

* 18 on my part?

19 WITNESS HUBBARD Let me explain it and if I

20 don't address your question, I apologize.

21 I think that the construction was done in

22 accordance with the construction drawings.

23 JUDGE BRENNER: Let me stop you right there

() 24 for a moment, if you will f orgive me, because that was

25 ny point. How do you know that, as distinguished from

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 the possibility that the construction was done

2 differently than the construction' drawings and that in

3 fact the construction drawings are the same as the

O 4 FSAR?

5 WITNESS HU BB ARD4 I don't for sure, but there

6 is another category in here where the inspector cited

7 LILCO for building a plant other than to the drawings

3 and so I assumed for this that the construction people

9 had in fact built them to the drawings, but that the

10 construction drawings disagreed with the FSAR

11 coamitments.

12 So I wanted to give ther the benefit of the

13 doubt. I have no reason to be11 eve they didn't build in

O co. 1ete acceed with the construction drawings.14

15 JUDGE BRENNERs But you are assuming that from

|
18 the category in which the Staff placed these findings?

17 WITNESS HUBBARDa Yes, because on the next

18 page, 4-17, o f m '. Attachment 4, on 4-17 and 4-18, they,

19 the Staff, lists what I thought were discrepancies

20 between the construction drawings and the as-built

21 p1 ant. So that was my basis for assuming they had done

22 it correct 1r in the ones 11sted in the FSAR category.

23 JUDGE BRENNER4 A11 right. You have answered

O 24 1 a" =*iaa- 'a" " '- " r * r a= =*1aa = to ra=r

25 thinking. If there is something in black and white here

O
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i

:

1 that states that, I have missed it. !!arbe I will find

2 it again someday.

: i

3
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1 WITNESS HUBBARD: Well, there also, Judge(}
2 Brenner -- well, on page 4-16 there is the words

3 " generally conform to the approved specs, drawings and
)

4 systen descriptions as required by the design." But

5 then they go on to say that it was different in the FSAR

6 description and conaiteents.

7 MR. ELLISa That portion, Judge Brenner, I

8 read earlier in connection with one of my questions.

9 JUDGE BRENNERa Okay.

10 WITNESS HUBBARD: And this is all, well, one

11 section having to do with inspection findings. And the

12 first seven or so go to the FSAR.' Then there is a brief,

i

! 13 paragraph, and then they start the ones that are listed

() 14 on 4-17 and 4-18, which I took to be a different

| 15 category. And I won't say any more.
|

| 16 JUDGE BRENNER: Okay.

17 BY MR. ELLIS4 (Resuming)

18 0 Mr. Hubbard, with respect to the bullet that

19 refers to relief valves, F025, is not thermal relief

20 contrary to note 12, have you ever read note 127
.

21 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) No, I have not.

22 0 Isn't it true that this is an instance, again,
l
i 23 where there has been no hardware change, no change to a

(]) 24 design document or a construction document, other than

25 in your definition you use FSAR, and that the design was

O
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Q 1 implemented as intended, and that all this is is a

2 matter of terminology over what constitutes a thermal

3 relief valve?

O
4 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Well, I think the NBC's

5 interpretation was that it should have been called a

6 pressure relief valve.

7 Q But would you agree with my characterization

8 of the other matters?

g A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Well, no, in the sense --

10 the word like, "only terminology." I think terminology

11 is important.

12 0 Well, given that you think it is important,

13 though, isn't it true thati --

: O 1. (counse1 f or tItco conferring.)

15 Q Isn't it true, though, given that you say the
,

16 terminology is important, isn't it true, though, th a t

17 there was no hardware change, no change in any design

18 drawings or design documents as those terms are defined

tg ax ept in the FSAR as you define it, and that the design

20 was implemented as intended, and that what we're talking

21 about here is terminology, which you consider

| 22 important?

23 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Yes, sir.
,

h 24 0 All right, now. In your experience it is

25 true, isn't it -- well, strike that.
!

O
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1 It is f air to say that the term " thermal
)

2 relief" is sometimes applied to valves that are designed

3 to relief pressure or temperature due to a pressure

O 4 baildup? Let me switch that around. I had that exactly

5 reversed, Hr. Hubbard, and perhaps you caught that.

6 It is fair to say, isn't it, that the term

7 " thermal relief valve" is sometimes applied to valves

8 designed to relieve temperature due to pressure

9 buildup? I did it again.

10 JUDGE BRENNER: If it's any consolation, Mr.

11 Ellis, it sounds perfectly oksy to me.

12 (Laughter.)

13 MR. ELLIS4 Let me try again, Mr. Hubbard.

() 14 I'm sorry. I apologize to you.

I 15 EY ER. ELLISs (Resuming)
!

! 16 0 It is f air to say, isn't it, that the tern

17 " thermal relief valve" is sometimes applied to valves

18 designed to relief pressure due to temperature buildup?

19 A (WITNESS HUBB ARD) Yes.

20 0 So really, what we are talking sbout here is

21 an ambiguity in note 12, aren't we?

22 (Pause.)

I 23 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I think it gets -- no, I ;

|

() 24 think it more gets into what the function of that

25 particular valve is. So ra ther than call it an

(

|
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f

1 ambiguity, I'would call it having to do with the,

2 function.

! 3 0 Well, you have made no investigation as to
| O 4 what kind of valve F025 really is, do you, or did you?

5 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) No, I did not.

6 0 Was relief protection needed in connection

7 with that particular portion of the RHR system?

8 A (WITNESS HUBB ARD) Well, it is a relief valve,
,

9 Mr. Ellis.

10 0 What was the relief needed from, if you know?

11 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I do not know, Mr. Ellis.
.

12 Ny understanding is the NRC believed it should have been

13 more properly called a pressure relief rather than a

O 24 thera 1 re11ef.

15 (Counsel for LILCO conferring.)

16 0 Well, given that you've already testified that

17 there was no change in hardware or design construction

18 documents, it is true, isn't it, that the d'esign basis

19 of the RHR system as far as that is concerned was

20 correctly transisted into specifications, drawings,

21 procedures and instructions?

22 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Is that the question?

23 0 Yes.

| 24 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) No, in the sense that the

25 FSAR figure didn't show the system as configured.

O
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1 Q All right, let me get simplistic about it, Mr.>

2 Hubbard. Do you know whether the right valve was put in ;
,

3 there or not? Given that you've already testified there

O 4 was no change in hardware and no change in any

5 construction documents and no change to tha construction

6 of the plant, wasn't the right valve put in there?

7 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) To the best of my

8 knowledge, yes.

9 Q All righ t. Therefare, wouldn't you agree with

10 se that the design basis was correctly translated into

11 specifications, drawings, procedures and instructions?

12 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) No, because I think that

13 the FSAR figure described a function that could have

() 14 been aisleading.

15 (Counsel for LILCO conferring.)

16 Q Well, is it fair to say, then, that your

17 conclusion that this is, this third bullet under alleged

18 breakdown e) on page 20 of your prefiled testimony, is a

19 violation of criterion 3, is based solely on the fact

20 that there is in note 12 a reference to a thermal valve
21 rather than a pressure relief valve, is that right?

22 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) No, not entiraly. Again, I

23 am familiar with the ICE people, and an inspector writes

,/ ) 24 this down as a finding. Without having talked to him, I

25 don 't know why he thought this was important, but he

O
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1 thought it was important enough to put down as a

2 difference.

3 0 Well, don't you think it is a substantial leap 1

0
4 from taking this, no t having made any investigation in

|
!

5 the FSAR and not having done any investigation other

6 than what you've testified that yo u did, to jump from

7 that fact to a violation of Appendix B, criterion 3, and

8 a OA breakdown:

9 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) No. I guess I am surprised

10 at the detail in which we are looking at this, when I

11 look at LILCO's corrective action in Exhibit No. 70,

12 because there there aren't any of these words about

13 things not being important. It just says that the

14 figures will be revised.

15 0 Rave you ever heard the expression, "It is

16 easier to switch than fight"? Did you hear that in the

17 testimony?

I A (WITNESS HUBBARD) As an expression I've heard18 ,

19 that, yes.

20 0 Well, I understand what you are saying about

21 being surprised. Do you know whether there is any

22 functional difference between the thermal relief valve
23 and pressure relief valve that is referred to in the

24 third bullet on e) on page 20 of your prefiled

25 testimony?

O
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1 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I think we would have to

2 get down to what your definition of " functional" is.
,

3 JUDGE BRENNER Well, why don't you just

O
4 state. If the answer is other than a simple, you don't

5 know or no, then apparently you have some difference

6 potentially in mind. So maybe it's simpler, Mr.

7 Hubbard, if that is the case, if you just state what you

8 think the difference is. And then we will vorry about
i ,

9 what label to put on that differenca.

10 WITNESS HUBBARD: I think it is just what I

' 11 vent through with Mr. Ellis before, that the function is

12 for this relief valve to do its relief, and it's going
!
' 13 to relieve pressure. But it is the sorts of things that

14 would lead up to that.

j 15 MR. ELLISs Let me ask that question directly,

16 Judge Brenner, if I say.

17 BY MR. ELLIS: (Resuming)
,

|

18 0 Hr. Hubbard, what is the difference between a

1g thermal relief valve and a pressure relief valve in this

20 context?

21 A (VITNESS HUBBARD) I'm not aware of a

22 difference in the valve. It is more how the valve is

23 applied.

24 JUDGE BRENNERs I'm sorry, I'm still confused,

25 and maybe I am the only one, not having the background.

O
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1 Given the other answer, what difference is there in how

2 tho valve is applied?
|

3 WITNESS HUBB ARDa Well, let me acknowledce

O
4 that I am not a valve expert, okay. But --

1

5 JUDGE BRENNERa I just didn't understand your

6 use of the word " applied," given your previous

7 statement.

8 WITNESS HUBBARDs I was looking into that you

9 could use, well, the same sort of device to do certain -

10 applications. In one application the primary purpose is

11 in response to temperature going up, and pressure would

12 go up so you would open a valve. In the other case you

13 are looking straight at a change in pressure, and it has

14 to do with what purpose you have it there for and what

15 might be involved in the actuation of it, which has to

16 do with application and function.
i

17 JUDGE BRENNER: It would still be keyed to a

18 pressure trigger, right?
.,

19 WITNESS HUBBARDs I would have to look to see

20 wha t is the trigger on it.'

21 JUDGE BRENNERs I see.

22 WITNESS HUBBARDa That is the point I was

23 getting at.

24 JUDGE BRENNER Okay.

25 (Counsel for LILCO conferring.)

O
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1

1 BY MR. ELLIS: (Resuming)(}
2 0 But you have not looked, M r. Hubbard, have

3 you, to determine to see what the trigger was?

O
4 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) No, I have not.

5 Q Mr. Hubbard, let's look now ut f) on page 20.

6 Again, you would agree wit'h me, wouldn't you, that there

7 is no change to any hardware in.the plant and no change

8 to construction and no change to construction drawings,

e and that what this involves is essentially the way

to someone chose how to describe what is on a figure and a

11 typographical error between HPCI and RCIC? Isn't that

12 all that involves?

13 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I agree that the HPCI/RCIC

() 14 is a typo. And on the second antter, it is that what

15 was written down doesn't agree. In other words, the
i

18 text does not agree with the actual configuration of the

17 relief valves.

18 0 I beg your pardon. Are you done? 1

gg A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Yes.

20 0 And you didn't address yourself to the first

21 part of my question. Let me repeat th a t. You will

22 agree, won't you, that there is no change to hardware or

23 design documents as I have been referring to them and

'

() 24 construction drawings, and that the design was

25 implemented as intended? You agree with that with

O
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1 respect to f), wou1dn't you?

2 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Yes, I would.

3 0 It is true also, isn't it, Mr. Hubbard, that

O
4 the exact 1ocation of the valves described in the text

5 on page 5.5-22 is apparent from a review of the figure

6 that is associated with it? Well, it is Figure

7 5.5.7-3.

8 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Could I have the figure to

9 1ook at?

10 Q Yes, sir. But while I am getting that figure

11 out, I take it that it is fair to say that you did not

12 perform this function at the time that you prepared this
e

13 testimony?

O 44 nR. tAuHER. cou1d we get a c1- 1ficauon

15 what function he means?

16 MR. ELLIS. Yes, I would be 21sd to give you

17 tha t.

18 BY MR. ELLIS. (Resuming) i

jg Q You did not at the time you prepared this

20 testimony, Mr. Hubbard, compare the discussion with any

21 figures in the FSAR to see whether the va1ves, 1ocation
i

22 of the valves, was apparent?

23 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) That is correct.

24 0 And indeed, you did not look at the FSAR
,

25 discussion here to resch sn independent conclusion

O
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1 concerning whether the description was inaccurate?

2 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) No, I did not. And then

3 after I got the July 28th letter, Suffolk County Exhibit

O'

4 70, I f elt I didn't have a reason to. That just said,

5 the FSAR will be corrected, and it goes into the valves

6 and the HPCI rather than the RCIC. So I didn't feel a

7 reason to, once again based on the LILCO response.

8 Q Do you know whether the change that, or

i 9 amendment that LILCO indicated it would make was to a

10 drawing or to the text, do you know?

11 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I don't know, but my

12 understanding was it would be to the text and not to the

13 f ig ure .

14 0 Your answer with respect to whether the design

15 basis has been translated into the specifications,

16 d ra wings, and procedures and instructions here, I take
f

17 it would be the same with this alleged Q A/QC breakdown

18 as with the others; is that correct?!

19 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Yes, Mr. Ellis.

20 0 Okay. Mr. Hubbard, with respect to item g) on

21 page 20 of your prefiled testimony, that too is an

22 instance, is it not, where there was no hardware change

23 to the plant, no change to construction, nor
,

O 24 = ""''"c't " ' "" "* "* '" d "ta" "** t'a "'**

25 as intended; is that correct?

: O
6
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1 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Yes.

2 Q And that was an instance, was it not, where

3 there was merely a clarification to be added to the FSAR

O
4 and not a change?

5 A (VITNESS HUBBARD) Mr. Ellis, I think it is

6 more than a clarification.

7 (Pause.)

8 JUDGE BRENNERa Did you want to add to that,

g Mr. Hubbard?

10 WITNESS HUBBARDs No.

11 BY MR. ELLIS: (Resuming)

12 0 All right. Hr. Hubbard, did you examine the

13 FSAR description on page 7.3-25?

O 1. A <W m ESS HUBBARD) no. 1 did not.

15 Q So again in connection with this, as with the

16 others, your knowledge is limited to what is stated by

17 the CAT inspector in this report, isn't that right?

18 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) No. My knowledge is based

19 on the CA".' inspection, the LILCO response to the CAT

20 inspection, the testimony I heard during the LILCO panel

21 on this contention, and also on the NBC review of the

22 LILCO response.

23 0 Well, didn 't you hear Hr. Huseler indicate

24 that with respect to itea g) on page 20, that the

25 seaning was clear from the context and that the only

O
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1 change msda, that was to be made, was a clarification){}
2 is that correct?

3 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I would have to look at the |O
4 transcript again, but my notes ::ay Mr. Huseler said yes

|
5 and no on this one, wh ere , yes, he partially agreed, and

7

6 no, he didn't agree in its entirety. |

7 (Counsel for LILCO conferring.)

8 JUDGE BRENNERs Mr. Hubbard, there is a

9 pattern that is beginning to emerge and I want to ask

10 you about it, so you can either confirm or correct my

11 impression. And that is that for one reason or another,

12 and th'.s is not meant as a criticism, you have not

| 13 applied your own independent analyses to these items,

() 14 but you have used as the starting basis the CAT

15 inspection findings and observations -- and I'm not

16 using that in the technical sense but in the general

17 sense, findings and observations by the Staff -- and

18 applied them to the criteria that they most applied to;

19 and also, subsequent to your testimony had an

20 opportunity to take into account the later response by

21 LILCO, that July 28th response, where they have in many

22 instances indicated the changes that they would make to

23 the FSAR or other places.

() 24 And you are applying that as a concession of

25 some change or improvement perceived to be needed by

O
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(]} 1 LILCO in response to the report. And you are also

2 applying that Staff further response, to the extent it

3 is available on these items, and kind of pulling this

O
4 together, as I say, in tha context of the quality

5 assurance criteria for us in your testimony.

6 Beyond that, you are going on to come ultimate

7 conclusions. But in terms of the factual presentation,

8 have I correctly summarized things?

g WITNESS HUBBARDa Yes, I believe so, that I

10 accepted the ICE findings as being a ccura te . I did do

11 it, though, Judge Brenner, in a broader context, tha t

12 having been involved in this project for a couple. of

13 years I was aware of discussions that we had had in the

() 14 past, that the FSAR was different than what was actually

15 implemented. So I was aware that historically this had

16 been a problem, at least from my point of view.

17 Secondly, as I related to you this morning, I

18 was a ware of the ICE concerns about the FSAR, which

19 showed up both in ICE reports and also in the SALP

20 report, I beli eve.

21 And third, I was aware of the configuration

22 program that LILCO had embarked upon. At the time I

23 vrote this testimony I didn 't have the results for the

() 24 first seven systems. So I had a context in which I was

I 25 looking at this, and with that context and then applying

O
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1 it to quality assurance, which I thought was an

2 important point you made this morning, which is the one

3 I was trying to make, which is that the question from a
|

4

O 4 quality assurance standpoint is, how did this sort of

5 thing happen within the design control program.

6 JUDGE BRENNER: But in order to get to that
~

7 question we have to analyze to differing extents,
i

8 depending upon the item, what was involved in the item.

; 9 And the way we're going to get to the heart of that is
!

10 through LILCO and Staff witnesses, rather than you,

11 given the way -- given your basis for assembling these'

12 things as I understand it?

13 WITNESS HUBBARD: Yes, but I think the thing

O 24 that I can hein2 to this and have is that in terms of a

| 15 pattern this I do not believe was an isolated event,

16 that when you go in and you do -- you take a thin slice

17 of a plant and you look and you get seven indications or

:
18 so like this, and based on the perspective I had of the

19 others, it seemed to se that this was something that was

20 worthy of discussing in testimony.

21 JUDGE BRENNERa I'm not criticizing you for

22 putting it in your testimony. I'm trying to understand

23 the perspective, and one concern I have is, do we need

24 to ask the same exact question at least three times of

25 the witnesses for each side or should we focus on

O
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1 certain types of questions with you and different types
[}

2 of questions with the Staff coming up and with LI1CO.

3 Some questions already have been raised.

O
4 There is a dif terence between applying your

5 conclusions to the facts, whics. we can ask you about or !

6 see for ourselves in the testimony and then applying our

y own judgment to the facts with the benefit of your

8 conclusions and the conclusions of the other witnesses
g presented by the other parties.

10 But if we're going to also get at what was

11 factually involved which led to those conclusions, then

12 I don't think you are the right witness in teras of the

13 CAT inspection findings, because a lot of your answers,

()i 14 have understandably been in fact, the Staff has made

15 those findings, has started you off as your basis. And

16 You also added, I think not in these exact words but the

17 consideration was, certainly if you had known of

18 something that would have led you to doubt the Staff's

jg findings you would have applied it, but you know of no

20 such thing.

21 I guess I should ask you if ay last statement

22 is a fair one.

23 WITNESS HUBB ARD s I think that is correct.

(]) 24 And again, you have to take a context. That 's one of

25 the things that the County, and I in particular, have

O
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1 long been interested in, was some sort of both a design{}
2 review and a physical inspection of the plant. And this

3 part, the CAT, was as close to that as anything that we

O 4 had to rely on.
-

5 So the CAT went in and took a thin slice of

6 one out of 30-some saf ety systems and came up with

y certain findings, and they didn't look at everything.

8 So then the real question is, based on that would then

9 one want to go look at some other places, and if one

to wanted to look where might they look. And then even

11 more importantly, why did these things happen.

12 And I have had, as you well recognize, a hard

13 time determining exactly why the events happened, though

() I have made some conclusions of why it might have14

15 happened.

16 JUDGE BRENNER: All right, I think I

17 understand.i

i 18 (Board conferring.)

19 JUDGE BRENNERs I didn't mean to interrupt you

20 for that long, I'm sorry. We will get back to your
,

21 questioning, Mr. Ellis.

22 HR. ELLIS: Yes, sir. I'm not sure that it

23 requires an explanation, but there are conclusions here

(}) 24 that there are violations of criterion 3. They are not

25 ten tative --

O
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(} 1 JUDGE BRENNEHa I don't need an explanation'

2 from you. I had those thoughts in my mind and I wanted

3 to either find out that my thoughts and my impressions

O
4 were correct in Er. Hubbard 's view or be disabused of

5 them, so I wouldn't be applying some incorrect

6 thoughts. So don't read anything beyond that into the

7 questions. '

8 And as Mr. Hubbard confirmed for me, he took

g those and did reach some other conclusions, as we have

10 also been discussing and as he has been asked about.

11 And I recognize that and I recognize that they are

- 12 conclusions in testimony and the cross-examiner has to
1

13 cross-examine him on them. So I don't have any question

14 on the principles.

15 The tima involved is sometimes surprising, but

16 I didn't interject for that other theme. Usually I'm

17 not that subtle.

18 Let's go back to you.

tg BY HR. ELLIS: (Resuming)

20 0 To expedite matters, Mr. Hubbard, with respect

j 21 to item g) on page 20, it's f air to say, isn't it, that

22 you, since you have not examined the FSAR section

23 concerning these valves, would not be able to tell the

() 24 Bosrd what the context was and whether they were;

25 discussing only valves for environmental requirements;

()'

,
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1 isn't that right?
[}

2 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I would be glad to look at

3 tha t, but I have not.

O
4 Q And did not for your testimony?

5 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) That is correct.

e Q Let's turn to page 21 and 22. Did you omit

7 anything significant with respect to the NRC's

8 description of these items when you said that, "The

9 following eight discrepancies between flow diagrams and

to existing piping and hardware were identified by the NRC

11 team"?

12 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Yes.

13 0 What did you omit tha t was significant?

() 14 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I omitted something which I

15 thought I did not agree with, and at page 4-17 of my

18 attachment the NRC states that there were a number of
17 minor discrepancies. And I changed the word " minor" to

18 "eight", because as a QA manager it seemed to me the

19 important thing was that they found eight discrepancies

20 in this one system sampled.

21 0 So you lidn't think any of these things were

22 minor, did you, Mr. Hubbard, because you deliberately

23 made that choice to exclude the word " minor" which the

() 24 NRC had chosen to use as a description for these items?

25 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I had a hard time tracking

O
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1 how it was minor and an unresolved item, and so it
[}

2 seemed to me that the eight findings were what they

0 found.

O
4 Q But you deliberately omitted the NRC's

5 description of "mino r," didn 't you ?

6 MR. LANPHEBs I object. That has been asked

7 and he answered it. He said he deleted it and he gave

8 the reason. This is getting repetitive.

9 JUDGE BRENNER I think we have already got

10 the answer to that one, so I will grant the objection.

11 MR. ELLIS: I asked him the follow-up question
'

12 and I'm not sure I got an answer. I think that is

13 right, Judge, it was asked and answered whether he

() 14 deliberately omitted it. He did testify that he

15 deliberately omitted it, so let me ask a follow-up.

16 BY HR. ELLISs (Resuming)

17 0 Mr. Hubbard, you testified that you

18 deliberately omitted the NRC's characterization of these

19 discrepancies as minor, and that is because you did not

20 consider them minor?

21 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) That is correct, in the

22 broad context of what CAT was doing. If you looked at a

23 narrow slice and found eight of these discrepancies,

(]) 24 then that would tell me that if I were to look at all 32

25 systems I would be likely to find a fair number of

l
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1 these, and that to me is not a minor problem.{}
2 0 All right. Before we go to whether it is

3 minor or not, you referred a number of times to " narrow

O
4 section." Aren't we really talking about a very

5 substantial amount of hardware and drawings and piping

6 and tubing and conduit and cable? Isn't there a very

7 substantini amount of that stuff involved in what the

8 NRC looked at in this CAT inspection?

g A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I would agree with you

10 partially. The RHR system is far and away the biggest

11 system on the plant. 30 to 40 percent of the piping on

12 the plant is RHR, so I would agree with you in that
,

,

13 sense.

() However, there are 30-some safety systems.14

15 This is a mechani=al one. They looked at just some of

18 the electrical and they only looked for about 400

; 17 hours. So you know, you get 400 hours of the CAT versus

18 what, 30,000 for Iorrey Pines.

gg 0 So you would be a lot more comforted by the

20 conclusions of Torrey Pines, then?

21 A (UITNESS HUBBARD) I haven't reviewed the

22 conclusions by Torrey Pines, but they put in a lot more

23 effort.

() 24 0 But my point here with respect to the CAT

25 inspection, Mr. Hubbard, is that here they have eight,

O
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1 as the NRC termed them, sinor discrepancies, but we are

2 really talking about a population that is quite large,

3 aren't we, in terms of attributes?

4 MR. LANPHER: I object to that question. He

5 hasn't laid a basis as to what number of attributes. I

8 don't know what he means by " attributes" in this

7 context.

8 JUDGE BRENNERs Well, I think the witness can

9 answer that and explain the context of his answer if he

10 has any problem with it. Let's see what happens.

11 WITNESS HUBBARDs Mr. Ellis, I do hsve a

12 problem with that, because it is assuming because the

13 incpector looked at or the inspectors looked at the big

() 14 system, therefore they have looked at a lot of the

15 plant. And I don't share that view.

18 Ihey had 300 or 4 00 hours to look at parts of

17 the RHR system. So I think they found a lot of things

18 in what I would look at as a rather short period of

19 time.

20 BY MR. ELLISs (Resuming)

21 Q Well, aren't you makino the assumption that

22 they didn't look at a very large population of

23 attributes with respect to discrepancies between

24 existing piping and hardware and flow diagrams?
[}

25 A (WIINESS HUBBARD) We would get into what our

O
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1 definition of " attributes" and "large" is. I am

2 assuming that there is a larger population than what

3 they looked at and that they had a limited time in which

O 4 to do their review.

5 Q But you don't even know what population ther

6 looked at, do you?

7 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) No, I do not. However, I

8 know that the RHR system that the biggest is like 30 toe

9 40 percent of the piping in the plant, and that -- I

10 know that they didn't have the time really to do a

11 complete as-built of all 30 to 40 percent of that.
!

12 Q Wel'1, as you've testified, you don't know the

13 population of what they looked at. You don't have any

() 14 basis, then, one var or the other for concluding whether

15 these alleged QA/QC breakdowns 8 through 15 on page 21

16 of your testimony is or is not a significant percentage

17 of the total population, isn't that right?

'18 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) No. And for example, you

is look at item g). It says, "Show capped vent and drain

20 lines. Most vent and drain lines. remain uncapped."

21 That is more than one probl e . And so you would look at

22 that and you would say, oh, well maybe vent and drain

23 lines is a problem.

24 And you go to the FSAR configuration report
(]}

25 and you find, yes, the vent and drain lines in terms'of

O
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I capping is a problem. So each one of these eight items)
2 may have multiple parts in terms of actual discrepant

3 attributes. And then this is only part of looking. It

O
4 is a slice of the plant.

5 0 All right, we will come back to this point in

6 a minute, Mr. Hubbard. Let's go back to whether it's

7 minor or not, and you've testified that you made the

8 decision to omit that description because you didn't

9 think they were minor.

10 Look at d ) if you would, please, on page 21 of

11 your prefiled testimony and confirm for me, if you

12 would, please, that that does not involve any

13 discrepancy between a flow diagram and existing piping.

() and hardware, and in f act all that refers to is whether14

15 or not the grid coordinates on the drawing are correct.

16 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Mr. Ellis, I don't have

17 that drawing.

18 0 Well, I understand you don't have the

19 drawing. Do you know from reading that, though, that

20 that is what the situation is, that there is a

21 reference, locations or grid coordinates on a drawing
,

( 22 for a particular component, and all that is being

23 referred to there is that the grid references are not

() 24 correct?
,

25 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) Well, now that we have

()'

i

!
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[" 1 agreed they are not correct, then the question would be

2 the corrective action.

3 JUDGE BRENNER Well, what's the answer to the

O'

4 question, unless you agreed so quickly I missed that as

5 a yec answer? Because I'm not going to take his

6 question as testimony. It is only the answers that

7 count.

8 WITNESS HUBBARDs Well, he is asking me to --

9 JUDGE BRENNERa I know what he asked you.

10 WITNESS HUBBARD: to hypothesize on what--
i

11 the problem was that the NRC found. And I don't have,

12 the drawing. '

13 JUDGE BRENNERa The question is do you know.

() 14 The answer is no? ,4

15 WITNESS HUBBARDa The answerfis no.
s

16 JUDGE BRENNER: Okay. -

s

-

17 BY MR. ELLISa (Resuming) '

,

18 0 So you don't have any basis, then,' for having

19 deleted that word "sinor" up there if you don't knew the

20 seaning or significance of that particular finding,/

| 21 isn't thit right? i

!

i that is n't correct.,.'22 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) No, o

23 0 Okay. Let's try this, Hr. Hubbard. Isn't it |
1

() 24 true that what is referred to in d) is whether of rot

25 the grid locations, X and Y co' ordinates that describe
,

.

| ([)
'

2 |'

t .

1 -,

*
i

L
4 1
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|

|
'

1 where on a particular flow disgras you will find the iO ;

2 drains, in other words X-5 or G-4, whether they a r e.
'

3 right or not? Isn 't that correct?

4 5R. LANPHER: I object. That has been asked
:

5 and answered.

6 JUDGE BRENNER: Objection sustained. He<

7 doesn't know what is involved in the finding, and no

8 matter how many times you ask him, unless he suddenly

9 gets a flash or some recollection that he didn 't

10 previously have, he 's still not going to know.

11 BY MR. ELLIS: (Resuming)

12 0 Do you know what reference lo' cations on

13 drawings are, Mr. Hubbard?
s

'( ) 14 A (WITNESS HUBBARD) I understand that, Mr.

is Ellis. You would say, there would be a takeoff point

ng tha t would say, go to location such and such and you go

1 there, and that is not the right place from the-

i 18 takeoff.
*

i

19 (Counsel for LILCO conferring.)

20 JUDGE CARPENTERS Mr. Ellis, if I could

21 interrupt you just a second.| *

!
22 MR. ELLIS: Yes, sir.

i

23 JUDGE CARPENTER Mr. Hubbard, I think you

24 testified maybe five minutes ago that you felt that thei'

25 number of discrepancies was not minor. Does my memory

O)
< <

'
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1 serve ao accurately?
;

!2 WITNESS HUBBARD: Yes, Dr. Carpenter. The NRC

3 had said that there were a number of minor

O 4 discrepancies.

5 JUDGE CARPENTERa Yes. As I read the NRC

6 report, the adjective " minor" does not modify the noun

7 " number" but modifies the noun " discrepancies." And I'm

8 trying to, as Judge Morris did earlier, trying to get

9 everybody to talk about the same thing. The NRC doesn't

10 say the number was minors it says that the discrepancies

11 were minor.

12 And yet you say you omitted that

13 characterization because you felt the number was

O 14 sioniricant end it was in error, end I thinx that is a

15 very -- well, first of all I would ask whether my

16 impression is correct.

17 WITNESS HUBBARDs Dr. Carpenter, I would agree

18 with you that " minor" is an adjective in front of
|

19 " discrepancies." There were a number of what were|

20 categorized as minor discrepancies. However, in my view
,

i
21 of this as an audit finding, if I were the QA manager

22 and they came in and they said, well, we found these

23 eight, of which some of these had subparts, I would need

24 a lot of convincing to put that adjective " miner" in

25 front of it.
!

'
O
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|

1 JUDGE CARPENTERS Because of the number or

2 because of the character of each individual one?

3 WITNESS HUBBARDs Well, first of all because

O 4 of the number, because as soon as I saw this many I

5 would think, well, that tells se that, or it would give

6 se a hint, if I looked further I would find more. And

7 then I would want to know why these occurred.

8 You inspect to a drawing, and so where a case

9 where something is different than what a drawing says,

10 then I would ask my inspectors, well, how could this

11 have happened.

12

13

O 24

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

O
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1 JUDGE CARPENTERS I guess where I need some
)

2 help in the quality assurance profession, in the

3 professional practices, is there such a thing as a minor

O 4 deficiency? Is anything ever minor in a professional

5 sense?

8 WITNESS HUBBARDs When I would talk to my

7 inspectors that would be the last word I would ever want

8 them to use, to be out there making judgments of whether

9 something is major or minor. An inspector is told that

to the plant is to be built to the drawing. He isn 't to be

11 makinq judgments, and if the drawings and the plant

12 disagree or the drawing and the instruments or the

13 drawing and the pipe, then he is to write that up.

() 14 And then a decision is made to revise the

15 drawing or revise the construction. But it is a

16 disciplined process and you expect the inspector to

17 write up the deviations and not be making j udgments.

|
18 Now what turns out to be major or minor *may

|

19 have to do with the corrective action. You get somebody

| 20 comes to you and, like you say, well, there is a capped
|

21 vent and drain lines is uncapped, and then the question
!
l 22 is well, is that an isolated event or not. So you go

23 out and sample some more, and then you draw a

() 24 conclusion. And then you might also look a t what are

25 the consequences of that.

O
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1 So there are people in management that would[
2 be making some de:ision about the significance of a

3 discrepancy, but it is -- any time you find something

O
4 like this it would indicate to te that there is

5 something wrong with the quality assurance program, that

6 the quality assurance inspector is intended to find

7 these sorts of variations and write them up and get then

8 resolved.

9 JUDGE BREN3 era Mr. Hubbard, I'm.sorry. Are

10 you finished?

11 WITNESS HUBBARDa Yes. I apologize for that

12 being a long answer.

13 JUDGE CARPENTERa No, I invited it, sir. I

() 14 was just trying to get some perspective on the

15 professional view of whether there were graded audit

16 findings, whethat they were useful or not, and I think I

17 listened to extensive testimony that you didn 't think

18 graded findings were useful.

19 WITNESS HUBBARD: Well, I do have, as part of
(

20 my own testimony, what I call critical major and minor

21 characteristics or defects. If in advance you classify

22 things as critical, major and minor, that is something

23 that in the QA world you might do for inspection

() 24 attributes when you are trying to come up with your

25 sampling frequency, that, say, you are building 100

}
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1 widgets and there might be a certain dimension of{}
2 c ritical .

3 On that you might want to be very sure that

O
4 that dimension is correct and you would call that a

5 critical and have a sampling frequency to get very high

6 assurance. There might be another part about smoothness

7 which in this particular application was a minor thing.

8 You know, you weren't as concerned about that, and so

9 you would have a lower sampling frequency on thst.

10 But once you had programmatically decided what

11 was critical, major and minor in advance of doing thei

12 inspection, then you expected to see that it is indeed

13 implemented.

( JUDGE BRENNER: One thing you said, Mr.14

15 Hubbard, you said from the QA point of view you would be

16 interested in how this could have happened, that these

17 drawings are different than the as-built situation, as

18 to these what you call eight discrepancies and what the

19 NRC CAT report calls a number of minor discrepancies

20 between the flow diagrams and the existing piping and

21 hardware.

22 Are these drawings flow diagrams that had

23 received an okay within LILCO's or its agents' system as

() 24 to being fully accurate, or are these diagrams that had

25 outstanding ECDCRs or other indications of changes and

O
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I had yet to be updated? I an asking that in the{)
2 context --

3 WITNESS HUBBARD: I would really like to know

O
4 the answer to that because these --

5 JUDGE BRENNERs Well, do you know?

6 WITNESS HUBBARD: No, I don't. The one I do

7 know is like the bird screens, that one example, that

8 later on the ICE reports that the bird screens were

9 installed and we can look at -- we can track that one

10 because that is being closed out. These other open

11 items, (a) through (h), are still open and there is

12 nothing in the record between ICE and LIlCO to describe

13 what corrective action has been taken.

() 14 But that is also why when the CAT people said,

15 they wanted to look at a completed system they had in

16 aind just what you brought up. They don't want the

explanatiog of everything to be well, we were going to17

18 get that later on, because then -- and that is my belief

19 of why they picked the system which was, in their words,

20 " complete."

21 JUDGE BRENNER: But one could infer from your

22 comment before that the QA manager, at least you, would

23 vant to know how this could have happened, that we have

() 24 a system different than the drawings. One could infer

j 25 that the drawings had gone through all of these gates,

O
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1 to use the tera you have used, and were okayed as{)
2 as-built, as distinguished from a possible situation

3 where the drawings had outstanding changes, perhaps in

O
4 the form of ECDCRs, against them and had not been

5 updated.

6 WITNESS HUBBARDa If I had been LILCO and

7 working with the auditors and I have had a lot of

8 experience with that, if there was a prompt explanation

e of why this happened, if thay said, well, this disagrees

10 with the drawing and I say, well, you don't have the

11 ECDCR, the engineering change notice that goes with it,

12 I would have whipped that out in no time at all. And I

13 think the Staf f would have then written it up

() 14 differently, which doesn't mean that there may not be an

15 explana tion for some of these.

16 But let me tell you, when I was being audited

17 I made sure I had my explanations ready pretty fast, if

18 the re was a good one, because it took a lot longer time

19 closing out something like this once it got written up.

20 So there was a powerful incentive to respond promptly. 1

21 JUDGE BRENNER: We are certainly proving your

22 point there.

23 (Laughter)

24 JUDGE BRENNERa Incidentally, I thought we |(}
1

25 only manufactured vidgets in law school, so I am glad to j
.

'

i
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1 hear that other people deal with widgets.

2 ,w are ready to break for the day. I don't

3 know whether to keep the record open in anticipation of

O
4 receiving the Torrey Pines testimony.

5 HR. ELLIra Tes, it is here.

6 JUDGE BRENNEBs This is the Torrey Pines

7 testimony filing by LILCO.

8 All right. If there is nothing else, Mr.

9 Irwin has something else.

10 MR. IRWINa Judge Brenner, you had asked for a

11 status report on ICC matters, if possible, by the end of

12 the day, and Mr. Miller and I have talked several times

13 during the day and I think it is fair to say that we

() 14 both expect to reach a comprehensive agreement on ICC.

15 Ihis is subject to about half a dozen small items, all

16 of which I expect to be able to work out, and obviously

17 it is subject to final client review, but on our level

18 we think we can reach an agreement as soon as possible.

19 JUDGE BRENNERs As to all matters?

20 MB. IRWIN: Yes, sir.
1

1

I
21 JUDGE BRENNERs That is a surprise. That

22 shows you I should never try to guess what might be

23 resolved and what might not be, because I have been

() 24 wrong many times.

25 MR. IRWIN We surprise ourselves occasionally.

O
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Q 1 JUDGE BRENNER When do you want to either

2 give us something or explain better what the situation

3 is -- tomorrow or the next day?

O
,

4 NR. IRWINs I think it will be about another .

5 day or so.

6 JUDGE BRENNERs We will wait for you to get

7 back to us at whatever point this week you think

8 appropriata. Since we now know we will be here Friday,

9 that would be all right also.

10 I take it all parties agree that agreement is

11 so close at hand that we should suspend the testimony

12 filing date. Is that right?

13 MR. IRWINs Yes.

14 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. We will be back a t

15 9s00 tomorrow morning.

16 (Whereupon, at 5:10 o' clock p.m., the hearing

17 recessed, to reconvene at 9:00 o' clock a.m., Wednesday,

( 18 December 8, 1982.)

19
i

20
;

21

22

23

24

25

'
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